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TO MY MOTHER 



PREFACE 

THE pages which follow constitute an attempt to describe 
the short' but remarkable history of the Family Wage 
System in Europe and in some measure to examine the 
re.actions and the problems to which its rapid development 
has given rise. In its original form the book was approved 
as a thesis for the B.Litt. degree at Oxford. 

The subject is to the forefront on the Continent of 
Europe, but in England relatively little attention has been 
given to it. It may the~fore be worth while to have some 
record of what has been achieved in other countries. It 
has been my intention to examine the question impartially 
and to endeavour to obtain a true view of the actual facts, 
whereon may be based an estimate of what is the possible 
contribution of the subject towards a solution of some of 
the difficulties with which industry is faced to-day. 

The book Is throughout based chieRy on an examination 
of first hand sources of information, such as the Statutes 
and Regulations of Compensation Funds, their accounts 
and proceedings, as well as a number of special memor· 
anda. I am very greatly indebted to the large number of 
correspondents abroad, belonging to Employers' Federa
tions, Trade Unions, Compensation Funds, Government 
Offices and Academic bodies, for their assistance in supply. 
ing this voluminous material. Where so much help has 
been n!Ceived from so many, it would be invidious to 
mention any by name. 



PREFACE 

I particularly desire however to pay a tribute of grati. 
tude to the late Mr. James Munro, M.A., sometime Beit 
Lecturer in Colonial History at Oxford and later of the 
Overseas Intelligence Department of the Ministry of 
Labour. He not only gave me encouragement in the 

,initial stages, but afterwards, although at the time very 
ill indeed, spent much labour in reading through the draft 
manuscript and making various suggestions. At a later 
stage Sir \Villiam Beveridge, K.C.B., very kindly read 
through the typescript and gave me the very great benefit 
of his advice and criticism. I should also like to record 
my appreciation of the great help I have received from my 
mother, in the compilation of the index, in proof.reading 
and in connection with the necessarily extensive cor· 
respondence referred to above. 

H. V. 
London, January, 1926. 
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FAMILY ALLOWANCES 
CHAPTER I 

THE FAMILY WAGE 
INTRODUCTION 

.. I VENTURE to think that the nation must choose either 
lifficulty or disaster ... ' 

It is an unquestionable fact that under the existing 
iCOnomic system a large number of the children- of each 
reneration are brought up under conditions of life, 
ldmittedly in the highest degree undesirable. It is not the 
IUrpose of these pages to discuss or describe these con
lit ions but only to examine one of the remedies which have 
leen proposed and actually put in practice and tested in 
leveral European countries. The urgency of the need for 
lOme remedy may be put forward as sufficient justification 
'or the examination of the capabilities and possibilities of 
he family _ge system. 

There are those who feel the existing ~ system to be 
I not satisfactory at least It good enough .. Of .. as good 
IS can be expected .. or .. rather better than it used to be" : 
there are also some who hold that it is so evil as to be 
Ileyond hope of reform and to cal1 only for destruction: 
:here are yet others who, whilst vividly realising the great 
,ices of the present system, still believe that improvement 
::an be hoped for only by gradual evolution and by the 
~reservation of historical continuity, the present being in
l!Yitably a part of the future. To both of the latter dp 5 S 
the family _ge system should be of the deepest interest. 

The family has frequently been lauded as the basic cell 
IS.t •• Ro ...... 

• 



2.' ,FAFdILY ALLOWANCES 

of 'modern civilisation and as the home of nearly all the 
vi;tues; but a proposal that the size ot the family should 
itself exercise an influence over the problem of remunera
tion is regarded as startling and revolutionary. To this 
it might well be objected that one of the most influential 
conceptions of wages to-day is that which demands "a 
family wage" and it is, well that attention should at once 
be directed to the double interpretation to which that 
expression (" family wage ") is open. It may be simply 
a statement of the opinion that I1Vtry man should be paid 
a wage which is at least sufficient to enable him to bring 
up an average family at a reasonable minimum standard. 
There can be no doubt of the prominence of this concep
tion, as (to quote only one example) in the Dockers Com
mission of 1920. The system to be examined in the follow
ing pages is a different matter. It is a system which, in 
determining the remuneration of a worker, takes into con
sideration the number of persons dependent on him for 
food, shelter, clothing, etc., that is to say it is a system 
of individual differentiation of wageS according to family 
needs. For the sake of brevity and clearness it is con
venient to adopt the continental nomenclature to dis
tinguish these two conceptions: the former is known 
as the .. absolute" family wage and the latter as the 
.. relative" family wage. It is upon the Relative Family 
Wage, which involves the seemingly novel principle of 
increasing a man's income in relation to any expansion in 
the size of his family, that attention will be concentrated. 

In this country the principle has in practice been only 
very haltingly recognised,' but in various European 
countries-notably in Belgium, France, Germany and 
Holland-i:onsiderable progress has been made in its 
application during the last few years. To attain greater 
precision, the enquiry is limited to these four countries 
except for the notices given in the Historical Summary 
(Chapter III). 

• In the coalminen:' Arbitration DecIsion, Autumn, 1911. See the 
Ti_ •• 6..0.03, and alao In Jbe dnllt pr_1a of Jbe ..,.., ....... In Jul" 
'925· 



INTRODUCTION .. • 3 

The paymen~ to a manual or intellectual worker (for the 
system applies to both) of a larger wage or salary because 
of his family responsibilities suggests immediately an 
obvious danger-that, if family men' cost more to the 
employer than single men of the same grade of skill or 
capacity, then the former will find it difficult to get employ
ment and the system intended for their benefit will turn to 
their disadvantage. To meet this difficulty, a new piece 
of economic machinery has been evolved, namely the 
Compensation Fund, which makes it possible to spread 
-out the cost of the allowances over a number of employers. 
A brief account may here be given of the principle of this 
institution, but its various features will be examined in 
detail in the course of the following chapters. -

Ail or some of the employers within a given area or 
industry agree to form a Compensation Fund. They 
undertake to subscribe to it in proportion as a rule either 
to the size of their wages-bill' or to the number of workers 
they employ, quite irrespective of whether such workers 
are married or single. The sum so raised is used to pay 
an agreed scale of allowances to the married men in pro
portion to the number of their children. Thus it ceases 
to be of any financial consequence to an employer what 
proportion of his employees are heads of families. His 
conttibution remains unaltered by any change in that pro
portion. Under a device of this kind, the children of each 
generation become a sort of common charge either on in
dustry as a whole within a locality or on a particular 
industry either throughout the country or within a given 
district. 

Clearly there are few things more important than pre
occupation with the means of improving the conditions of 
life of wage and salary earners, the largest section of the 
people In most countries and especially in industrial 
ClOuntries like our own. At the same time the matter bas 
various repercussions. It will be necessary to examine the 
possible inftuence of the system on the question of popu\a-

• I. ... morrIooI ..... willi ~ 
• kdo>oi ..... 'omIIJ AIIo-. 
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tion from a quantitative as well as from a qualitative point 
of view. Furthermore the possible reaction on the general 
level of wages caused by the introduction of the family 
principle is one of high significance, in particular the ex· 
tent to which the system. can be regarded as a solution of 
the problem of equal pay for men and women. Equal pay 
leads on to equal rights and duties and an equal economic 
and social position. How far does or will the family 
allowance system strengthen or wea\!en that position? 

Nor tRust we forget that wages are only a part of the 
total product of industry. It will be of no value to give 
to Labour Ii larger share of the "cake" if that cake is 
itself reduced in size; and the dimensions of the .. cake " 
obviously depend ill great part on the efficiency or pro
ductivity of labour. Will this be increased or diminished 
by the adoption of a family wage? 

It may be urged that even to consider the introduction 
of a new system of wages when industry stands in so 
critical a position is to add to its already great difficulties. 
Yet there are many cases to-day, where the employers in 
an industry (or the better part of them) are debarred by 
the stern economic necessities of world.wide competition 
from giving to their workers that standard which they (the 
employers) think fair and desirable. It maybe that the 
family allowance system will prove a factor in enabling 
industry to solve such difficulties. In some measure, 
indeed, it may have already so helped. Obviously 

"any abrupt change ,is bound to cause dislocation and 
disturbance, but in the opinion of one well qualified 
to judge it is a choice not between difficulties and no diffi
culties but" between difficulties and disaster.'" 

• 5eebobm Rowntne. 



CHAPTER II 
GENERAL CAUSBS 0' THE RAPID DBVELOPMENT 0' THB 

'AMILY ALLOWANCE SYSTEM 

IN Europe seven or eight years ago, the principle of 
differentiating wages in accordance with family needs was 
confined to a few municipalities, railways and one or two 
exceptional industrial undertakings. To-day millions of 
workers are affected by the system and the question is one 
that appears on tlie agenda of nearly every Employers' 
Association and Trade Union and is discussed by pro
fessors and politicians in most countries of Europe. 
, No doubt the war has had a considerable accelerating 
Influence. Perhaps hardly any economic change during 
the war made itself felt so widely and so deeply as the 
big rise of retail prices, due to the financial inflation used 
by the combatants to pay for the war. As a consequence 
in all wage controversies, the" cost-of-Iiving " became the 
principal subject of discussion and (as is common know
ledge) the practice grew up of giving cost-of-living 
bonuses to meet the upward movement of prices. 

It was as a logical development of these bonuses that 
the family allowance gained such prominence. Each 
rise of prices as we know involved still further in1lation. 
which in tum brought about yet further advances In 
prices and continual increases in the c:ost-of-living alIo .... 
ances were necessary. 

Two circumstances brought it about that these allow
ances instead of being adjusted to class needs were adapted 
to Individual requirements and a larger c:ost-of-frring 
a\lowance was given to the father of a family than to a 
single man; af. aU, if IIeeds were to be the motive 

s . 
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for the increase, tQen why not real needs rather than 
theoretical needs, so ran the argument. It was found 
that repeated uniform cost-of-Iiving bonuses failed to 
improve the position of the family man, in fact rather 
tended to depress ito' Hence there arose a desire to' use 
the cost-of-Iiving allowances in such a way that help should 
be given to those most needing it. In the second place 
there was no doubt a desire on the part of employers to 
economise: the allowances appeared to be increasing with 
extreme rapidity and employers naturally desired to limit 
their commitments and to give the big advances demanded 
only to . those whom they considered specially needed 
them. 

It was in 1917 that the cost of living began to rise really 
. rapidly and it will be found that in each of the countries 
under review that year marks the commencement of a new 
and more rapid development of the allowance system. 

Apart altogether from this direct co bread and butter" 
aspect of the question, there has been especially in France 
. another influential motive-the question of population. 
Serious as had been the fall of the birth-rate in France for 
l1;Iany years before the war, the whole problem was accen
tuated by the huge losses in man-power in the European 
war. The grant of child allowances as a part of y.'ages 
was and is regarded as a useful means of encouraging the 
creation of large families; one of a series of measures 
destined to that end, though at the same time it was recog
nised that the cause of the decrease in population was in 
large part moral and religious and not wholly economic. 
The dangers. to be feared from the rapid decline have been 
painted as partly political and partly economic, though 
the t\Vo spheres cannot be rigidly divided. On the one 
hand there is the loss of military power and prestige, and 
on the other the decay of industry owing to the shortage 

I RomaneL LeI Allocation. familiales, pp. 2--3. and Lemen::ier Famille 
Nombrewte, pp. II-Ia. N.turan, whenever the COIt..ot-UYing role, the family 
man was alected. to • greater atent than the single man, aod the larger 
the cost-of-IiYing eection of the total wage became the lest advantageoua 
did the family man '. relative poeition tend to be. 
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• t of labour. The possible future"-shortage of labour has 

probably been in France a very influential factor in sway
ing the employers. In Belgium also there has been con
siderable anxiety in regard to the falling birthrate,' whilst 
in Holland there has been a widespread desire to en
courage large families. In Germany also many voices 
have been raised urging the need from all points of view 
of ensuring that an adequate proportion of the next genera
tion come to maturity. 

Consideration of the moral aspect of the population 
question leads on to the third great thought-stream affect
ing the development of the family wage. Catholicism has 
been very determined in preaching the moral turpitude 
of birth control and the danger of regarding the average 
family as the normal family. Catholicism has also 
united with the 20th Century trend in the direction of 
social amelioration and the improvement of the level of 
family life. It has been urged that the family and in 
particular the large family is a desirable asset to any state 
and that any measure which increased the proportion of 
such families was performing a valuable service to the 
nation. 

Thus, the general humanising tendency of the Century, 
and the social tenets of Catholicism have acted and reacaed 
on one another, and have combined with fear of the COR

seqlltnces of a declining birthrate and the difficulties of 
inflated prices to form a body of opinion strong enough 
to bear the family allowance -very rapidly forward during 
the last six years. 



CHAPTER III 
THE GENERAL PRINCIPLE 

.. A FAMILY wage exists when in valuing labour account is 
taken not only of the work itself but also of the worker 
and his rights as a man, particularly the right to form a 
family.''' 

What exactly is a wage, what does it represent and on 
what principles should it be based? These problems have 
been discussed many times and in particular many times 
with special reference to an examination how far the needs 
of the worker should be a factor in determining the level 
of wages. According to the old so called .. Liberal " 
System, labour was a commodity and like any other com
modity should be bought at the lowest rate possible, 
account being taRen only of the work and not of the person 
performing it. The labourer it was said added a certain 
plus value to the manufactured product, which in turn 
should be the equivalent of the wage; this plus value was 
the same whether the individual was married or single, 
for anyone article has at anyone time only one price on a 
competitive market. Thus the employer was not con
cerned at all with the worker but only with the work. 

The economic evils to which this system led, when un
restrained, are well known and it was in violent repudia
tion of them that socialism developed its doctrine. 
Capitalism it is said should be abolished and every 
man should produce according to his capacity and 
receive according to his needs, but pending such trans
formation of the economic system, the principle of equal 
pay for equal work should be strictly adhered to. This 
latter doctrine of course is in close agreement with the 

I 51011<, Gednsloon. • 



THE PRINCIPLE OF A FAMILY WAG~ ,9 

Liberal in so far as it insists that attention should be 
. directed to the work rather than to the worker and the same 

wage paid whatever the circumstances of the individual· 
employee. Before considering the objections and apparent 
inconsistencies involved in this principle, we may turn to 
examine shortly the development of the II Christian" or 
Catholic movement, which seems to have grown up in 
reaction against the materialism of the Liberal school, just 
as Syndicalism has been regarded as a reaction against 
the too mechanical or non-human standpoint of orthodox 
lIOCialism. In the course of the latter part of the 19th 
Century it began to be a little more generally realised that 
industry and wealth· were made for man and not man for 
them. And so arose gradually a body of opinion in favour 
of insistence on the guarantee to the worker of certain 
ellSential conditions of life, including a fixed minimum 
wage. This interest in the social side of the wage question 
was steadily developing throughout the seventies and 
eighties and in l!lgt came the world-famous Encyclical 
leller of Pope Leo XIII, De Rerum Novarum, which set 
out logically and in an authoritative manner many of the 
doctrines previously put forward somet/hat tentatively. 
Pope Leo XIII had given several previous indications of 
his views as for example in his dealings with the various 
Social Congresses, but the Encyclical was a complete state
ment of the Catholic position. It has wielded and c0n

tinues to wield great influence and the ideas which it puts 
forward have met with increasingly wide acceptance. It 
has always been very highly regarded. Cardinal Manning 
even wrote II Since the divine words • I have compassion 
on the multitude' were spoken in the wildemes5, no voice 
has been heard throughout the world pleading for the 
people with such profound love and loving sympathy for 
those that toil and suffer as the voice of Leo XIII." 

Leo XIII rejects utterly the transference of ownership 
to the state and considers that private property is an essen
ial mment in the true social system. partly because of its 
value as an incentive to labour and part1y to enable man 
to make provision for the future. The justice of private 
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property is also grounded on the rights of the family, 
which are regarded as at least the equal of those of the 
state. ,The state is based on the family and must protect 
it. At the same time private property is a means and 
not an end. It exists in order to make possible the best 
distribution of the available wealth. There is no absolute 
right. Property is a 'trust to be used for the general good," 
It is the duty of every individual to maintain life and the 
only way in which the wage earner can obtain the means 
therefor is from wages given in return for work. Conse
quently wages must always be sufficient to maintain a 
comfortable though frugal standard. This enables the 
worker to fulfil the first of the two fundamental natural 
instincts, .. self-preservation and the propagation of the 
species." 

U A 'family no less than a state is a natural society 
governed. . by the father. It is a most sacred 
law of nature that a father should provide food and all 
necessaries for those whom he has begotten . 
.. Paternal authority can be neither abolished nor absorbed 
by the state, for it has the same source as human life it
self." If then the father is admitted to be the governor 
and provider of necessaries for the family, it follows tbat 
the wage which he receives must be sufficient to enable 
him to carry out his duty. Leo XIII implies, though he 
does not definitely state in so many words, that every man 
should be in a position to support h is family out of bis 
wages. He says first: U Let it be then taken for granted 
that workmen and employers should as a rule make free 
agreements and -in particular should agree freely as to the 
wages; nevertheless there underlies a dictate of natural 

,justice more imperious and ancient than any bargain 
between man and man, namely that remuneration ought 
to be sufficient to support a frugal and well-behaved wage 
earner, ". and a little later on, .. If a workman's wages be 

• u. • • It II: one thing CO have • right to the poeeealon of IDOIIeJ' 
and another to have the right to .... money .. one willa. n Encyclical, 
p. '5, 

• Enqo:UcaI, p, 1"-
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sufficient to enable him to maintain himself his wife and 
his children in reasonable comfort, he will be able to sa'Ve 
a little." 

Th is ambiguity has given rise to a controversy as to 
whether Leo XIII intended to approve the absolute or the 
relative family wage, that is to say a wage for eac" worker 
sufficient to support an average family or one increasing 
in proportion to family responsibilities. This general 
obscurity seems to have been increased rather than dissi
pated by the reply given soon after the publication of the 
Encyclical by Cardinal Zigliara, to whom Pope Leo 
referred a question by Cardinal Goosens of Malines, as to 
.. whether an employer would do wrong who paid his men 
a wage sufficient for personal maintenance but inadequate 
'to the needs of a family." The reply stated that the 
employer would not violate justice, but that his action 
might soinetimes be contrary to charity or to natural 
righteousness." ' 

Historical1y the" absolute" family wage system was 
the first to gain adherents and to become an effective 
principle of action in most labour negotiations in this 
country and in the Dominions aSwell as in some parts 
of Europe. The Belgian sociologist Professor Bus' 
insists on regarding it as an intermediate position on the 
way to the final goal. The" absolute" conception con
tains, he points out, traces of individualism which in time 
must give way as genuine solidarity (in all classes) 
develops and becomes a living reality. It is only a rough 
approximation and not an accurate or scientific method 
of determining wages. It is unjust to some and over· 
generous to others. The plan has however the great 
value of calling attention to the importance of the family 
and to its needs; and that is probably its function" which 
ach ieved, it should be replaced by a more precise method. 
According to Bus, the system has done its work as soon as 
comprehension of it has made possible the introduction by 
. employers of a Compensation Fund. 

"R.,.... A LM.., ~ ... "' 
• _ H .. Relatlol 1"_"",,- ... '7" ..... _ 60 "'_ 



I,. FAMILY ALLOWANCES 
The absolute family wage does at least recognise the 

fact that the needs of the worker should form one factor 
in the determination of wages; it is a break from the old 
tradition that wages must be related solely to output, that 
is, it recognises the worker as well as the work. The 
emphasis is laid not so much on the individual-the adult 
worker and citizen-as is the case with much of current law 
and economic custom; but rather on the family. This 
individualism is a legacy partly oflSth Century Revolu
tionary ideas and partly of the industrial system. A 
similar trend towards" individualism and far reaching 
equality was noti~ble l\t the time of the German 
Revolution in 1915, though a reaction has since occurred.' 

One of the supposed advantages of an absolute family 
. wage system is that it does not violate the canon of .. equal 
pay for equal work." Each individual of a given class 
or skill or capacity receives an equal sum, that is to say, 
the extent of provision for the wage earner's family is for 
every member of that c1ass precisely the same. It is 
therefore immediately necessary to decide what size of 
family is thus to be taken as typical and the answer is 
.. the normal or average family." What is a .. normal" 
family? Colonel Lemercier· asserts that there can be no 
such thing as a normal family; there can be a normal man, 
since what is enough to support one man will (more or 
less) support another, but it is not so with families. Then, 
further, one can and should contrast the terms normal and 
average. Bus points out that birth restriction has been 
going on for so long, that the closely restricted family is 
the usual or average one, although such a one is really 
abnormal, while the normal or unrestricted family is the 
exception rather than the rule. Consequently, if it is held 
that artificial birth restriction is immoral and/or undesir
able, then wages are based on an abnormal, wrongly
limited family. In any case, as regards a considerable 
proportion of each generation, this regime' undoubtedly 
fails lamentably in its purpose of providing an adequate 
standard of living." 

• See below. p. ..... 
-FamiUe Nombreu.e. LouYaiD 1911. 
, A ........ e f...uly __ 
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In countries where birth restriction is widespread the 

average number of children will be something like two to 
three; in a country where birth restriction was but little 
practised, the figure might be higher; but a wage fixed 
for every person on the basis of 5 or even 4 children would 
impose a tremendous burden on industry. Of course it is 
perfectly true that so far at any rate as internal trade was 
concerned, the extra burden might be recovered from the 
consumer, but the rise in prices would be considerable and 
would negative the intended benefit to the family man. 
Excluding for the moment any question of foreign trade, 
suppose there are a million wage earners of the same grade 
of skill and that to each is paid a wage calculated in 
accordance with the cost of living for a seven-member 
family. The large family man gets one millionth of the 
total purchasing power obtained by labour, just as he did 
before this so called family wage system was introduced 
and unless either output is increased or the amount of 
purchasing power allotted to the other factors of production 
Is diminished, no family man will be any better of[. In 
10 far as the industries of this country manufactured for 
export, they might be unable to increase prices propor
tionately; the difference might come out of profits, failing 
which they would naturally be involved in loss of markets, 
bankruptcy and unemployment. 

Now It may be and has been asserted that there 
will always be adequate sustenance for all those per. 
sons who come into existence. This may be true. 
but it does not follow that nature or Providence 
will supply in respect of MCll producer enough 
for five or six persons since . there is in each 
country a definite ratio between the number of children 
and the number of adults capable of producing wealth. 
The absolute family wage system, thus not only assumes 
the existence of a large number of mythical children but 
also that of a number of mythical adults, who if they jIIIl 
existed would baWl been capable of additional production.' 
Thus an artificial position is created. 

• s.. PtddIJICt<& n. - ..... P. 31 ....... p. ... 
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Assuming that birth restriction is operative and that the 
average family is taken as one with either two or three 
children, statistics may be given to show the inadequacy 
of this arrangement in its purpose of providing any r&o 
quired minimum standard of living for the rising 
generation. 

I. Australia. The following figures estimating the 
numbers of families of different sizes are given by Mr. 
A.B. Piddington, K.C., the chairman of the Royal Com
mission on the Basic Wage (Australia) 1920. The total 
number of wage earners is taken as 1,000,000, Mr. Knibbs 
the Commonwealth Statistician having in November, 1920, 

estimated the total as 1,020,000. 

The distribution was as foJlows:-
Unmarried Males 
Families in which children are grown up 

Families with no children 

Families with J child '" 

F!lmilies with 2 children 

450 ,000 

~
H usbands 92,945 
Wives 92,945 
Husbands 70,950 

(Wives 70,950 
(Husbands 8o,2gB 
(Wives 8o,2gB 
(Children 8o,2gB 
(Husbands 79,749 
(Wives 79,749 
(Children J59,4gB 

Total adequately provided for by a four 
member family wage 1,357,680 

Families with more than 2 children ... 

Total inadequately provided for 

(Husbands 226,058 
(Wives 226,058 
(Children 660,204 

Thus 1,112,320 persons or over 45 per cent. of the total 
would be inadequately provided for by a four member 
family wage and that in Australia where the average size 
of the family is very low. 

2. U"ited Ki"Cd"",. Mr. Seebohm Rowntree proceeds 
from the view that .. the wages of all adult males must 
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inevitably be governed by those 01 'married men," He 
also states that" only about 10 per cent. of men ~ ',' 
remain permanently single." An investigation was made 
in' York with a view to ascertaining what proportion of 
married men have children dependent on them. The 
resulting figures showed that if a five member family 
were taken as the standard 33 per cent. of the families 
and 62 per cent. of the children would be inadequately 
provided for. ' 

3. B,lgium,· Bus gives the following figures. , Accord. 
ing to the Belgian Census of 1910, of all married men 
360,495 or 19% were childless. 

282.5,8 or 20'6% had 1 child. 
253.118 or 18'5% had a children. 
177.827 or 13'5% had 3 II 

129.111 or 9'4% .. 4 .. 
91.636 or 67% " 5 .. 
66.433 or 4'8% II 6 II 

44.532 or 3'3% .. 7 .. 
a8,oo. or l .00% ,. 8 tt 

16.015 or .. a% It 9 .. 
15.a79 or 1'1% .. 10 .. or more. 

(These ligures include gl'OWtI up children). 

Thus the average number of children per married man 
is 2'58. It will be seen that although about three quarters 
of an married men have not more than three children each, 
yet the remaining quarter have between them ~irds 
of all the children. which 'shows that even a five-member 
family wage would leave a good deal more than half the 
children inadequately provided for, whilst In about two 
out of every three families there would be a surplus above 
the standard aimed at. 

Thus the absolute family wage endeavours to provide for 
mythical children, but fails to look after the majority or 
at any rate a large number of those that do exist. What 
is it suggested the large family should do? There ~d 
seem to be 6ve possibilities-. lowering of the standard 

• ............. __ detailocl .. W ". _ Appoadia .. 
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of living, charity, extra work by the father for extra pay, 
wife and child labour in the factories, or family allowances 
lor .all children in .excess of the average number. The 
first and second are to be deplored, the third is undesirable, 
because it will prevent the father devoting himself as he 
should do to his children, and because such extra work may 
wear him out, so that by the time the elder children are 
IS or 16,. it may be necessary for them to become the 
supporters of the family.' The fourth possibility has 
been in most cases the only remedy evolved by the in-

. dustrial system, a remedy whose evils it has been in turn 
the purpose of the Factory Acts to redress. Thus we are 
thrown back upon the need of a compensation fund and 
the provision of allowances, but that of course is a break 
away from the absolute system in the direction of a 
relative family wage while the sacred principle of equal 
pay for equal work is apparently violated • 

.. Une botte de legumes ou un panier de fruits ne change 
paS de prix selon que celui qui les a fait pousser est un 
celibataire ou un chef de famille nombreuse. ",. This 

- sentence sums up a very important question, which may 
now be examined. Is it true that work alone determines 
wages and if so is it just that it should? Equal pay for 
equal work has in point of fact never yet existed in any 
complete form. In the· first place, a uniform time wage 
hardly ever carries out the principle, since (with the ex
ception of but few operations) at any given job nearly 
every worker has a different output, as a frequency dis
tribution chart of piecework earnings clearly shows. No 
wage fixed for a class can therefore be more than an ap
proximation. II 

But how far is it true that even such approximation is 
based on the value of the work. What do we mean by the 
value of the work? Presumably such value in terms of 
money is determined by the selling price of the article 

o Tencr-enh-. Loon eta Itlndertoeolaor. 
'0 M...... Auguste I..... Salaire et Sur.soJaJ,. f .... 11IaJ. 
II ~ also Zcntralblatt der ChrUdicb ... Gewwkochaftea 6. ..... 

and Stolle, Gain.1oM p. 16, _ Die Gewerka:baft ...... _ Kor-
IelJlClllClemblatt '5·6... P. 360. 
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lade, which in turn depends partly on the efficiency of 
Ie firm and of the individual worker and partly on the 
orrectness, with which management have anticipated and 
djusted their supply to the demand, and partly on world 
onditlons wholly outside th6 control of management or 
rorker, but such factors may vary enormously and yet 
~ any country it is fairly easy to say that such and such 
I approximately the rate for skilled men and such and 
uch for unskilled. Why is there. this uniformity? 
;urely because of the factor of needs and of the influence 
~hich it is able to exercise through Trade Union organisa
ion. A customary standard is undoubtedly a powerful 
ever and the" higgling " of the market would seem to be 
loubtful evidence of a value basis for wages. Again most 
)iece rates are calculated so as to produce a given rate of 
:timings per day or week, it is often stated for example 
hat piece-rate earnings must be not less than ten or fifteen 
;>8r cent. above time rates for similar work." Further there 
lave been cases where for precisely the same work 
:IilJerent piece rates are fixed for men and for women"
mce more a recognition of the factor of needs. In many 
)CCupations wages increase automatically with years of 
service, which mayor may not mean increased output. 
Often one of the reasons for such increase has been the 
realisation that as the years go on a workman's or 
smployee's family tends to increase.'· Furthermore the 
standard rate once reached by a workman remains the same 
throughout a mall '5 working life, though after middle age 
hia powers will tend to diminish." There ia also the matter 
of locality. In many industries, higher rates are paid in 
large towns than in villages; to some extent no doubt, this 
is due to the fact that a higher grade of skill is required ... a-_...., ... _ • ..-... _ .. ___ ... --_ ................. ..-.. -.,-....._ .. . 
....... b1 em,'Q,.. ad war ...... to pnrfide ___ , .; 1 """'1' ... Ihor ____ . 

.. • .,. S. _It" CIoriatJIc:Iao. 0. ........... .u _ k .. _ticIMol_ .... __ of. __ ... _._ 

IIINdIIII • _ .... dill ..--
•• ~1le!7. p.l6. S."1'-4·' ....... ~ 
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in the bigger towns, (e.g. in printing) and that competi
tion between different industries raises the rates of un
skilled and of some classes of skilled workers; but the 
higher cost of living is here again an influence that cannot 
be ignored • 

. Other exceptions to the strict doctrine are provided by 
unemployment relief; whether paid by the state or by Trade 
Unions, the benefits are generally differentiated according 
to the size of the family-i.e., unequal pay in return for 
equal contributions. II Looking at the matter from a 
rather broader standpoint, premiums payable by the em
ployer for health and unemployment insurance, etc., may 
be regarded as forming part of labour's remuneration and 
as representing an element in it which is regulated by the 
needs of the workers (collectively), rather than by the price 
of the product. 

Thus in scarcely any case is the needs factor entirely 
excluded; it always exercises some influence. The 
problem therefore is, not whether or no, but how far, 
the question of a man's needs should be allowed to affect 

·,the wage which he receives. Hitherto all attempts to fit 
income to requirements have been approximate, e.g., all 
men have been assumed to have three_children or the cost 
of living for all persons in one area has been assumed to 
be 10 per cent. greater than for all those in another; is 
there any reason why the mattter should not be managed 
with ,greater exactitude? It may be that there are diffi
culties. Equal pay for equal work as a doctrine is selfish 
in character; whilst a relative family wage demands 
solidarity and a realisation of the common interest both 
from employers and from workers. The employer may be 
called upon to subscribe to the compensation fund more 
than he gets out of it; a worker may be called upon to 
accept such a division of the product of industry as will 
give his fellow more than himself. The purely egotistical 
employer might say in the words which Monsieur Ley puts 
.into his mouth." .. Je ne me sens pas lenl~ par Ie rale 

'0 •. ,. In Germaa,.. 
It' La R~'onne Sociale. November, 1913. 
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i'apatre social." And he adds when asked to pay his 
:ontribution to the Compensation Fund. .. You ask me tQ 
~ive you a percentage of my wagebill, it seems to me to 
lie much better to give this same amount direct. to my 
workmen in a wage increase, since by that means I shall 
put them in an advantageous position relative to. their 
fellows, which would suit me." 

It is sometimes urged" that since a given I'$te of pay is 
supposed to represent a given purchasing power, which in 
turn means a certain standard of living, the formula 
.. equal pay for equal work," could as well be written, 
equal standard of life for equal. work. This view how
ever seems rather to distort the meaning of words, the 
phrase equal pay for equal work is surely intended to 
mean that in return for equal services to industry an equal 
share of the product is distributed. 

I n certain quarters it has even been suggested that the. 
introduction of family allowances throughout a country 
must nect!ssarily involve a rise in the general level of prices. 
The question how far any wage charge is going to be 
neutralised by price movements is always an important one, 
but there seems no reason to anticipate that the family 
allowance system will have any special effect in prices 
peculiar to itself. A mere redistribution of labour's 
share of the product without change in the amount 
of the total share should have little if any effect 
on the general level of prices. If however it is assumed 
that the allowances constitute a definite addition to 
labour's share, then as with any other e:'tpansion of tbe 
so-called wage-fund a large number of factors will bave 
to be taken into consideration in arriving at a decision, 
e.g., how far the increase in labour's share wiD be met by 
absorption in profits, and how far it will be passed on to 
the consumer, how far the extra may be provided as the 
result of pressure on management's ability and general 
power of organisation and bow far the increase brings with 
it a proportional advance in direct labour efficiency. These 

,. "I·, III Holland and JIoIcI ...... 
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and similar questions belong to the domain of the general 
wages problem and are not specially proper to the family 
allowance question. 

At the same time, it may be asked how it is that 
the problem of providing for the family has suddenly 
become so acute and so prominent. It may be urged 
that married men with large families have hitherto 

_ managed to get on well enough without any of 
these new-fangled schemes of child endowment, family 
allowances, etc.-" Well enough "-the old objection 
to any reform. Probably much of the inferior health 
of a large proportion of the population can with safety 
be attributed to malnutrition and generally unsatis
factory conditions in large families. In addition the last 
twenty or thirty years or so have introduced two new 
factors, which have rendered the problem still more acute. 
"In the first place artificial birth restriction has become a 
great deal more prevalent, with the result that the "fr&
quency distribution" of families has changed, there is 
more difference in size between families. In olden days 
the average marriage age was lower and the size of 
families was more uniform, the bachelor was rarer and 
family responsibilities were more equally distributed 
whereas "de nos jours, Ie nombre des et!libataires a pris 
une importance considerable, grAce en partie au service 
militaire, qui a retarde I'age du mariage. • • ." 

The second factor is of more recent growth. Since '9'3 
the ratio of the level of wages of skilled and unskilled has 
altered to the disadvantage of the former. During the war 
wages in most countries were supplemented by the grant 
of ."ilo"" cost-of-Iiving bonuses, the addition of which 
naturally tended to depress the skilled rate relatively to 
that of the unskilled.·' Impartial investigations of com-

I. Auguste Isaac; p. I • 
•• AI regards France in I~J M. Ren6 Hubert .y. ill U S.JaireI et 

AU-tioao Famillales .. CaUoeo de Compen •• ion "-In 9Iew 01 the 
oddi.ion of • _ .... ~vlng bon"" 01 uniform ... to both lkilled _ _ 
.killed, married _ lingle, the ..... tioa of the ....... 0I1amiu.. boa -... 
relative., _ ............ 
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parative wages before the war and-recently, have Shown 
that the interval between skilled and unskilled wages has 
narrowed considerably." The relation of rates for young 
persons to those for adults has also aitered in favour of 
the former and the problem has thereby been accentuated, 
for in many cases the less skilled and less well paid jobs 
were held by young single men and the more skilled and 
better paid ones by the married men." Moreover the 
public conscience has during the past few decades been 
Increasingly powerful In checking the exercise of those 
undesirable remedies for the straits of the large family, 
Vii., a long working day and child labour. 

In short, there was In the old days a greater degree of 
what may be described as natural differentiation between the 
earnings of family men and those of single men.- Much 
of this differentiation has disappeared and the result is an 
economic misfit which like its sartorial counterpart ill tight 
where it ought to be loose and baggy where something of 
a close fit would not be amiss. 

This leads on directly to the question of the influence 
possible or probable of the introduction of a system of 
family allowances on production, and the efficiencY of the 
worker. It has frequently been suggested that to remove 
the stimulus to work afforded by the necessities of his wife 
and children would have a disastrous effect on the intensity 
of effort of the average worker. This argument seems to 
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overlook the fact that .the payment of the allowance is 
almost invariably dependent on the retention by the father 
of his employment. Again this lack of security, is it such 
a wonderful stimulus to industry, is there not much evi. 
dence to show it is an important cause of the attitude of 
mental hostility to the industrial system, which .leads to 
friction and diminished output." Moreover in no case do 
allowances given or proposed in any instance equal or even 
approach the total cost of maintenance, so that the element 
of sacrifice is by no means eliminated. 

The British worker has sometimes been reproached with 
the fact that additional leisure appeals more strongly to 
him than extra work. This means in effect that the higher 
standard of living which such extra work ought to make 
possible is. unappreciated, may this not be partly because 
there has been no experience of the higher standard. Is 
it not a commonplace the tremendous efforts which 
members of the middle class are willing to make to main
tain a standard of living to which they are accustomed. 
Again it is generally admitted that a .strike is maintained 
with .far great determination if it is a question of defending 
the existing standard rather than making. new advances . 

.. The cycle of poverty and comparative affluence has been 
described on various occasions and recently and vividly 
by Miss Rathbone, who points out the indubitable truth 
that the standard of the rising generation is formed just 
at the time when the pinch of the so-called family wage is 
most keenly felt. The custOmary standard is in con_ 
quence on the average low not only in quantity but in 
quality. Any improvement in such standard may well be 
a factor leading to greater efficiency • 

.. .. I think the ... 11...... • • • have no notl ... of the __ ~ 
dread of poverty and the _-paent .,rain of ellon which fan upon the 
worldng-mao and bU wife who give hoItageil to fortune, .. BIICOft tNt 
it."·. . . It Nor do they know to whal alent lhit stare of thinp tvu., 
lack of II!CUrity .. to the future) it raponlible for the mental attitude 01 
cIiotruot and reRIIlmeftt row", the esisting oodaI onIer which 10 ......... 
mono • • . One of our moet: truttecI. Labour men, who had had • .., 
wide aperience. told. me that be had obeerYed. • wonderful dilerence in 
the mental outlook of Union-' to .. hem 80me tum of fortune had made 
the future -. ..cure. "-Chairman Australian F ....... Basi. W.,.. Com-
lI1Iooiao. -
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We have seen that there has always been a- .. needs" 
element in the determination of wages, while on the other 
hand it is inconceivable under present conditions that 
wages could be determined wholly according to the 
worker's needs. It is a question of carrying the differentia
tion of needs a little farther. Instead of fitting wages only 
to the needs of classes or localities, they would also be 
adjusted to the requirements of families. 

A wage system should be based on three principles: 
(I) Th. outpuc 0/ ch, work". Obviously there can be 

no question of substituting needs for output as a criterion. 
It is imperative that the standard of efficiency should be 
maintained and for this purpose output must have a pre
dominant inftuence on wages. 

(2) INdustry's tajaeily tl1 lay. This ability is 
probably more elastic than is usually admitted and pressure 
on management's power of organisation may ultimately 
make a desired level of wages practicable. The bogey of 
impossibility is one that is often raised unnecessarily, but 
at anyone moment there are upward limits beyond which 
It would be disastrous to go. Probably from time to time 
a choice must be made between the maintenance of the 
customary standard and the disappearance or diminution 
of a particular industry. 

(3) Tla, .. ,ds of Iii' 10' ,h. individual. Industry was 
made for man, not man for industry. There is a standard 
of life below which no huml\n being should be fon:ed to 
exist. 

An ideal wage system should suitably blend these three. 
Tbe first ensures an adequate supply of wealth and the last 
an adequate supply of workers. Neglect of tbe first two 
as in the pure socialist doctrine may lead to short supply 
and economic collapse; neglect of the last may lead to 
depopulation or to violent changes in the economic system • 

• 



CHAPTER IV 
HISTORICAL SKETCH 

I. FRANCE. 
While relatively unimportant until the middle years of 

the war, the principle of allowing a man's family circum
stances and social obligations to exercise some influence 
over his income was at least recognised and operative 
during more than half a century prior to 1914. 

As early as 1854 in the factory ·of Monsieur Hamel at 
Val-des-Bois-there was established a Caisse-de-Famille, 
wh ich was admi nistered by a section of the works Cou ncil. 
This Council determined the minimum income pet person 
needed to provide a decent standard of existence: and the 
Fund made up a man's wage to this minimum if owing to 
the size of his family it fell below.' Interesting as a fore
runner of the present day, this was until the war no more 
than one of a few isolated cases. 

There were however more substantial developments 
amongst the great state departments of France and 
amongst the big railways and banks. The Ministry of 
Marine appears to have been the first to introduce the new 
principle and by an imperial decision of 26th December, 
1862,' 10 centimes a day for each child below the age of 
ten was granted to seamen up to the rank of quartermaster 
having over five years service. 

In 1908 this allowance was transformed into a housing 
bonus for all married seamen without consideration of the 
number of dependent children. A law of 1913 provided a 
credit out of which was paid an allowance of 200 francs 

I Yu Tunnann. La P,obUtnu SOeNUl. 1931, r. 80 •• "t. 
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a year for each child 'after the first- below -16 years of age 
belonging to officers, non-commissioned officers and 
soldiers and to civilian employees of the War Office and 
the Ministry of Marine as well as to members of the 
Gendarmerie employed by the Ministry for the Colonies. 

By ministerial decree of 28th December, 1911, derks 
and certain other subordinate employees of the Ministry 
for the Colonies were awarded a confinement allowance of 
ISO francs for each child as well as an allowance of ao 
francs a year for each of the two first children and 60 francs 
for the third and for any subsequent child. These allow
ances were continued up to the age of 17. The Finance 
Ministry also made special grants to particular categories 
of its employees-notably from 1899 onwards 30 francs a 
year for each child under IS years of age for certain 
classes of Customs officials, while in 1909 employees of 
the Admini.dt"aPoti Cmtt"41. were allotted 20 francs a year 
for each of the first two children and 60 francs for the 
third. In the Post and Telegraph Office, all persons with 
an annual salary of not more than 2,000 francs received 
an allowance of So francs a year for each child under six
teen years of age beginning with the third. Certain 
annual payments of a similar kind were also made to. 
persons employed in the Department of Education and at 
the Conservatoire des arts et metiers as well as to members 
of the Factory Inspectorate. Furthermore a few depart
ments (13' out of 90) and a few of the larger towns (9) 
gave allowances to their employees. 

The turning point in the history- of the new develop
ment was in the autumn and winter of 1916-17, when prices 
were beginning to rise sharply and the high oost of living 
to assume the dimensions of a problem. By the law of 
,th April, t917, the State took action to assist its em
ployees in the ever-growing difficulty of maintaining their 
standard of living, by granting to all Civil Servants whose 
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annual basic salary dicl" nllt exceed 4,500 francs an allow
ance of 100 francs a year for, each child under 16 years of 
age. In the case of civil servants with not more than two 
children the maximum qualifying salary was 3,600 francs. 
By laws dated 4 August, 1917, and 22 March, 1918, the 
maximum limit was raised (without regard to the size of 
family) to 5,000 and 8,100 francs respectively, while on 
the same dates the allowance for the 3rd and subsequent 
children was raised- to 200 and 300 francs. After March, 
i918, 150 francs was payable for each of the first two 
children. Furthermore a law dated 14th November, 1918, 
abolished all maximum salary limit, and raised the amount 
of the allowance to 330 francs for each of the first two and 
to 480 francs for each subsequent child.' 

Stimulated by the example of the State, many public 
authorities in the Departments determined so to arrange 
the Cost-of-Living bonuses,' that the married and family 
men were given extra allowances. By the end of 1918 
out of go departments no less than 79 had arranged to 
grant allowances in respect of the dependent children of 
some or all classes of their employees. Of these forty 
two grant the same allowances as the state to all persons 
employed by them; a further eight grant these allowances 
but only to permanent officials (titulai~es); while eleven 
differ only in excepting labourers, to whom they apply a 
special scale.' 

Turning now to the towns, it is clear that the municipal 
authorities were in their turn also inspired by the initiative 
of the State. According to the French census of 1911, 
there are 310 cities with over ten thousand inhabitants and 
until 1916 only 28 of these paid any family allowances, 
whereas towards the end of 1920, 206 or over 71% of the 
total number were paying them. Amongst the largest 
cities the percentage is still higher, vi.: 14 out of the IS 

.. The allowaReeI were Increased from Janua". 193., and the 1925 
Budget included a daUIe further raising the allow.neel to 54D franCI for 
the &nt child., 120 francs for the 8eCOnd, &to to 1080 for the thlrd, 
riaitIg for the fourth and subsequent mildrea to u60 fr&DC8 per aDnuaa. 

• Already given by lhem.. 
• See Appeodia I. 
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cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants and 23 out of 
the 26 with 50 to 100,000. 

Many of the great railways of France were accustomed 
for many years before the war to make special allowances 
to their staff in respect of their family responsibilities. 
This practice was inaugurated by the Nord and the 
Orleans in 1890, and their example was followed by the 
P.L.M. in 1892, the Etat in 1907, the Est in 1910 and the 
Midi in 1913. 

The systems adopted differed in detail but were uniform 
in imponantrespects. They fixed the amount of the allow
ance for a given number of children, in accordance with 
(a) the amount of the recipient's basic salary and (b) the 
size of the station where he lived. The maximum 
qualifying limit of salary varied in its turn in accordance 
with locality and size of family. In November, 1916, all 
Ihe Companies agreed to give 10 their officials and work
people whether male or female-for the 151 child under 
16 years of age 50 francs a year, for the second and third 
100 francs each, for each subsequent child 200 francs. In 
March. 1918. the maximum salary limit was raised from 
6,000 to 8,100 francs and the allowances were increased 
to 150 francs a year for the first and second children and 
300 for each subsequent child.' Finally in January, 1919, 
an Administrative decree abolished the limit of salary and 
added a funher ISo francs per child per annum. In 
addition provision has in cenain cases been made by the 
companies for the payment of special lump sum confine
ment allowances. 

In the Mining industry, the family allowance principle 
was originally introduced before 1914 by private initiative. 
It took the form not so much of wage allowances as of 
bon~ given eJCreplionally or allowances of free coal,' 
etc. The deftlopment during the war was considerable. 

, TIl ... 1orI"I'., the .... _ ..... Into I ... willi ..... paW ~1 .... s ..... 
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In 1917 an agreement between mine owners and men pro
vided for a family allowance of three francs a month each 
child. Other similar agreements followed, being much 
facilitated by the intervention of the joint committees of 
employers and employed, appointed by the French 
Ministry of Munitions in 1915. A circular of March, 1920, 
laid down that .. une indemnite par enfant non en Age de 
travailler" ought to be granted to those workmen who 
had. heavy family responsibilities. Furthermore the 
government was frequently called upon to intervene in 
various mining wage disputes. The decisions reached by 
the government arbitrators, thus called in, frequently em
bodied provision for family allowances and generllUy at a 
level higher than that fixed by the joint committees. I 

An the developments so far recorded have been con
cerned either with state- departments or' with big public 
bodies, whose resources and position of monopoly were 
such that the extra burden of allowances (if any) could be 
borne by them with relatively little strain. The system 
appears to have been extended easily and withou~ friction 
to cover a large number of employed persons-about half 
a million in an"-involving the expenditure, it is calcu
lated, of about 180,000,000 francs a year. Side by side 
with these big figures, the progress of the movement 
among ordinary industrial or commercial firms appears 
relatively small. 

There was founded in Igo6-at Grenoble the small 
Rue/Ie populaire tie Sai"t Bruno. This was actually a 
Caisse tie Seeours, the first institution of this kind known 
in France having been founded in Grenoble in 1803. The 
aims of the Ruche de Saint Bruno were co.operation, 
mutual aid and the study of social questions. II The Com
mittee consisted of manufacturers, merchants and work-

• The highest allowance fised by • joint committee ... 1$ 'rena at 
AI.I. mines (Gard); in most cases the figure was nearer S or 6 francs a 
month. On the other hand the allowance fizeel by arbitration .,.. 30 frann 
• month per child. In 1923 the total amount paid out in allowances in thi, 
indutry wu about 80 millions francs., repraenting about 5-6% of the wage 
biD. Figur .. of Comlt~ .... HoulllUN de France, quoted In U •• O. Study 33. 

I Compte.Rondll-2nd Congre., p. 67. 
1° ChroniCJue Sociale de France, Oct., 1919. p. 5.15, • 
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men together with a priest and a lawyer. They met once 
a month for discussion. Practica1 decisions reached were 
often put into force in the works of the manufacturers who 
were members of the Ruche. If the results were found 
satisfactory these reforms naturally tended to penetrate 
throughout the district, and in point of fact a good many 
useful reforms had been brought about in this way. At 
a meeting of this circle on October 4th, 1916," the work
men members of the Committee declared that wages were 
inadequate to enable married men with families to maintain 
any decent· standard of life. As a result an enquiry'· 
was undertaken into the circumstances of eight men with 
varying domestic responsibilities but all belonging to the 
Joya metal and engineering works, whose manager 
Monsieur Romanet was a member of the Committee. As 
a result of this enquiry M. Romanet succeeded in convino
ing his employer that wages were at that time insufficient 
to meet the needs of the family man, and it was decided 
that as from November 1st, 1916, married men should 
receive allowances on the following scale for children under 
the age of 13 years. 

One child 7'50 francs a month. 
Two children ... 18"00 II II II 

Three It ••.• 31"50 ,. It .. 

Four It 48"00 n " n 

On November 37th, the local union of Engineering 
employers" met and gave their unanimous approval to 
the system and decided that the same allowance should be 
given in all Grenoble workshops, though compliance with 
the decision was left to the discretion of each employer. 
During 1917 various wage rates were fixed by a joint 
Committee working in liaison with the French Ministry of 
Munitions, and in the spring of 1918 a higher level of 
allowances was fixed. 

Early in 1918, the im~rfections of the system of Family 
Allowances then in force became apparent to the more 

11 c-po..lI.-..cI Congrk, ._ p. .. 
11 Loc AI ............ Familia .... M ..... 11.-. P. •• 
II S1ftdl<at tho Oout-. N ....... '_ a.audr "'en,-
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far-seeing manufacturers. The rates laid down had been 
generally adopted, though without alacrity by some em
ployers who seemed inclined to employ .. moins volontiers 
des ouvriers peres de families nombreuses" so that the 
new institution threatened to turn round boomerang
fashion and harm those it was intended to benefit. Hence 
in May, 1918, when a further cost-of-Iiving bonus was 
under discussion, it was decided that a radical rearrange
ment was nece~ry and as a result whl/.t was believed to be 
the first Compensation Fund in France was founded to 
equalise the cost of the family allowance and to prevent it 
being of consequence to any manufacturer whether he 
employed single or family men. 

In actual point of·date it has been claimed that Grenoble 
was not the first Compensation Fund and that one was 
founded at Lorient in Brittany in January, 1918, though 
it did not function until April of that year. Evidently 
similar circumstances brought about the execution of a 
similar plan independently and nearly simultaneously in 
two very different districts of France. 

Grenoble's right of priority has also been called in ques
tion by the textile centre Roubaix in the North of France. 
It i~ asserted that a compensation fund was instituted while 
the German occupation was still in progress. The facts 
appear to be as follows. In 1917, some 20 firms formed 
themselveS into a body called .. Familia"" with a view 
to the furtherment of social schemes for the benefit of the 
large jamily, but it was not until 1919 that this body funo
tioned actively. In March, 1920, 300 firms joined together 
to form an Association controlling what is now one of the 
most important funds in France." 

In 1919, four more funds were inaugurated, in May at 
Saint Dizier, in June at Epernay and at Rouen and in 
December at Nantes.1f By the end of the first quarter of 
1920, 16 funds were in existence, on July 1St there were 
26 and six months later 51, while on 1st July, 1921, the 

" L. Journlle Indusrrielle 9.J~.IO. 
II See page 67 'Of' further account 01 thl. Fund. 
za Rev",e d '£conomie Politiclue. No. $. 1920, P. $901. 
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number had reached 70'" By the beginning of 1922-
a further advance to 92 had occurred-and in November, 
1922, a dinner was held to celebrate the foundation of the 
looth Fund, which had taken place early in the autumn. 
At the 3rd Congress of the Compensation Funds held at 
Nantes In June, 1923, the total number of funds in opera. 
tion was given as 120, with a further 33 in process of 
formation. Towards the end of 1925, the number is 
approaching 200. 

The extraordinarily rapid progress of the new institution 
is also clearly evidenced in the following statistics of the 
number of workmen and children concerned and the 
volume of the allowances paid out. 

Date. 

l
~~ :~:: 
uly 1919 
an. 1')20 
uly 19aG 
an. 1921 

"No. of children 
No. of No. 01 and other 

Employ.... Employ.... boneficlarioa. 

5911 
5.300 

37.054 
57.449 

3911.519 
511.518 

~
UIY 19u 
uly 19". 5.soo 700.000 
ov. 19U a'/O.ooo children 

Total of 
bene6ts 

per annum. 
Francs.. 

113.35" 
59".35" 

3.5911.379 
4,873,493 

51 ,747,664 
65,912,198 
75,000,000 
80.000,000 

June 1913 ... 7.600 880,000 ;soo.ooo.. 91.000,000 
June 19"5 ... 11,100 l.alO.ooo 160.000,000 

Further evidence of the continued growth of the move
ment is to be found in the fact that not only have the bare 
numbers of funds increased, but that during the course 
of the last year the size of those already in existence has 
in many cases greatly advanced. Some 15 have expanded 
to the extent of 40 per cent. and nearly thirty by 12 to 
15 per cent. 

To arrive at the total number of employed persons in 
France working in establishments where the family allow
ance system is in force, it is lleeesmry to add "an estimate 
of the number of persons employed <a) by the State-
780,000 (b) by Departmental and Municipal authorities of 
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the 80 Departments and 206.J:owns paying these allowances 
-150,000 (c) by the RailwaY5-400,000 (d) in the mines-
230,0I!'> and (e) in private establishments paying allow
ances direct 100-200,000. 

It may be taken as appToximately true that in ] uly, 
. 1925,-the total number of employed persons in France 
working under a family wage system was over 3,000,000, 
while the total volume of allowances (including the 
administrative cost of providing them) was at the same 
date something over 1,000,000,000 francs a year. t 

This bald statistical outline needs to be supplemented. 
In February, 192o-Monsieur Bokanowski introduced a 
bill to make it compUlsory for all employers to pay family 
allowances; on the grounds partly that it was essential for 
the government to take active steps to stem the decreasing 
birth rate, and partly that it was unreasonable that con
scientious employers, who already paid such allowances 
should be placed at a disadvantage as compared with others 
less high-principled who omitted to do so. The provisions 
of the Bill are described and the arguments for and against 
it are discussed in Chapter XIV. Here it will suffice to 
say that the bill was vehemently opposed by employers 
who held that a state measure would be very expensive 
and entirely lacking in the elasticity necessary to enable 
it to be adapted to the widely varying needs of different 
parts of the country. In consequence the Bill was shelved 
indefinitely. It had however an important influence on 
the development of the Family Wage system, since it 
was extensively used as an instrument of propaganda to 
induce employers to form new Funds or join existing ones. 
For example a Feuille-de-Propagande used by the Paris 
Grocery Fund and probably by other funds contains the 
words .. With voluntary compensation funds you pay no 
more than 2 per cent. of your wage-bill on the average and 
you pay it in the way which you and your colleagues judge 
to be most suitable to the conditions of your business. 
But in case of state interference you will pay at least 5 per 
cent. and you will lose all control of your money which 

t At a conference held at Grenoble on February 10th. 1926. Monsieur 
Vi.li. put the total at 3.500,000, which, be c:akulated. repreRI1Ited about 
fi_ .... tbs of the total industrially occupied ~tioa. 
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will pass into the hands of a new anny of officials." 
Again Monsieur Rey in his report on the first working 
period of the Mulhou5e' Fund says, II We shall continue 
to emphasize the fact that eVeryone who has not been 
willing to follow us in this matter, is in fact responsible 
for the development of that movement which desires to 
force the French employer to accept compulsion and the 
establishment of Compensation Funds under official 
guidance." 

It was also asserted that, when the danger of the 
Bokanowski Bill" appeared to have passed, there was a 
check in the development of the movement and a certain 
number of resignations occurred but any set-back has 
since been more than recovered. 

In December, '930, the then existing Funds, decided to 
form a central body called the Co".ill Cllllra/, ties Causes 
., Co"'pnlStlliOll. This body was (and is) governed by a 
Committee of representatives of the more important funds, 
but each fund remains autonomous and the chief duties 
of the Comi" are propaganda, the collection of infonna
tion and the tendering of advice and assistance to persons 
contemplating the fonnation of a new Fund. Five Annual 
National Congresses have been held, the lirst in July, 1931, 
at Paris, and the latest at Rouen in June, 1935. 

I. BELGIUM. 

It was some years before the war that Monsieur Hell&> 
putte when Minister of Posts, Telegraphs, etc.," intro
duced the principle of family allowances, substituting fOr 
the old principle of equal pay for equal work. that of _ 
equal standard of living for equal work. He arranged 
that 36 francs a year extra should be granted to each Civil 
Servant in the Post Office in respect of each child under 
14 beginning with the third. 

In '9'7, the Belgian Railwaymen then living at Oissel 
(Seine-Inf) in France demanded Child Allowances 011 the 
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ground that the cost of living was rising steadily and that 
the bonuses given up ti11 then had not improved the posi
tion of the family men, but on the contrary rather tended. 
to make it worse. Later in the year a discussion took 
place . between the President of "Belgia ".. a Civil 
Servants' Mutual Aid Society and representatives of the 
Belgian Government in which the former defended a claim 
for 50 centimes per day per child up to the age of 21" 
providec:t that he or she were not earning anything. "The 
Ministers were impressed and immediately after the return 
to Belgium special provision was made for the children of 
Civil Servants, but as the result of propaganda by the 
Socialist Union of Railwaymcn, etc., was abolished for 
a time, 'though from February 23rd, 1920," a child allow
ance of 100 francs a year was reintroduced, subsequently 
increased to 50 centimes a child a day for all Civil Servants 
and continued until the child reached the age of 21. In 
August, 1923,. the allowances were doubled. Early in 
1925, a more elaborate and more progressive scale was 
introduced." 

Many towns have followed the example of the state 
and accord allowances to their employees'" Allowances 
are also paid to the personnel of the provincial govern
ment services of Brabant," Limbourg, Hainault, Namur, 
Western Flanders and Luxemburg" on the same scale 
as to officials of the Central government, Sf 

I. Aft""'.~ Secretary of the Chri.tian Union 01 Raih,aymen, Poot-
men, etc., etc. 

21 Lemercier. p. 37. 
U StoUt. Gezinstoon. p. .,. 
all 30 franCi a month for the first child, 30 for the IIeCOnd, 40 for the 

third, and 50 for the fourth. For" magi.lratl: ,. there are tpeeial allow
ances, viz.. 10 francs for the third child. 90 for the fourth, 100 'Of' the 61th 
and subsequent children . 

.. e.,. Mons, 100 francs a year In respect of each child; Vervien and 
Bruges, double the State allowances; Antwerp. 25 franee • month io raped 
of a man', wife and IS francs in respect of eacb cbild.. 

II B.B. dec Talryk Gezinnen, No.6. p. II. a franca: a day each child. 
•• B.B. der Talryk Gezinnen. No. 10., P. 21. AlJo Annuaite 19215. 
If The provinces of Luxemburg and. Eut Flanden give an annUlI! 

al10wance of 100 francs for children up to a8 yean 01 age In the cae of the 
fonner, and ",thor more In East Flanders. The province of LUge hu • 
• lightly more generous scale, varying In accordance with the C!OIII--o'-Uvi ... 
indes number. 
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In industry the movement has developed independently 

and on somewhat different lines. Since early in 1916 
child allowances have been paid In some of the coal mines 
of the Charleroi district, and in one case also in the' Li~ge 
district. Towards the end of 1924, the allowance system 
was adopted by all Belgian mines. The total number of 
employees is estimated at 150-160,000. The allowances 
vary in amount" and are paid direct by individual em· , 
ployers, no funds having been formed. It has been 
alleged by the socialists, who are opposed to this system, 
that the result has been a marked unwillingness on the 
part of employers to engage men with large families. The 
exceptionally high proportion of family men employed at 
Werister mine, is however striking evidence in refutation 
of this suggestion." 

The first and most important Compensation Fund waS 
organised at Verviers late in 1920" and covered all trades 
in that area except textiles. Very little further progress 
was achieved until the autumn and winter of 1922, when 
five more funds" were founded, modelled on those already 
in existence in France. While the earlier part of the 
Belgian movement was entirely independent of French 
Influence, during 19U the methods of their Southern 
neighbours were closely studied and the employers found 
it necessary if they were to keep Belgian skilled labour 
at home to counteract the attractions of the family wage 
allowances obtainable in the North of France'" Furthe ... 
more, as the result of propaganda by the Belgian Union of 
Large Families (founded in 1921) and by the Christian 
Trade Unions, special attention was directed to the sub. 
ject as a remedy for the falling birthrate, and special em-

.. Sea.. LI6Co... child, .0 ........ a _1Ia; ......... ; 3'" ,..; .tIa. .... . 

.. Seo Table \II AppoIIIII. • • 
•• It ... me In ........ ,""" •• Norell, '9"" 
II Bulklinll Tndoo Fu ... (N._.I); _ ~; ..- _ 

TOOlmal; N..el W ....... la Aa ........ Urn ........... lJtco;.- Reaoia 
(Tall ... ). 

.. CaaIpanIa oImllu .... _ ~t ._ \II , ___ ia '9"4. 
Ihon _ a _ '-- In the ..- 01 __ -.. 
lorF1 ..... _ 01 the .......... tGmpOt .... willa tIae attnciIc. 01 the _ 
_ ID ...- 4lsUi<ts. , 
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phasis was laid' on the great social and economic value 
to. the Sta~ of the large family. During 1923 the move
ment expanded with ever increasing rapidity, several 
funds were founded during the spring, and in June the 
.. Federation des CharbonnageS de Belgique" announced 
its conversion to the principle of a relative family wage, 
though remaining opposed to the establishment of Com· 
pensation Funds. By the autllmn of 1925 some 17 Funds 
had come into existence, includi.ng one or two Agricul. 
tural Funds. Including the 150,000 miners, the total 
number of persons in· private industry working under a 
family allowa!1ces system is estimated at 360-370,000, to 
these must be added over 100,000' Railway servants and 
other employees of the State and about 130,000 State and 
Municipal officials, including 30,000 teachers, making a 
grand total of over 600,000 persons. 

3. HOLLAND. 

Owing in large measure to the important part played 
by the Roman Catholic organisations, the principle of 
family wage allowances has )leen very fully discussed in 
Holland, but there does not seem to have been any exten
sive practical employment of the system until the beginning 
of 1920. 

It was towards the end of 1916 that there came into 
"3"istence a non-political body called the .. Netherlands 
Union of Parents and Heads of Families "" which pleaded 
the cause of the large family, and, on the ground of its 
high utility to the state, urged the adoption of various 
measures improving the economic position of the family. 
Its members included distinguished persons in various pro
fessions and political parties, but de Walle, the writer of 
a socialist pamphlet" sneeringly remarks that .. Union of 
reactionaries would be a better name." 

It was however really the speech of Professor J. D. J. 
Aengenent at the Groat Seminarium on February 23rd, 

as Stolk, Gezinsloon, p. 28. 
at Het Kinderbijslagstelsel, p. 10. 
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1917, which brought the subject into the dayliglit or dazzle 
of public discussion. In April, 1917, a State Commission 
dealing with the regulation of the salaries of government 
officials and clerks was directed to consider .. whether, and 
if so how far, the salary or wage should take account of. 
the needs of families." In its first report, presented a 
year later this committee expressed the opinion that, both 
as between married and unmarried, and as between men 
and women, the principle of equal pay for equal work 
should be adhered to. The government accepted this 
view, but later, owing to the advent to power of a govern
ment definitely in sympathy with the" Christian" move
ment.11 a resolution proposed by Heer Bomans in favour 
of the family allowance principle was carried in the 
Chamber. In reply to further interrogation. the Minister 
of Finance announced that a Child allowance for Civil 
Servants for 1919 was being considered. and by Royal 
Decree the following system of allowances was brought 
into force for government employees from the 1st January, 
1930. 

To each official"" over 21 years of age there was paid an 
allowance of 21 per cent. of his wage for each child under 
18 years with an annual minimum of So florins and a 
maximum of 200 florins a year for each child. If the 
official were over 18 and under 21 years of age, then in 
estimating his salary for the purpose of this allowance. So 
florins was deducted in respect of each year of his age less 
than twenty.one. For workmen in the state service as 
opposed to officiallt-the allowance was one florin per week 
for each child. The salary limit of 5.000 florins" origin
ally imposed was removed some months later as the result 
of urgent representations. 

In May, 1919, the regulations for teachers' salaries, 
dealt with by the Second Chamber, Included an allow
ance of 40 florins a year for each child under IS. but in 

II Soo Cbaf,tw VII. Po .... 
II N_rilt, New ... ,.., Po '4$3-
It Stolle, ... 300 
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November, 1920, the Minister of Education decided to 
place teachers on a par with civil servants. Similar allow. 
ances were also granted to ~the personnel of the army. 
From July 7th, 1920, employees at the Royal Mint'l were 
granted in addition to their normal wage a special allow. 
ance of one florin a week for each child under eighteen 
beginning with the third. Railwaymen were awarded 
the same allowances as the government officials, but com. 
mencing with the third child. 

Another very considerable class in receipt of family 
allowances is that of the Limburg coal miners. There is 
no compensation fund but a definite uniform allowance is 
laid down in the wage agreements for each dependent 
member of a miner's household; beneficiaries include the 
miner's wife, each, of his children under 14 years of age, 
and his brothers or sisters or parents if they are living 
in his house and are dependent on him. II No account of 
the income of such dependents is taken provided it does 
not exceed three florins a week for each person or five 
florins in all. The total number of workers concerned has 
been estimated at 26,000. c. 

The system won further support during the winter of 
1920.21 and in May, 1921," a resolution was introduced 
in the secOnd chamber by Messrs. Haazevort and Kuiper; 
it was divided into two parts, the first advocating the 
desirability of the gelleral principle of family allowances 
and the second urging the actual establishment of a single 
National Compensation Fund, to which it would be com· 
pulsory for all employers to subscribe. The first section 
was accepted by the Chamber, but the second was rejected 
on the ground (amongst others) that the employers would 
the more easily be enabled to shift their burden on to the 

II Stollt, p. 33. 
at Maaodscbrift YO de Bureau wor de Statlstiek, Nowmber, 1911, 

p. i446- In August, I!p., the _ "age per obift .. u 6,75 ftoriJlo _ 
the allowance 'or each dependent .. e. 4 _ • moatb, app'1DlmaJe1J J 
per cent per dependent assuming that S ,hilla a week are wwked. 

6. Atgemeene Ned: Mijnwerkenboncl. 4. Handelingea, Tweecle Kamer 193041. 
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onsumers by raising prices and tha"t thus everyone would 
II point of fact contribute to Ii. fund from which only a 
elalively small number would receive benefit. 

Various provincial and municipal authorities also pay 
amily allowances to their employees, but in many easEl!! 
he number of persons involved is relatively insignificant; 
'or example, in Gelderland, of 67 provincial officials 21 

'eCelved child allowances; in Drenthe, 18 out of S2 reo 
:eived them; in North Brabant, 74 out of 200; in South 
Holland, 110 out of 181; and so on. At the same time 
the inftuence of the Municipalities has been very important 
in stimulating interest in the subject and in developing 
a well.informed and somewhat advanced public opinion. 

It may be convenient (before describing in detail some 
of the funds) to distinguish clearly two schools of thought 
on this subject, which exist in Holland. There are on the 
one hand those who say that it is essential to adhere closely 
and rigidly to the principle of equal pay for equal work 
and therefore demand that every man's wage should be a 
II famUy wage, II that is to say, adequate for the main. 
tenance of what is found statistically to be an average 
family. These are upholdera of the II Absolute Family 
Wage." On the other hand the defenders of Family 
allowances may be sub-divided into two sections; there are 
first, those who point out that it is extremely wasteful to 
pay the single man a wage adequate for the maintenance 
of an average family while at the same time leaving the 
large family, whom it is especially desirable to assist, still 
underpaid and underfed: they therefore propose that the 
standard wage should be sufficient for the decent main
tenance of a man and his wife and that allowances should 
be paid for each child. The remaining section consider 
that every worker has an inalienable right in return for 
his work to the income necessary to maintain decently a 
family of awerage size and that allowances should be re
served as a means of assistance for very large families 

t 
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only." This attitude has received considerable support 
and has been influential in settling the provisions of many 
of ·the Dutch Compensation Funds. 

Supporters of the Family Allowance system in various 
Communes in North Brabant arranged in 1920 for the 
formation of a Committee of 7 members (all mayors and 
aldermen) who examined the system very fully and pro. 
duced a very interesting proposal for the formation of a 
provincial fund to which all communes should contribute. 
This Committee, imbued with the view just described, 
started from the basis that wages should be adequate for 
the maintenance of a man and his wife and three children, 
and that for reasons of ~'social justice and Christian 
morality" large families must be supported by means of 
special allowances. Such allowances should commence 
with the fourth child and should represent only a part of 
the cOst of maintenance. An intercommunal compensation 
Fund should be established to which each municipality 
would contribute in proportion to the number o! its officials 
and workmen and the level of their salaries, the allowances 
paid out of the Fund being also graded in accordance with 
the salaries of the recipients." 

This system of grouping a number of communes is a 
typical feature of most of the Compensation Funds in 
Holland. In several industries, notably textiles, boots and 
shoes, cigars and baking, collective agreements have been 
arrived at covering either the whole or a large part of the 

.. For further discussion 01 this question lee Chap'« VI. I' p. 69-

... Proposed North~BrabaDt Inter Communal Fund. Headquarten CO 
be at tsHertogenbosch. Control in bands of Committee of 7, repR8l!fttative 
of the Communes. Fund to payout in respect of the 4th and subsequent 
children under .8 year. of age. 

(a) Official's Solar, '000-1200 F .. p.L Allowance 60 flo. p.a. 
(b)" u 120()0.1400.. u 
(e) II ,. 1400"1600" ,. 

ete. on • ecale. 

.. .. 70.. " 
80" " 

Official'. Salary over 3800 n" "200,, .. 
Communes to contribute sufficient to cover the COlt of theR allowanca 
and in proportion to the number of officials in their aervice; contributioN 
in respect of c .... (b) officio" to be twice aDd in respect 01 c .... (c) odic .... 
3 .imeo .. much as in respect of tbOM 01 c .... (a). 
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:ountry, which provide for the payment of a child allow. 
,nce in the various localities concerned. 

In the Baking trade the system was introduced as part 
If a National Collective agreement signed in November, 
930," article 8 of which provided for the establishment 
If a fund which would pay 1 florin a 'week in respect of 
,ach child beyond two, below the age of fourteen. In 
iBch Commune the regulation of the Fund is to be left to 
he local joint committee of employers and employed. If 
rhe agreements in the cigar trade and in the boot and shoe 
ndustry are to some extent similar, though in the latter 
he establishments belonging to the fund are almost 
mtirely confined to the province of North Brabant," 

Another Fund deserving special mention is that 'of the 
:;ommune of Arnhem, where there is a municipal Fund 
.0 which private employers may subscribe if they 'so 
:hoose. The intention was that it should not only provide 
Illowances for municipal employees but also for those in 
~rivate undertakings, but up to the present no private 
~mployers have joined the Fund." 

This summary has brought out several interesting 
leatures which distinguish the Dutch Funds from those in 
~ther countries. In the first place, the allowances in the 
Jre&t majority of cases are extremely small and begin 
)nly with the third or fourth child. Secondly, the specially 
marked growth of the allowances in the Catholic provinces 
)f Limburg and Brabant is noteworthy. The Textile and 
Pottery Funds are in Brabant and the boot and shoe and 
cigar Funds are chiefly prevalent in the Catholic districts. 
A third feature of interest is the plan of having one fund 
to cover a single industry in various areas. Finally it is 
in Holland that the first serious reoognition has been 
given to the important principle of joint control. 

II Oonrnl o......-s •• _. 
It s.. ~ Vt. III far "'D _ 01 __ 01 101'" ......... 
•• J ............... CIon Ned. Bond -~ .gu. pp. 

·s ... ~· 
Ii' IaduoIrIaI .... La"- 1 .. -.-. 3'I."lo P. .1. 
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4. GERMANY. 

Before the European war there was a considerable 
amount of theoretical aiscussion of the Family Allowance 
system of wages, but in practice it was with small excep
tions found only among a number of municipalities. In 
the debates in the Reichstag in 1913, the question was 
considered chiefly from a population standpoint, II and 
some form of insurance was the most favoured plan. In 
a few very large industrial concerns the family men re
ceived a certain amount of special assistance and special 
privileges, but these were rather in the nature of welfare 
work than a part of the remuneration for work. 

In one Spinning mill (at Holm, Prussia) a money allow. 
ance is stated to have been paid as early as 1905 to families 
where the average income per head did not reach a certain 
minimum.'· Also after 1911 the Maggi Works at Singen 
paid child allowances to all workers earning less than 8 
marks a day. The allowance amounted to 12 pfennige per 
child per diem. II In 1912 cost-of.living allowances paid 
by the Siemens and Halske works were graded in accord· 
ance with family responsibilities. 

The serious introduction of family allowances into the 
system of remuneration of municipal employees began 
about 1905, and by 1912 as many as 31 cities paid allow· 
ances, including such important centres as Charlotten. 
burg, Danzig, Dresden, Dusseldorf, Frankfurt.a.M, 
Crefeld, Mainz and Strasbourg. In 25 cases these allow. 
ances were inaugurated during the years 1907.11. Married 
men without children, as well as those with 3 children or 
less, received an allowance of about 5% of the basic wage, 
men with 4-6 children one of about 15%, men with 7 
children one of 20%, men with more than 7 children one 
of 25%. 

During the war the evolution of the cost-of.living bonus 

.t Zentralblatt der ChristUchen GewerkKhaften 33.1.12 . 
•• Ernst Timm. Die Modeme Familienlt.ancblobne. p. I. 5cbrifteD 

des VereilUl fur ScmaJpolitik. Vol. .. .... p. 88f. 
A Art. 4 of the Regulations introducing these .11ow_nca INI" It 

clear that the payment of the allowances .u conditional 011 iu proper UI8 
I.. housebold purpooes. See Chapcor VII. 
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led to a great expansion of the principle of remune~irig 
workers partly in accordance with their family responsi. 
bilities. As early as May, 1915, the cost-of-Iiving bonus 
granted to Railwaymen was varied in accordance with the 
size of the man's family, while in October of that year a 
child allowance was introduced into the State Munition 
works. In September, 1915, the German Ministry of 
Finance introduced the principle for the lowest paid state 
and provincial officials." A series of subsequent decrees, 
etc., increased the amount of the allowances and extended 
their scope to successively higher and higher classes of 
officials, until in 1917 it included those with incomes up to 
13,000 marks. Further extensions occurred during the 
remainder of the war period. 

In private industry the same inRuences were naturally 
felt, but to a very varying extent. Soon after the be
ginning of the war miners' wages tended to fall and in 
1915 (March) the miners' organisations, at the instigation 
of the Essen miners, themselves proposed a cost-of.living 
bonus, which should be greater for married than for single 
men, 60 pfg. per shift as against 40. After much discus
sion this was agreed and not long afterwards child allow
ances were introduced and the mining industry has always 
since remained in the forefront of the development of the 
system. In other industries it was chieRy amongst the 
big firms that the family principle was introduced and 
consequently it became e:'Cceptionally prevalent in the 
metal industries. On the other hand, in the Transport, 
Timber and Building industries the ramily allowance 
system hardly exists at all. 

Thus, although the idea or remuneration according to 
family circumstances made many converts during 1916 and 

. 1917, it would be quite incorrect to speak of anything like 
a general adoption of the system. Moreover the mrol ... 
tion of 1918-19 with its enthusiasm for equality led to the 
abolition of all allowances and to the endeavour to put all 
workers, single or married, skilled or unskilled, on the 

.. to. _ with ......... _rioo '" _ ...... ............... A ... _ 
__ .. _ "p ......... '" '5 .... _ .... ID S - ..... doiId -"'Y. 
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same level of wages. There seems to have been a double 
reason for this tendency. In the first place (as stated 
above"), a family allowance system demands the develop
ment of a sense of solidarity amongst both employers and 
workers and the revolution was essentially a period of un· 
restrained individualism. Secondly, the workers had for 
some time been demanding that the cost-of.living bonuses 
should be converted into permanent wages, and having 
power in their hands, appeared to have an opportunity of 
carrying their wishes into effect. The family allowances 
were done away with therefore not so much because they 
were calculated in accordance with family responsibilities 
but because they were expressed in the form of a cost-of
living bonus"· In Hamburg during 1919 the family 
allowance was abolished in nine different industries; only 
in the metal, rubber and chemical" trades was it main
tained. Hamburg was typical of the whole country. In 
mining it is true the allowances were maintained but in 
many cases only at a very reduced level e.g. in the Ruhr 
at the beginning of 1920, the allowance per child amounted 
to 20 pfg. on a shift wage of 22 marks. Even the munici
palities and state authorities were affected and of 105 

agreements made during 1919 only 23 contained provisions 
for the payment of child allowances to their manual 
workers." Amongst bank and other commercial officials 
(Angestellten) however the preference for the family 
adjustment of wages tended to strengthen. 

In 1920 a complete change came over the situation and 
the family allowance began once more to increase rapidly 
in favour. The old differentiation (at least between old 
and young and single and married) began to reappear." 
The special universal bread and potato allowance of Decem
ber, 1919, and the sharp rise of prices in 1920, were in-
8uential in causing a return to the family allowance prin-

.r See p. 12 . 
•• Timm. FamiUenstandsJohn, p. 19-
•• In the chemical industry the family allow.neel were maintained with 

the approval of the .. Arbeiter.uuchune" (Workmen'. Commiuee) . 
•• Timm. p. ao. 
., lenlralbla.. de< Chriotllchen _lesch.lt ... 6. ..... 
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ciple. The establishment of Compensation Funds by the 
employers in several industries was also a contributory 
factor. During 1921 and subsequently the tendency per. 
sisted and with iJ;lcreasing rapidity. 

Present Sco~e. At the present time (1925) there are 
practically no industries in which there is not some appli. 
cation of the family allowance principle and in some (for 
example. Mini'lg. Engineering and Chemicals) it is almost 
universal." In the textile and paper industries it is also 
very common. There is a second group of industries. 
which are about equally divided between the family wage 
and the normal uniform wage; it includes printing and 
commercial occupations as well as stone and clay working 
and some sections of the food and drink trades. In other 
industries. the allowance, is comparatively rare and where 
found is generally very small in amount. In the building 
industry for instance. slaters form the only class of worker 
receiving an allowance. 

I n proportion to the extent of the development of the 
family wage the number of Compensation Funds is re
markably small. There are altogether only nine funds 
and of these several are of but small importance. The 
total number of persons affected is probably slightly in 
excess of 300.000, but four.fifths of that number belong 
to a single fund that of the Berlin metalworkers." The 
earliest Fund was that founded in May, 1910), to cover 
the widely scattered textile industry of the Elberfeld di50 
trict. and was concerned with over thirty thousand persons. 
With the eXCf'ption of the Fund for Chemists' assistants, 
which is federal in scope. an the funds are local or con
fi'ned to a single employers' association. It is noteworthy 
that no new fund has been founded since 1921" and 

.. At tho __ time, -.. In '91'. It __ -",Ie ra. Ecloort (FamIB .... 
Iohft, po 6.) to lOy tMt .. In ""'te 01 tho _ ....... __ 01 tho ....... 
riple. ..... h><l ... It ...... Iy Includel 100ft !baD ..... 11 __ cI lite 
world. of labour.·~ 

.. Dor SoIIa"""n _ G..tuanl Bra..... ._ po SS • 

.. Whilst -.1 M ......... to funrdGot, •. /t. tho N .. 1afta\ Pattory 
Fltnd and .he Oldonb .... Fltnd In ..... and .he Teatilo Fundo \a 11ttaringl. 
and tho _um C ........ F_ Funcl, both In '913' I.LO. StudJ. P. .... 
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opinion in general does not appear to anticipate any very 
striking development of the institution. For this various 
reasons may be adduced. Broadly speaking a fund has at 
least two principal objects-to divide the cost of the allow. 
ances equally among all employers and to prevent dis
crimination by employers between married and single 
workers. Now in a good many cases, when, owing to 
the catastrophic collapse of the mark, nominal wages were 
doubled and trebled, the family allowances were left at 
a fixed figure" or were not altered at the same. rate as 
the wage itself, and consequently became so small that 
discrimination was not worth while: the slight difference 
in cost between a married and a single workman was con
sidered to be more than offset by the former's additional 
steadiness and extra value to the employer as belonging 
to the .. more peaceful strata of labour."" Furthermore 
during the long continued inflationist German boom, 
labour (especially skilled labour) was scarce, and the 
reserve was quite insufficient to admit of preferential 
employment of single men." Again the fall of the 
mark tended to prevent any close competition between 
individual firms, so that there was in most cases 
little or no question of a firm losing part of its market 
to a rival because of the latter's refusal to pay the allow. 
ances. Again in Germany the Family allowances have 
been and are regarded to a far greater extent than else
where as an integral part of the wage, and not as some
thing supplementary-like a recreation ground which the 

III r.t. Hanover Paper Industry. Allowante remained at 56 mara a 
week both in March and September, J92J. in spite of huge inc:reue in 
nominal wage.. Similarly in the Fine Ceramic induttry there .... no 
change in the allowance during 1922. A Fund started in January, 1911, 
and was abolished a year later. In the Chemical indunry in Baden and 
the Rhine Palatinate between October 1921 and June rC)u there were 
twelve alteration. of wages, the hourly rate for .killed workers being raiecl 
'rom about eight to about eighteen marks. Throughout this period the 
Houlehold and ChiJd allowances remained entirely unchanged. Again tile 
Bezirkslohntarif for the Hamburg district (Chemicals) for the period 15.4.22 
to 15.5.22 lay. down in Section 5 that the Family allowance of II marka a 
week brought inro force from January lit, 1921, remaJu unchanged, 
wages in the interval having rillen about 500 per unt . 

•• Buro fur Sozialpolitik, Statement 11.11.22 . 
• , Reic:ho ArbeilSblatt No. ... 01 '92-, P. 60 •• 
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employer might or might not choose to provide. Under 
such circumstances, the trouble of organisation and the 
administrative expenses of a Fund tended to appear super. 
ftuous. One other factor may have exercised some in. 
ftuence,· and that is the housing shortage which has 

. probably militated against too strenuous competition from 
single men by restricting their mobility. 

OTHER COUNTRIES. 

Owing to the volume of material, this study has been 
confined to the four countries already dealt with. Not. 
withstanding it may be worth while to record the fonowing 
brief particulars regarding the position in certain other 
European countries." 

A16$tria. 
The family allowance was first introduced in 1916 to 

alleviate for state employees the rising cost of living. 
During the years immediately following the close of the 
war a special allowance was granted by the state in all 
industries to cover the high cost of bread and fats; this 
was abolished at the beginning of 1922 and instead it was 
arranged that employers should make certain compensating 
allowances, including spPCial sums ·in respect of the wife 
and children of the worker. The cost of the allowance 
was pooled, eacIJ employer within a district paying per 

.... - .... , 
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employee a .sum equal to the amount of the allowance 
multiplied by the ascertained average of children per 
worker. A family allowance is also included in cOllective 
agreements in the Mining industry. The principle is very 
generally applied limongst bank officials and commercial 
salaried employees. 

Czech.oslo'llakia. 

The principle was introduced during the war in the first 
instance for civil servants and subsequently for munition 

. workers, etc. During 1919 and 1920 a family allowance 
was included in a ·great number of collective agreements. 
At first the distinction drawn was between single men and 
family men, but subsequently the number of children was 
taken into consideration. With the improvement in the 
currency and the fall of prices, efforts were made by 
employers to discontinue the payment of such allowances 
and during the last year or two they have tended to become 
less prevalent amongst manual workers, although such 
allowances very commonly form part of the income of 
salaried employees. 

Denmark. 

Cost-of.living allowances varying according to the 
number of the recipient's dependents were paid during 
the war years in the majority of industries, but as con· 
ditions stabilised after the war, these almost all dis
appeared. From the end of 1916 until 1921 a type of Com
pensation Fund functioned in the Printing Industry. 
The cost-of-living bonuses were paid into a special" high. 
prices" fund, the distribution from which was largely 
governed by the Trade Union concerned. The system 
was however abolished in 1921 at the request of thl" Trade 
Union. 

When war allowances were first granted to state officials 
they were graduated partly in accordance with the number 
of dependent children. In 1919 it was laid down that 
the salaries of all Civil Servants should consist of two 
parts, a basic rate and a cost-of.living bonus varying with 
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the general price level and differentiated in accordance 
with domestic circumstances, the married man with 
children below 18 years old to support, receiving three. 
kroner for every two granted to his bachelor colleague. 
Similar arrangements apply to the employees of municipal 
authorities. 

Finland. 
The question did not become important until after 1918, 

though it has been stated that for years masters and mis
tresses in the state schools have been allotted household 
and child allowances. In 1919 a scale of child allowance 
was applied to the salaries of state officials who as el_ 
where had been seriously affected by currency deprecia. 
tion. The employees of municipalities in many cases also 
receive allowances, but the system appears to have made 
little if any progress in industry. 

H"ngary. 
A Law of 1913 divided Railway officials into two cate

gories; to the upper category allowances were given for 
their children up to the age of twenty.four, to the lower 
only up to the age of 16. 

NONay. 
Allowan~s were introduced during the war and seem 

to have retained their provisional character. By 1934 they 
had nearly e""rywhere been abolished. 

Poland. 
Ever since the birth of the new state familv allowances 

have been provided for officials of various c1u-. The 
amount of the allowance has been differentiated both in 
accordanee with locality and in accordance with the level 
of the official's basic sa.lary. In industry the family allo .... 
anee s~~ is ehleRy found in the mining. petroleum and 
iron lind Slf'el industries. 
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Snbo·Oroat-Slovene State. 
Family allowances are paid to all employees of the state . 

. It is interesting to note that the scale of allowances varies 
in amount in accordance with the age ~f the beneficiary 
child. The allowance principle has also been applied to 
the pensions of civil servants, which in case of premature 
decease may apparently be varied according to the number 
of dependents. II 

Sweden. 
Cost-of.living allowances graduated according to family 

responsibilities were introduced during the war years, at 
first on the initiative of the employers; during the 1922 

trade depression the system was largely abolished though 
it is still to be found in certain instances in the textite 
and iron mining industries. As regards officials, railway 
workers, teachers, etc.,' household and family allowances 
of various kinds have been paid since 1916 and in 1921 

a commission appointed by the government reported in 
favour of the principle. Amongst municipal employees 
allowances were formerly fairly general but during the 
last.year or two have been confined to a few towns. 

Switzerland. 
During the war years the cost-of.living bonuses given 

to meet the rise in prices were proportioned to family 
needs and responsibilities. These allowances rose with 
prices, fell with them and ultimately were in most cases 
abolished (so far as private industry is concerned). 
Family allowances are however still paid to Federal 
employees. 

,~ I.L.O. Series D. No. 13. p. 131. 



CHAPTER V 
SHOULD FAMILY ALLOWANCES BE REGARDED AS A 

PART OF WAGES? 

tROADLY speaking the Family allowance may be regarded 
nder four different aspects :-(a) as an integral part of 
~e worker's wages and therefore due to him of right; (b) 
s due of right to the mother in return for her services 
~ the state in bringing up her children; (c) the position 
~ay be taken up that an employer is only bound to pay 
he minimum standard wage, but that social justice and 
I Christian conscience alike demand that a wage shall be 
:iven to every man adequate for the fulfilment of his 
amily responsibilities; (d) as a pure benevolence or gift 
rom the employer. 

In France at the outset the allowance was called a 
• ,",~solaiN," indicating that it was something added to 
",ages, but before the end of 1920, the employers began 
:0 desire to abolisb tbis word and to substitute for it the 
term .. allocations familiales. '"~ At the first Congress of 
Compensation Funds in May, 1921, it was maintained by 
Monsieur Bonvoisin, Director of the Comi~ Centrale des 
Caisses de Compensation, that tbere was then no con
nection between wages and the family allowances. He 
admitted that such relation had originally existed but con· 
sidered that the allowances had broken away and were 
developing an independent existence. He was of opinion 
that the allowance might be regarded in the first place 
· • It-. u _ .. Juno. ._ Ihe C'41'- 01 ... r __ 01 EmpIo,.... _ .. __ • R~ tbc>ugbt It _ ......... __ .-

_ urc'41,hal .. lho ~ ....aIaIn ........... d' ....... -__ manul ........ ~_ en _II"" ..., ........ __ 
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as a .. pure liberalite" in the juridical sense and added 
that the allowance was also a measure of justice and repre
sented the fulfilment by the employer of a social duty. 
He considered that since the war the family man had been 
placed in a position inf~rior to that of the single man, 
and an injustice done, which needed to be redressed. 

Rene Hubert in his pamphlet expresses practically the 
same idea, when he says that the family allowance should 
be regarded as .. a liberality, but a liberality that is 
morally and socially obligatory:" 

An examination of the Statutes and Regulations of 
the French Funds shows that on the whole this is the 
view taken by the employers of that country. Several for 
example refuse to admit the right of the employee to 
enforce payment of the allowance. Article 13 of the 
Statutes of the Lyons (Dyeing) Fund says that .. de con· 
vention expresse, i1 ne sera admis en aucun cas qu'un 
salarie, puisse agir contre l'association pour avoir paie
ment d'une allocation." On the other hand the Fund 
undertakes not to claim back allowances overpaid. Simi. 
larly the Mulhouse Statutes (Articles 19) lay down that 
the allowances .. ne constituent en aucun cas un droit 
legal pour l'attributaire' pouvant lui creer un recours 
special contre I'employeur." 

Again several funds lay down as a justifiable cause for 
withdrawing the allowance if improperly used, the fact 
that it is not really a part of wages and that the attributary 
Ilas not a legal claim to them. Amiens is a case 
in point for Article 6 of the .. r~glement" argues that 
since the worker has not" Ie droit legal a I'allocation et 

2 Compare also the view espressed on 3111 "March, 1921, by the Inter· 
lepanmental Permanent Committee for Immigration. U En ee qui con
:erne specialement lea allocationtl pour charges de famille, 1a Commi.ion, 
apr6s avoir entendu Jes klairciuementa lournia par Mc:.tleur Ie Dfreeteur 
ha Travail, anet ~alement t·eva. qu 'elle8 ne COnstilueat pu un IUppNmenl 
lu salaire, mais une contribution WMvole de certaina empJo,eun • une 
:aille de .,lidaritf. Ces aUocationa De NUraient done eire aaimilia aux 
ndemnitu de chert' de vie et Ie benefice ne aaurail en etre IIendu de plein 
!roil .. lou. Ie. ouvriera. It 

• Ttu. alway. means the father or mother OD account 01 wt.c:.e work 
he allowance Ie liven and ICI whom it Is banclecl over. 
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lUX prfmes, elles peuvent lui etre retirees" in case of 
mproper use." 

Other Funds make clear the distinction between wages 
md allowances by insisting that they shall not be referred 
o on the .. Feuilles de paye." This is particularly 
10ticeable in the case of the newer funds such as Clermand. 
['"errand which lays down (R~glement Art. 26) that the 
lllowances .. ne font pas partie du salaire" and must 
:herefore not be included in the pay envelope.' 

At Angouleme (R~glement Art. I) the same idea appears 
.n different words, .. Ce sursalaire familiale est enti~re
ment distinct et independent des appointementS et salaire 
louches par les chefs de famille."· 

There is more than one reason for the anxiety of the 
Frencl1 employers to give the allowance this interpreta. 
lion. In the first place it is really an attempt to meet the 
~bjection of the Trade Unions that family allowances 
involve a depression of the basic or standard wage.' The 
suggestion is that the allowance, being entirely inde
pendent of the wage, cannot possibly exercise any in. 
R uence over it. It is, the employers argue, a fixed sum . 
bearing no relation to wages and given on social rather 
than economic grounds. It is with a view to strengthen
ing the basis for this contention that emphasis has been 
laid on the juridical personality of the fund itself. Monsieur 
Dupont in 1932 pointed out that one of the advantages 
of giving the fund a personality was that it would make it 
possible to show that the allowances were not wages but 
that they were given by a legal person .. independent of 
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the employer.'" In the same way a .. Notice sur la 
Caisse de Bordeaux" points out, that if the argument of 
equal pay for equal work is raised in objection to family 
allowances, then the employer can easily say that he 
merely subscribes to an institution which helps .large 
famiJies-an institution which is perfectly at liberty to 
take what line it likes, since it has no connection with 
wages. All this, of course, is very little more. than a legal 
fiction, for in almost every case the whole of the govern· 
ing or administrative committee consist of employers, 
though Le Havre and Tours and one or two others include 
a number of honorary members, outside persons interested 
in the social side of the work, who subsCribe towards the 
cost of the allowances. II 

Another motive influencing the employers is the desire 
to ereate an impression of generosity and to reap the moral 
advantages thereof in increased good feeling between 
employers and employed. This may have many shades 
of significance. It may be a determination to put into 
operation more definitely Christian ideals and at the other 
end of the scale it may be merely what the Trade Unions 
derisively describe as the purchase of satisfaction. 

,It must not, however, be forgotten that there ar' funds 
which regard the allowance as a part of wages and strictly 
due to the worke~: for instance the R~glement of the 
Building Trades Fund" says that .. Cette allocation 
versee aux ouvriers, due comme c01Isequenc, de trlWail, 
est consideree comme faisant partie du salaire et non 
com me un secours." This view is extremely interesting but 
on the whole exceptional. 

Some further evidence on this side of the case is how. 
ever to be found among the Law Court decisions regard. 
ing the basis of assessment for Workmen's accident 
insurance relief, a subject which has provided another 
battleground for the fighting out of this question of status. 

• They will be able '0 prove, he acIcJed, that .he lulldo .. deborden. 
enti~rement Ia penonnalit6 de l'employeur clan. ce domaine .. allocationl 
familialea. " 

II See be1ow. p. 87. 
II Paria. 
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Under Article 10 of the Act of the "9th April, 18gB, pen. 
sions, etc., granted as compensation for injuries received 
in industrial accidents have to be calculated on the .. basic 
wage "" and the problem is, .. Should family allowances 
be included in this 'basic' wage?" There has been a 
lack of uniformity about the legal decisions. Almost all 
legal authorities" (writers) pronounced in favour of the 
inclusion of family allowances, but for the first twenty 
years of the life of the Accident Insurance Act, the courts 
did not follow this lead, but uniformly exclUded the 
allowances in calculating the basic wage for railwaymen, 
who (as stated above) received a family allowance during 
this period. In June, 1!).10, and January, 1921, two deci. 
sions were given in a contrary sense, the first at Chambery 
asserting that the allowance .. constitue v6ritablement une 
partie suppl6mentaire du salaire, dont i1 y a lieu de faire 
6tat pour dc!terminer Ie salaire de base ; .... and the second 
at Ljmoges, arguing that since the allowance could not 
have an existence independent of work, .. elle doit ~tre 
rc!putc!e faire partie intc!grante du salaire de I'ouvrier." 
In May, 1!).11, the Wassy Tribunal delivered a reasoned 
judgment, which, whilst admitting that the allowances 
ought really to be considered an element of wages unless 
regarded as an act of generosity (which view the tribunal 
does not agree to"), yet excludes the family wage from 
the assessment· basis on the ground that an article in the 
collective agreement stipUlated that these allowances were 
not to be regarded as a part of wages. In January, 1!).12, 

at a wage conference at Douai the miners' representatives 
demanded that allowances should be inCluded as part of 
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wages for the purposes of the Act of 1898. In reply the 
employers' spokesman pointed out that the allowances 
were evidently .. benevole" in character, since they were 
generally paid to workmen temporarily incapacitated. No 
agreement was reached, but in April, 1922; the Douai 
tribunal pronounced in favour of the exclusion of the 
allowances. However, in June, 1923, the Cours.de.Cassa
don decided that a family allowance was a part of the 
wage if it was included in the labour agreement or' in the 
.. reglement d'atelier" and that the suggestion that the 
allowance had a temporary or variable character did not 
affect the question. II 

In the course of a paper on this subject read before the 
First Congress of Compensation Funds, Monsieur 
Durand puts forward one or two arguments against the 
inclusion of the allowance. In the first place he points 
out that most funds maintain their allowances during the 
temporary unemployment of the worker and that this dis. 
tinguishes the allowance from wages, which cease at such 
times. Again referring to the fact that the relief is in
tended to be compensation for some lack of earning 
power, he makes the point that a man who returns to his 
work even· 7S% incapacitated, will yet receive the full 
family allowance and that therefore as regards the allow
ance, there is no loss for which he requires compensation. 
Of course this argument loses its force if the workman is 
unable to take up any work, although to meet that, Mon
sieur Durand proposes the maintenance of the full allow
ances until the children reach the usual age limit. This 
relief he considers could be gi ven at a very small cost to 
the employers, e.g. at Nantes something like a half per 
cent. of wages extra. If 

It La Iourn{,e Industrielle 34-25.6.23. In October, 1925, the Nante. 
tribunal gave a decision favouring the uclusion of aUowanca. L.J.I. 
23· n .25· 

U He also gives the following ltatistiee. or 10,000 penonI employed 
at Nantes. 781 family mea. met with accidents from January, 1920, ro che 
end of May, 1921; of these 17 produced. permanent incapacity, and in ani, 
two cases was the worker unable to take up work again in the _me estab
Ushmellt .. before. The number of deadu from accidenta .... u eight. 
Thus during that period of 17 months only ten ca~ would have needed to 
be dealt whh ope<ia lIy. 
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Another argument against the inclusion of the family 
allowance is provided by, the fact that the pension, etc., 
granted under the Act of 18gS, is a permanent award, 
whereas family allowances are essentially temporary, being 
confined to the period during which the children are grow. 
ing up ; thus it is easily conceivable that a workman might 
continue to receive a pension based on family responsibili. 
ties long after those responsibilities had ceased. 

Thus on closer examination, it is found tbat the ques
tion of the inclusion (or not) of family allowances in the 
basis of assessment of accident compensation does not run 
entirely parallel with that of deciding whether these allow. 
ances do or do not constitute a part of wages. It there
fore seems reasonable to agree to the desirability, on 
special grounds, of excluding the allowance, without 
admitting tbat it is only a benevolence and not due in 
strict justice. 

Turning now to Belgium, we find that the posi. 
tion is very much the same; the employers claim 
to be offering a gift. whereas the employees demand 
a right. .. Les allocations familiales constituent une 
liMralit6 qui a pour but de venir en aide aWl: 
ouvriers charges de famille "~uch' is the dictum of 
the Comit6 d'Etudes des Allocations Familiales, 11 the 
central body of the movement in Belgium. The Regula
tions of the Li~ge Fund are.A little contradictory. Article 
a says that the allowance has .. rien de commun avec Ie 
salaire" but almost immediately afterwards proceeds to 
state that the .. monthly allowances being paid in respect 
of days of work carried out regularly by the • attributary , 
in accordance with his contract, will be suppressed or re
duced in case of, and in proportion to the number of days 
absent from work."" Again the Association of C0n
structional Employers of Belgium asserted .. qu'en ce qui 
concerne Ie principe m~me de ces allocations celles.ci 
seraient pour leurs destinataires une liberalit6 et non un 
droit..... Again a placard in the Spiemart Quarries 
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affiliated to the National Building Trades Fund announced 
that the allowances would be given .. uniquement pour 
aider les peres dans leurs charges de famille, abstraction 
faite de toutes questions de salaire ou autres." In 
enumerating in his pamphlet" the various objections to 
the family wage system, Colonel Lemercier does not omit 
to mention the fact that to give allowances in the guise 
of a liberality hurts the self. respect of the Trade Unions; 
his' remedy is however not to convert the liberality into 
a right but to initiate some system of insurance against 
family risks, part of the cost of which could be paid by 
the worker. 

In Belgium as in France it is possible to contrast in 
this matter the attitude of the economists and social 
workers with that of the business men, the former regard. 
ing family allowances not as a gift but as a right."' All 
the speakers at the Semaine Sociale de France in 1920 

took the latter view. For instance, Monsieur Deslandres 
said, .. If we agree that wages must be adequate for the 
maintenance of life, then it is justice and not charity which 
demands a family wage." The employers' view that the 
allowance is a matter of generosity has already been 
deScribed. What then is the calise of this divergence? 
According to Professor Alfons Bus" it is due to the fact 
that the employers, in spite of their generosity, have not 
got away from the old idea of labour as a commodity." 
.. They see," he says, .. in labour only the product and 
not the person who carries out the labour." They are 
trying to build a collective superstructure on an indio 
vidualistic basis. 

But, whatever the cause, there can be no doubt that the 
idea of the allowance as a benevolence does tend to 
antagonise the stronger elements of labour by helping to 
create an atmosphere of charity, which should not exist. 
ExpresSive of a large body of opinion is the statement of 

II Page 19-
II Mu Turmann, lea Probtemes Sociate.. 
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a Belgian Trade Unionist (Social.Democratic), M. 
Dethier, that .. it is above al1 essential that family allow. 
ances should hav~ no Bavour of charity but should be 
considered' comme une droit absolu.''' He bitterly (:om. 
plains that the Werister coal mine in its balance sheet 
describes the sum allotted to family allowances as '.' Primes 
et institutions de bien/aisance en faveur des ouvriers." 

In Holland, there is a greater inclination to regard the 
al10wance as a definite part of wages. The report pre
sented by the Committee set up by the Roman Catholi(: 
Central Council of Industries may be accepted as' repre
sentative of that section of the Dutch employers who are 
favourable to the adoption of the family allowance system. 
This report rejects the idea of workmen contributing 
towards the support of the fund, on the ground, amongst 
others, that .. the family al10wance ought to be regarded 
as a part of the wage." 

At the annual congress of the National Union of 
Municipal officials at Utrecht in June, 1920, Dr. Gunning 
said that he considered the familv al10wance to be an 
Integral part of wagl>S given as a right and flOC as a gift 
or liberality. With this view Dr. Stolk in his book 
expressed himself in agreement j in consequence he favours 
the term sursalaire in order to make it clear that the 
family allowance is real1y a part of wages. On the other 
hand, the council of 'sHertogl>nbosch when given an 
opportunity in 1920 of expressing their opinion in prin. 
ciple came to the conclusion that the family allowanee 
was "0' a part of the wage. 

Germanv olTers a marked contrast, the al10wanee is far 
more defi~itely an element of wages. Generally it is pro
vided for in the collective agreement without any kind of 
conditional clause. Owing to the practiee of giving wife 
and household as well as child allowances, it is the rule 
rather than the exception to be in receipt of an al10wanee 
of some sort. Furthermore the anomaly of unequal pay 
for similar work is the less felt since it is overshadowed 
by in~\Il1lities arising out of the sharp a~ding of 
most wage scales and by the carefully" arran~ but com: 
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plicated system of locality-classes, the classification often 
being such' as to differentiate between quite small areas. 

Some collective agreements actually contain a declara. 
tion to the effect that the family allowance is to be re
garded as a substantive part of wages and that therefore 
the amount to be paid should be regulated in accordance 
with the quantity of work done. There are cases in which 
larger family allowances are paid if overtime is worked 
and there are- others in which the allowance is paid by 
the week and one-sixth of it is deducted for each day not 
worked. In a few instances an inverse relationship is 
adopted, and a larger allowance is paid, whenever the 
working of short time becomes necessary. For instance 
in May 1922 the wage agreements covering that part of 
the textile industry which is situated on the right bank of 
the Rhine laid it down that if the working hours fell below 
thirty-three a week, then the family allowances were to 
be doubled. There have also been agreements which 
maintain the allowance during the period that short time 
is worked. In April, 1922, a collective agreement for the 
Berlin Metal industry ruled that, .. In SO far as firms are 
forced by the economic situation to introduce short time, it 
is' agreed that the family allowance will be paid for such 
lours as in consequence are not worked, the only exception 
Jeing where owing to its economic position the firm is 
:wholly or partly) unable to pay." Similarly the Miinchen. 
::iladbach 1921 agreement allowed no reduction of allow. 
lnces on account of the working of short time." 

The position of Germany may be taken as evidence in 
;upport of the argument that the family allowance is 
~ntially a part of wages because of its historical develop
nent. It was originally merely a part of the extra bonus 
liven to meet the rising cost of living in Germany, and, 
)wing to the crumbling of the mark, and the consequent 
:ontinued rise of prices, it has retained to a much greater 
~xtent than elsewhere its original significance. The 
tnswer given by French emplo~'ers to this reasoning is 

,. TeKdlarbeiterzeirung 18.3.:aa. 
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that this significance has changed "and that, with the help 
of the new institution of compensation funds, it is becom. 
ing the starting point for a new development entireiy 
independent of the wage question. 

Leaving this aside for the present; we may pass on to 
discuss the argument that the allowances cannot be a part 
of wages, because they continue to be paid to workmen 
when they are temporarily unemployed. This is true, but 
at the saIne time, the allowance is paid during unemploy. 
ment because at some future date the employer hopes and 
expects once more to be able to employ the recipient. 
The allowance is therefore not wholly unconnected with 
the work, being really based on the recipient's prospective 
work,-a sort of retaining fee in fact. There is not neces
sarily here any conscious motive. In point of fact the 
employers have undoubtedly been actuated partly or solely 
by a desire to mitigate suffering, but at the same time the 
strictly economic cause and effect must not be lost sight 
of. 

In essence, the German practice of paying larger allow. 
ances when short ti me is worked, is a recognition of the 
principle that the existence of the allowances depends on 
wages and is a part of them, but that their actual volume 
must be determined by needs. To some the dependence 
on needs is clear proof that the allowance cannot be a part 
of the wage. 'Vages, they say, must always be directly 
related to output. Now the cost-of.Ji.ving bonus is based 
on needs and is only rarely and indirectly related to out. -
put. Again the locality bonus given to a man in a large 
town does not as a rule necessarily presuppose any better 
work done by the man living in a city of hundred thousand 
inhabitants than by his fellow in a small town. Yet it is 
generally admitted that the cost-of.living bonus Is an 
integral part of wages, to which as to the basic wage, the 
worker has an absolute right. 

Moreover beyond an this is the broad fact that the 
family allowances form a part of that share in the product 
of industry \\'hich comes to labour. The actual manner of 
distribution between individuals is another matter and no 
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more affects the fact that the allowances are wages, than 
does the uneven distribution of share-bonuses between 
different classes of capital affect the fact that all such share
bonuses are really a part of the remuneration of capital 
and management just as much as the regular five per cent. 
preferenc~ dividend. It is indeed entirely a matter of the 
manner of distribution. For instance, take the case of an 
industry in which the theoretical ,I absolute family wage" 
is in force-that is to say, each man's wage is intended 
to be sufficient for the maintenance of an average family 
of say a wife and three children--and suppose such a wage 
to be 70 shillings a week. The whole of such sum will 
be regarded as a part of wages, although its amount is 
fetermined partly by needs and not wholly by output. 
Now, assume a change of system and a base wage of 
is/- to be fixed as adequate for the needs of man and wife 
it the standard of life desired, with allowances of 5/' a 
week for each child;" can it be maintained that the 15/-, 
lOW called child allowances, have suddenly turned into 
lenevolences or liberalities? Surely it is fully established 
hat the family allowance is essentially an integral part of 
vages . 

•• H.YI"'rbetical figu ..... ate cb..... for olmpUcir, of iDuott'lllioo. 



CHAPTER VI , 
THK FAMILY ALLOWANCE AND THE MECHANISM OF THE 

COMPENSATION FUND 

I. THE AMOUNT OF THE ALLOWANCE 

IT is the purpose of this section to examine in broad out· 
ine what actually has been the size of the allowances in 
:he countries which have adopted them and on what prin • 
.:iple (if any) such allowances have been fixed. 

In a paper read at Grenoble in May, 1922, Docteur 
Perret pointed out' that the expenses incidental to the 
birth and rearing of children were threefold. First a 
temporary expense beginning a few weeks before confine
ment reaching its highest point at the time of birth and 
continuing to a diminishing extent for two years after. 
wards. This charge includes the lack of earning capacity 
incurred by the mother, in those districts where it is the 
custom for married wome-n to work in factories. Secondly 
there is what may be described as the accidental cost 
due to the illness of the child, which may involve $pecial 
trouble and expense and loss of earnings in addition. 
Finally there is the permanent extra expense involved for 
food, clothing, etc. To meet this threefold stmn on the 
family resources, three types of assistance have .been 
evolved in France· and imitated in Belgium. First to 
meet the temporary charge there is the .. Prime de 
Naissance" (Confinement Allowance) and the .. Prime 
d'allaitement" (Nursing Allowance), the fonner is a lump 
sum of some 100 to IlOO francs, generally payable, as to 

, Caacrio N"-' oM cu.. .. c..aq-_; G.-. IIaI ._ 
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half shortly before confinement and as to the remainder 
shortly after. These allowances are given by the great 
majority of the French Funds as well as by those of Li~ge 
and Verviers. The latter (nursing allowance) is a good 
deal less common, being found in about 25 per cent. of 
the French Funds.' It is not given by any Fund which 
does not provide a confinement allowance nor by any Fund 
outside France. It generally consists of some 25'30 francs 
a month for nine or ten months; in two cases' only a single 
lump sum payment of fifty francs is made. The object 
in these two and in many of the other cases is to encourage 
mothers to nurse their children with a view to diminishing 
the rate of infantile mortality.' 

In the second place, to meet the " accidental" expenses 
of the family in so far as the nursing and confinement 
allowances are inadequate, there has developed in France 
during the last eighteen months or two years a tendf'ncy 
for each Compensation Fund to endeavour to organise 
various kinds of Social and Hygienic work amongst the 
employees of the member firms. Arrangements are made 
to give elementary instruction in domestic economy and 
infant welfare, to provide medical inspection and advice, 
aml to co-ordinate all the various charitable and semi. 
charitable institutions in the neighbourhood and to put 
employees in touch with that one which is most likely to 
be helpful in the individual case.' 

The third and most· important type of assistance is the 
monthly or weekly or daily allowance intended to meet 
the "permanent" extra cost of a child. This continues 
for a long enough period to be considered as forming a 
part of wages, whereas the previous two are more in the 
nature of casual payments. On the average in a French 
Fund a parent would have received by the time his child 

. • •. g. Bea .... II. Blois. Bourg<o, CJermond.Ferrand, Dieppe, Lillo 
(Meta ....... ken). M .... m... MODtl~. NOlley. Paris (R~n). Paris 
(BAtlment). Paris (Epi-'e). R ...... T ...... v ......... 

• R..... and Lillo (Metalworken). 
, See Chapter XII • 
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Is 14 years of age some 3,500 francs in monthly allow. 
ances and only about 300 francs in confinement and nurs
Ing allowances.' 

It Is difficult to say what principles have guided the 
initiators of the funds in deciding what should be the 
level of the wage allowances. Probably a fairly wide 
application may be given to the statement by the Tours' 
Fund that II Le montant des allocations a ~t~ ~tabli d'une 
fa~on plutllt empirique." The Mulhouse, Thizy et Cours, 
Nevers, Fourmies, Litle (Metals) and Bordeaux Funds' 
definitely assert that there is no relation between the level 
of the allowances and the cost of maintenance of a child. 
Les Sablons admits that the allowance is fixed low rela. 
tlvely to the cost of maintenance, but asserts that it is at 
any rate something until II La situation permette de faire 
mieux." Again the Caisse Sarthoise (Le Mans)" points 
out that employers had no intention of assuming the whole 
cost of maintenance of a child, and the Bordeaux employers 
say that II nous n 'avons pas entendu nous substituer aUll: 
char~s du ~re et de la m~re." 

At Lyons" however very exhaustive enquiries were 
made as to the exact difference in the cost. of living between . 
1914 and Jnnuary. 1920, the date of the foundation of the 
Association Familinle Lyonnaise. The conclusion arrived 
at was that the existing (1920) wages were sufficient for 
the support of a man and his wife and one child. However' 
even the larger allowance (see Appendix a) given to the 
second child was not intended to represent the full cost 
of the extra food, clothes, etc. 

The situation in Holland is similar. Dr. Van Hettinga 
Tromp points out that one Rorin a "'eek beginning with 
the fourth child is in no way the equivalent of the extra 
cost and that therefore each child lives only at the expense 

, I. "'" lIcrioaua Pund I. ._ 3SO' .... ____ ..... 
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of its elder brothers or sisters. II In Germany there is in 
some cases an attempt to fit the allowance more closely to 
the extra expenses involved by arranging a scale of allow. 
ances varying according to the' age of the child con. 
cerned.'· 

Generally speaking, in the countries under review, the 
amount of the allowance has been fixed partly in accord. 
ance with the expenditure which it was felt could be 
afforded, that is to say at a level low enough to attract a 
sufficiently large number of firms. For suppose there are 
three firms that would like to give 80 francs-then there 
are probably 10 who would be willing to fix the amount 
at 60, while perhaps 100 consider 30 francs quite sufficient, 
and the scheme if it is to succeed must be one to attract 
the hundr~d. This is probably the meaning to be attached 
to the phrase" Proportionne it I'effort possible" used by 
the Chambre Syndicale Metallurgique." In addition the 
influence of example has undoubtedly been very great. 
The rates fixed at Nevers, for instance, were based on the 
benefits given by the Parisian manufacturers; while the 
President of the Roanne Fund, to quote one of many 
cases, agrees that .. Nous avons pris exemple sur des 
l:aisses existant avant la nOtre."" 

A certain· amount of influence over the volume of benefits 
~as been exercised by the popUlation aspect of the ques
tion, that is the desire of the employers to make the allow
mces an effective cause of increased labour supply. The 
level of benefits attained by the LiUe (Building Trades) 
F'und is described as the lowest which the employers 
:hink would be effective for the aims they have in view, 
~specially those aims which are concerned with the popula
ion question. ,There are thus two forces acting in opposite 
lirections; on the onb hand, the need to bring in to the 

la II Elk Votgend kind leeit dUI ten koste van de vorige," Sodale 
'oonorg. April,· 1921. po 26of . 
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fund as many members as possible, provides a maximum 
limit, and, on the other, the desire to assure an adequate
supply of labour fixes a minimum limit. 

In France the monthly allowance for the first child 
ranges fro~ ten to twenty.five francs, with a few excep
tions, for example Epernay" and Elboeuf·Louviers (40) 
and Roubaix.Tourcoing (so). The high level of the 
allowance given by the Roubaix Textile fund is to 
be accollnted for by the circumstances of its origin. 
The 300 firms who formed _ the 1920 Association 
agreed to give an allowance of r franc a day for 
each child. Later in 1920 there was a wage dispute, 
and a part of the advance conceded took the form of an 
increased child allowance of three francs a day for each 
child instead of one. This was reduced after June 1St, 
19ar, to two francs for the first child, with a progressive 
scale for further children. (See Appendix a). Thus in 
this cas& the allowance is simply a commuted or trans. 
formed wage. 

The great majority of French Compensation Funds have 
progressive scales of allowances i.e. less is given to the 
first and second child than to subsequent arrivals. The 
popularity of this type of scale is due partly to the desire 
to encourage large families and partly to the view that 
the expenses of the family are more than proportionately 
increased by the fourth, fifth and any further children, in 
particular because it becomes impossible for the mother 
to return to wage.earning work in the factory." There 
are however at least eight funds" whose scales are uniform ; 
and one, Le Havre (Port) whose scale is degressive. 

In this matter of progression, as in others, Belgian 
Funds follow in the footsteps of their Southern neighbours. 
All pay allowances in respect of nny child includ. 
ing the first. and in nearly every case on an increas
ing scale. The steepness of the progression varies very 
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much, the sharpest grading being found at Liege, where 
the fourth and subsequent children each receive an allow. 
ance four times. as great as that granted to the eldest, 
whereas in no French Fund is there an increase of more 
than 200 per cent., whilst in some (e.g. Louviers and 
Nancy) the increase is no more than twenty.five per cent. 

In Holland all" existing scales are uniform, but the 
allowances in no case begin before the third child and in 
several cases not until the fourth." 

During the last year a development in the direction of 
increased steepness of progression has been noticeable. 
In June, 1923, Docteur Perret" of Lyon pointed out that 
the number of funds denying any allowance to the first 
child had risen from eight to eighteen; while a further 
seven had withdrawn it, if after a co reasonable .... time a 
second child had not appeared. There is considerable 
difference of opinion as to the desirability of this change. 
At the Nantes Congress a une, 1923) a vigorous discussion 
followed Dr. Perret's paper dealing (inter alia) with this 
question. Certainly population experts have declared" 
that financial encouragement should only begin with the 
third child, that is to say, when there is a real net increase 
of population and not merely replacement. On the other 
hand, the omission of the first child either means a very 
big"economy for the employer, since about 60 per cent. of 
all parents in France have no more than one child, or it 
enables him to present an appearance of generosity by 
greatly enlarging the allowances to subsequent children 
without increased coS! to himself.s· It is stated by the 
Secretary of the Paris (Region) Fund that assuming a 
scale of 20 francs for the first child, 30 for the second, 40 
for the third, and for each succeeding child, then, by sup
pressing the 20 francs given to the first, it would be poSo 

III In Gennan,. the scale is generally uniform, or very nearl,. .o, '(11' 
eumple in the Textile industry at Mlinchen-Gladbach, the lit child receives 
6 marks, the 2nd 7. the 3rd 8, the 4th 9, the 5th 10. 

•• 3ieme Congcu des Caisse. de Compena.tion at Nanre.-La. 
Joumh Industrieu.., 6.6.'3· 
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. sible to give So francs to the second, 60 to the third and 
70 to the fourth and at the same ti,me effect a 20 per cent. 
economy. The actual cases in which this has been done 
may be and probably are few, but the possible damage 
to the moral credit of the institution, it would appear, 
ought to outweigh all other considerations. 

In Holland the subject was carefully discussed by a 
Committee of representatives of Catholic employers and 
Trade Unions, which was set up in July, 1920, to produce 
a model scheme for the regulation of child allowances. 
Two views were expressed in the Report" drawn up: a 
minority considered that the allowance should begin with 
the first child; they agreed that such an arrangement might 
have a depressing effect on the wages of young unmarried 
men and women, but considered this no objection, being 
of opinion that .. young people often get relatively too 
high wages." The majority of the Committee, however, 
considered that this view gave too much weight to the 
needs factor in wages and not enough to the productive 
value of the work. With some theoretical inconsistency, 
however, they follow this up by arguing that wages are 
already adequate to support a .. normal" or average 
family, which for Holland is taken as a man and wife and 
three children, and that consequently, the fourth child 
should be the first eligible for the allowance. As stated 
above (page 40), it is this latter view that has generally 
prevailed in Holland. 

By expressing the absolute amount of the allowances as 
a percentage of normal wages, as is done in Appendix a, 
two results are achieved; in the first place, it is possible 
to determine to some extent bow far the allowance is 
sufficiently large to make any appreciable dilrerence to the 
recipiellt's income, and, secondly, comparisons become 
possible not only between different trades and districts 
but also internationally. It should be stated at once that 
the percentage figures given in the tables are for various 

" Kloldorl"nloe-Ro ___ .. Onmml .. IagosteId _ de __ 
".. doe R""""""'-Kotholioba c.mn .... R .... _ -r-. Po.... Aloe 
___ Po '" .... l'bopt_ L 
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reasons necessarily only approximate. In the first place 
. local variations of wages are considerable, and it has not 

always been possible to obtain (especially as regards 
France) full details of the rates current in particular dis. 
tricts. Furthermore in certain Dutch Funds, the same 
allowances apply in a variety of different districts, includ· 
ing villages as well as cities, and naturally they represent 
a much higher proportion of wages in the former than in 
the latter. Again in many Funds there are not only skilled 
and unskilled but a variety of differently paid occupations. 
Moreover in some cases the rates taken, are average earn· 
ings, in others day rates. The intention has been, so far 
as possible, to work out results for the best and worst 
paid adult male labour. In the case of a widow working 
in a factory, therefore, the child allowance would repre
sent a much higher proportion of her income than is shown 
in the tables. On the other hand, in a great many cases 
it would be more correct to relate the allowance to the 
family income,-i.e. husband's wages plus wife's wages 
plus (possibly) the earnings of elder children. Two figures 
have been worked out, one for the first child, and the 
other the average rate per child for a family of four 
children; the latter is necessary in order to obtain a basis 
of comparison with those funds which pay nothing to the 
first two or three. 

In France, the first child brings in to the father an 
average increase in his income of two to five per cent., 
though there are several cases where the figure is six or 
seven; for the family of four children, a four to six per 
cent. increase per head is fairly common. The figures 
for the important centre of Roubaix are very striking (8 
to 10 per cent. for the first child and I2l to IS for each 

. \ of four), and show that a man with five children might 
"get over 70 per cent. more money than his bachelor col. 
league. In Belgium there is no such extreme case, but in 
general the relation between wage and allowance is much 
the same as in France. In Holland, on the other hand, 
the percentage for each child of four in no case exceeds 
two, while iR several cases it is less than one. About 
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Germany it is less easy to generalise, and an additional 
complication is introduced owing to the fact that a special 
household or wife allowancet is given to the married man 
without children. Among the municipalities the level is 
rather higher than in France, averaging 5 to 9 per cent. 
and being in exceptional cases (e.g. in Bavaria)" con
siderably higher. In industry the rates have always been 
lower, and during the year 1923 they declined very con
siderably·1 relatively to the wage. In the summer of 1922, 

two to three per cent. was the most usual figure, but by 
the spring of 1923, very few allowances exceeded two per 
cent., and many worked out at less than one per cent., 
being as low in one case" as one-fifth per cent. The 
paucity of Compensation Funds in Germany has some
times been accounted for by the remarkable minuteness 
of the .allowance relative to the basic wage; Although 
this is true as regards the end of 1922, yet it must not be 
forgotten that in 1921 and up to the middle of 1922, the 
allowances amounted to nearly as large a proportion of 
wages as in many of the French Funds. The following 
table gives some idea of the relation of wage and allowance 
In the autumn of 1925:-

H"", R ..... 
o~ ... L.ocaIU7. PI,,· 

Metal Industry-
Skilled Workers Bremen&! 7S-uO 

!Gel 

" " " 
Cologne 71-130 

" " " 
Mannheim 84-120 

C~Indusb7--
t)nskilled Workers Mannheim 

1 Pf. for the wife 
and • Pfgs. for each 
child per hour. 
• Pfgs. an hour for 
the wife and for 
each child. 
2 Pfgs. for the wife 
and I Pf. for each 
child per hour. 

For the wife and 
for each child 130 
Pfgs. a week. 
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OCCUI'lJt;on. 
HOWII, Rat •• 

Locali'1. PIg •• Allowance ... 

Chemical Industry
Unskilled Workers Berlin 66 For the wife and_ 

for each child 80 
Pfgs. a week. .. .. .. 

Textile Industry
Weavers 

.. 
Municipal 

Employees-
Skilled 

Railway Workers-
Skilled Workers 
over "4 yrs. 

Dortmund 

Berlin 

Essen 

In large 
towns 

For the wife !lJ1d 
for each child 16 
~fgs. per shift. 

For the wife and 
for each child " 
Pfgs. an hour. 
For the wife· and 
for each child. 50 
Pfgs. a week. 

Inclusive of the 
wife's allowance; jn 
addition 1--3 Pfg •• 
per hour. 

According 65--85 For the wife and 
to size of for each child in 
town. every locality 3 

Pfgs. an hour. 
It will thus be seen that the allowance for a man with 

onllchild amounts to from 3-5% of the adult bachelor's 
wage. 

Quite apart from the controversial question whether the 
allowance is really a part of wages, it would appear desir· 
able for the sake of clearness always to express the allow. 
ance as a percentage of the wage, when a single est3blish. 
ment or a single industry is in question, though, where 
a number of different industries are concerned, such pJ'Oo 
cedure might present difficulties. 

It will be remembered that the Dutch Civil Servants' 
allowance is a fixed percentage of the basic wage with a 
maximum limit, and there are other cases in Holland." 

as This was the view of <a> the council of 'sHertogenboKh. (b) The 
Roman Catholic Joint Committee, and (c) The North~Brabant Inter-Munid-. 
pal Committee-whihrt in a lCienlific periodical. Dr. J. ..0 Bruggen n
presses his concurrence and .uggesu 5 per cent. .. • lUitable figUft. 
II Sociale Voorzorg." April, 1931, p. 367. In a footnote he refen to • 
pamphle. by Heer H. J. Kempen, wbo abo reg ... 5% of the buic: wage 
.. the proper amount. 
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In Germany also there are a number of agreements, chiefly 
affecting officials, which lay down a fixed relationship 
between allowance and wage'" It is however more 
common for the allowance to remain entirely independent. 
In France the Bokanowski Bill to make family allowances 
compulsory proposed a minimum allowance expressed as 
a percentage of wages or salaries. Furthermore, some 
of the Departments and Municipalities give a1lowanees 
calculated in the same way." 

The question of the relation (actual or to be desired) 
between the cost of child maintenance and the size of the 
allowance may now be reconsidered. What actually is the 
cost of maintaining a child 1 Obviously much depends 
on the age of the child, and for this reason some funds 
have graduated the a\lowanees in accordance with the 
child's age. Dr. Kuczynski's Statistics" show that in 
Berlin in 1913.14, a child's food cost 41 per cent. of that 
of a man, but in July, 1933, only 36 per cent.; while a 
child's clothing cost at the same two periods respectively, 
35 and 33 per cent. of that of a man. 

In 1919 the Australian Basic Wage Commission stated 
in the course of their conclusions" that at a time when 
the clothing of an adult man cost 101 pence a week, that 
of a boy of ten to eleven cost 54 pence, of a girl of seven 
41 pence, of a boy of three to four 23 pence. Taking the 
average of these three figures, the clothing of a child cost 
as'S per cent. of that of an adult worker. No estimate 
was made of the way in which the food cost should be 
divided among the members of the family, but an examina
tion of the total cost of living for a family of five has been 
stated to show that seven-tenths of the total is required 
by the husband and wife and one-tenth by each of the 
children, that is to say the ratio of maintenance cost 

II • ., .... " ... Ibo .....,. to GIIIdaII (1.4 Pm) ... Ibo _ cr...aJ. 
"'1-.,. . 

•• ..,. (a) RhOM. ...... -. rioiaI to ..... -. .... Ibo -.. 
child, (10) V_ Mlmk:ipoIi'J at ... _to .......... 01 Ibo - -
~31Ior_oI""'_SIor_"'_ 

•• In. Ge~~ I'~a. .. .!. .... _. 774-
•• TIoot Noat Stop '" A. a. 1'Iddi4_ Le., ... '$-
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letween an average child and adult man is I to 31" or 28'5 
ler cent. 

According to figures given by Seebohm Rowntree" the 
:ost of the food of a child of 10-13 years of age is 6/ laths 
.f that of an adult man, that of a child of 6-g S/Ioths, of 
I child 2-5 4/lothS, of a child under 2 3/IOths" of that 
.f an adult man. Averaging these, we find that the child's 
ood represents 45 per cent. of that of the adult man, or 
·7 per cent. if the figures are weighted in accordance with 
he number of years they cover. The cost of clothing is 
riven at 1/9 a week for a man, 1/. for his wife, and gd. 
or a child; i.e., in clothing the child costs 42'8 per cent . 
• f the man's cost. 

From these figures the conclusion is permissible that 
he cost of maintenance of a child is on the average not 
ess than 25 per cent. of that of an adult man nor more 
han 40 per cent. thereof. Consequently, assuming that 
he basic or standard wage is adequate for the maintenance 
'f a man and his wife at the required standard, then an 
1I0wance of 13 to 20 per cent. of the basic wage would 
.robably cover the whole cost of a child's maintenance!' 
f .it is assumed that the normal wage provides an adequate 
tandard for a family with one child, then the proportion 
equired for each further child will naturally be reduced 
) about 11-17 per cent. If two children are reckoned as 
lready provided for, the percentual maximum is still 
~rther reduced to 10-14 per cent. 

Except in a very Jew cases this total charge has 
at been met, and these total maintenance figures should 

" The human needs of labour, p. &,. 
II The scale recommended by the Inter .. AHied Scientific Food Comm;'" 

on was as follows: Male over 14. I. Child .0-'4, 0.8]; Child 6-10, 0.7: 
hUd under 6, 0.5. Allowing for the fact that the adult is a male O¥U .4-
'herea. in Mr. Rowntree'. figures he is • male over 17. these two 'IebI of 
~ures agree fairly well. In a paper read before the Royal Sr.tistical Society 
L 1919 Dr. BOwley estimated that in the ,killed clasta,. each additional 
lild cost 39.6 per cent. of • person over 14 yean of age. 

II It may be maintained. that since the wife', food COlli leu than the 
lan', the proportionate allowance should be higher J moreover, according to 
Le Australian Basic Wage Commission, the man', clothing co.t • • ~ 
ably more than the wife's. According to William Eckert. Familienioh", 

51, the coat of maintenance of a child hu recently been calculated. 
;,parently In freiburg-i-B. aa 10-15% ol that of a married couple. 
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really be looked upon only as theoretical maxima, 
which, as Monsieur Desmet" says there is no likelihood 
of attaining at ~he present time. Moreover the majority 
even of protagonists of the Family wage system do not 
desire that the allowances should in any way approach 
such a level. The Director of the Haut.Rhin Fund, one 
of the most progressive in France, expresses the view that 
Industry ought not to bear the whole cost of the child's 
maintenance, for the child, in addition to constituting an 
advantage to industry, is also an accession of strength to 
the state and a blessing to his family. Again, in Holland, 
the North.Brabant Inter.Municipal Committee was of 
opinion" that the allowance should .. only be a contribu· 
tion towards the cost of maintenance of the child." From 
Belgium comes the declaration that it is .. desirable that 
the parents should continue to bear part of the cost of 
upbringing," not only in the shape of care and anxiety 
but also in actual financial sacrifice in order that .. the 
child should remain really theirs ... •• A similar apprehen. 
sion of a diminution of the feeling of parental responsi. 
bility" is expressed by Wilhelm Eckert. 

This point of the removal of parental responsibility is 
very strongly felt in Holland, where there is a proposal 
for" motherhood care, .... which would work rather in the 
direction of providing clinics, etc., for infant care, in place 
of merely enabling the mother to do the work within her 
own home, as is desired by the advocates of family allow-
anteS. • 

The purpose of the allowance then, is only to alleviate 
the economic difficulties of the family man" and by no 
means ·to take over his responsibilities. It is often 

.. Pnoldon. 01 the Christlon Union 01 Ranway ........ p,a ..... T ..... 
graph -pIo)NOO I .. IIolcium aDd a detenniMd _ of the Fomily 
Anovta'M'e .,..em. 

&. SlOlk. GNi-, ,.. sa. 
.. Sta,",,",' by MOIUIIeUr Des:nwt. 
'" ,. liincor Ninderv:nc .. eltft'lidaeft Vera.ntwartlkhltei...,-uhles.·' 

Famll .... lohn. p. 57. 
&& NDOdets<bo....,... • 
.. No ettOUnl baa __ 'abft Gf tbt " .. rious &seal .,a • ...-~ 

10 ' .... ilies 1ft __ Ii_ ....... tries. 
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asserted that the result of the introduction of a family 
al10wance system will be to sap the worker's sense of duty 

, and his feeling of personal responsibilty in regard to the 
size of his family. In meeting this objection, van 
Bruggen points out that the size of the family is to a large 
exfent a matter of ethics and religion. No allowance so 
far proposed is, or is intended to be, sufficient to meet 
the whole extra charge involved by the additional child. 
Therefore the parents will continue to bear a large part 
of the burde'n, and conditions wll1 continue to be more 
difficult in the larger than in the small families. After al1 
as Mrs. Stocks has said, .. It has never been suggested 
that soldiers during the war displayed any apparent want 
of interest in or responsibility for their children, even 
though these were dependent on a separation al10wance 
paid direct to the mothers."" 

2. THE METHOD OF PAYMENT 

The method in which the allowances are paid over to 
the family man is a matter of more importance than 
appears at first sight. It is not merely a question of the 
smooth working of a piece of social mechanism; it is that, 
but it is more, for issues of principle or at least of policy 
are involved. Briefly to summarise the choice of means, 
the allowance mav (a) be added to the standard wage and 
the fwO paid out to the wage-earner in one sum; or (b) be 
paid to the wage earner ~t a separate time and/or place 
from the ordinary wage" that is to say if necessary, at 
longer intervals; Qr (c) it may be paid direct to the mother 
or to a representative of the beneficiary children. Again 
(b) and (c) may be effected either by each employer acting 
individually or by the" fund" as a separate organisation. 

At once there arises the question already discussed. .. Is 
the al10wance an integral part of wages?" If the answer 
is affirmative, logic at first sight appears to demand that 
any part of wages should be paid to the wage-earner and 
to n().One else, but French and Belgian employers do not 

•• M.D. 5.oc.... Th. Meaning of Family Endowmen •• p. 36. 
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desire to regard the Family allowance as a part of wages 
and furthermore there are considerations of great force 
which militate against strict adherence to purely theoretical 
reasoning. 

Many French funds regard the allowances as a payment 
due to the mother in return for her services in bringing 
a family into the world and they therefore pay the allow.. 
ance direct to the mother. For instance Paris (Rt!gion) 
and Bordeaux pay the allowances by a special form of 
postal cheque' payable near the home to the mother and 
endorsable by her.' At first the former Fund introduced this 
privilege on a voluntary basis, but later made it com. 
pulsory. The innovation proved most popular.' 

In the Lille metal workers' fund the rule is that the 
allowance is paid on production of a" carte nominative" 
(indicating the sum due) by til, mollillf' or " failing her 
the head of the family." In the Building Trades Fund 
at Lille the allowance is paid by postal cheque direct to 
the mother as at Paris. At Rouen at the request of the 
Reformist Unions, it was decided by the dockworkers' 
Compensation Fund to pay the allowances only to the 
mother or to the person having charge of the children. 
At Le Mans the allowance is paid to the mother-but very 
eXCl"ptionally Ott 111, moth,r's dllm4.ul it may be remitted 
to the father." In 1921, the Comitt! d'Etudes expressed 
the opinion that it was advisable that this method should 
bt'COme g.-neral. In Belgium the allowances are in many 
cases paid to the wage earner, but at Li~ge they are sent 
out monthly by postal cheque payable to the mother at 
her home. The Quarries in the Spiemart districts who 
are affiliated to the Belgian Building Trades' Fund also 
pay the allowances direct to the mother. 

Even where the allowances are paid to the wage.eamer, 
special care is taken in most cases to distinguish them 
from the wage. For instance they may, as at Mulhouse, 

I C ..... pr.-R_ ...... Congrio dol ~ .. ~ ...... po 30 • 
• ham... In Appondl, I\. 
I Rp\'Ue d"EtonOinie PoIh~ s.pt . ..(kt .• lQaO. 
" 0. .... funds takine similar • .,. .... Dijaa, C_ Toun, JIoatnoaIs . 

.... Lorioat. 
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be paid deliberately on a different day from that on which 
wages are distributed.' At Bordeaux they are paid 
quarterly. At the Werister Coal Mines in Belgium the 
same principle ·is in force, the allowances being paid twice 
a year, thus constituting a sort of re.equipment allowance.' 
The Dutch Joint Catholic Committee" favoured this pay
ment of allowances at fairly long intervals. Spring and 
autumn they argued are the best times, when as they said 
" either summer clothes or .fuel and potatoes are required 
and buying can thus be done economically." 

In Germany, as a rule, the position is reversed,' in that 
the family allowances are generally paid out with the 
wages to the working member of the family, whether man 
~r woman, although there are a good many collective 
agreements which lay down that they are to be separately 
calculated and paid out in a separate envelope. In Hal. 
land a somewhat different system achieves a similar result. 
[n the Tilburg Catholic Employers' Textile Fund {or 
instance, representatives are appointed by the Trade 
Unions in each commune or district and it is the duty of 
these representatives to ascertain particulars about the 
workers' families, which they record on a form, (See 
I\ppendix 8), which has to be countersigned by the 
~mployer. The actual paying out of the allowances is 
:lone by these representatives at a time and place fixed 
)y the Trade Unions. 

In thus separating and earmarking the allowances, the 
intention in every case is to make sure that the allowances 
ue used for the purpose for which they are intended. 

One objection to the payment of allowances direct to 
:he mother when she is not a wage earner, is that the 
wage.earning father is liable to feel that his self.respect 
s injured by the tacit suggestion that he would use the 

• U Elles ne- figurent pas IUr lea feuillet de paye; leur verwment _ 
'era . . • en tout cas It un jour autre que celul de Ia paye RguU~re." 
Uglement-Art. '7. 

, I.e Sunalair ••• I .. AlIocatlOllll Familial ... Sonclao, p. .& 
• Kinderroeslag-Rapport, p. 15. 
• Deubcher Tatilarbeiter .. Verbancl, Statement •. 13.31. 
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loney improperly. This view waS put forward by a repre
entative of the Roubaix Textile Fund in evidence before 
Ie Commission Permanente du Conseil Sup!!rieur in 
931. It was maintained that the workman would regard 
uch procedure as a .. marque de defiance, " .. but the 
xperience of other funds does not seem to bear this out. 
'he Comit!! des Caisses de. Compensation has not met 
lith any instances of such complaints from the husband, 
Ithough a large number of funds have adopted this 
ystem. One Fund (Fourmies) points out that, so far 
rom the husbands being inclined to tremble for their own 
conomic supremacy, on the contrary in that area they 
I actually send their wives to collect the allowances." 
Another (Les Sablons) asserts that the payment of 

.mily allowances is in itself intended to strengthen the 
lead of the family and make it easier for him to exercise 
lis parental functions. Incidentally it may be noted that 
t is on this very ground, amongst others, that the 
~eminist movement in Holland opposes the Family allow
lnce system, viz., on the ground that it will weaken the 
IOSi tion of the mother. 11 

Again a somewhat newer fund, that of the grocers of 
)aris," considers that it is absurd for the man to feel it 
IRdignified for the wife to receive the allowance direct. 
;ince she obviously does all the work of the household, 
• Celui, qui se froisserait. pourrait sembler suspect. ",. 
lnd that seems to express the truth of the matter_ . 

Specific measures are usually taken so as to attempt to 
msure the right use of the allowances. even in those funds 
~hich pay the allowance money with the wage to the wage. 
!Ilrner. The regulations of Clermand.Ferrand may be 
?garded as typical; it is laid down" that the Admini&
rative Committee may on the recommendation of a 

,o .. t ~ Poll. 
,I S.. 01 .... 101..... Chto""" IX. 
II Thftr .n~t blI1 lila'" that II nGUI IC!I"'fIreM au IIMfts de 

.... m ....... u...tIono ...... Art. 9 01 the Sta",,, ...... dIa • • _ 
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member firm make enquiries in order to ascertain that 
the allowances are put to proper use and, if they find that 
they are not, may take measures accordingly. The 
Angoul~me Fund is more specific; if the worker employs 
the allowance for purposes other than those for which it 
was intended, the employer .. peut lui retenir une partie 
de cette allocation comme premier avertissement. "" If he 
persists, the allowance maybe suppressed. The Fourmies 
Fund reserves the right to suppress the allowances, 
.. lorsque les enfants. • ne sont pas t!lev~ dans des 
conditions suffisantes de nourriture, de v~ternents, 
d 'hygiene et de moralitt!." At Thizy, if it is notorious 
that the father of the family is making no good use of the 
help he is receiving, the allowances are suppressed, unless 
special arrangements can be made with the "'ife." In the 
Haut.Rhin (Mulhouse) in case of misuse by the father of 
the allowances, they are, if possible, paid to some other 
person, who can guarantee their proper employment. 
Failing any kind of guarantee, they are withdrawn. 
Article 21 of the Reglement of the Paris Grocery Fund 
gives to the Administrative Committee the power to deal 
with the whole question of unsuitable use of the allow. 
ances. Similar arrangements are made by the Parisian 
Building Trades' Fund. At Amiens the allowance may 
be withdrawn if the recipient is proved not to have made 
good use of it." In the mining industry regular attend. 
ance is in several cases made a condition for the con
tinuance of the allowances." 

In Germany the collective agreements do not as a rule 
include special regulations regarding the method of pay
ing the allowances, but some agreements do direct that 
they shall be separately calculated and separately paid. It 

I' Statement 12.IJ.U~ 
II Statement 1.2.23. 
II R~glement Art. 6. 
II ~.g. the Blanzy Company annoonced that the allowance would be 

divided into two pert •• one 01 whit'h would contJnue to be paid to the 
worker. whatever the regularity or irregularity 01 hi. attendance. For 
every two unjustifiable absences one-third 01 the other variable .rt .... u to 
be deducted; in the calle of three IUch absenue two-thirdJ and in calle of 
lubtequent abeentee cancellation would follew. . 
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is further laid down in a few instances" that, if the 
recipient .. mit dem Geld nicht hailshiilterisch umgeht," 
then the allowance will at once cease. The regulatipns 
generally insist that fraud" must involve the stoppage of 
the allowances for sufficiently long to recover the sums 
overpaid and for six further months as a penalty. 

Returning to France the case of I.e Mans fomis an 
instructive contrast to all the various methods of control 
enumerated above; any supervision of the manner in 
which the money is spent is regarded as undesirable 
because it pre-supposes .. on controle t!troit qui nous parait 
incompatible avec I'indtlpendance" que doit cdnserver la 
vie privt!e. "'. Furthermore the heads of firms are for. 
bidden to discriminate in any way ,or to decide that these 
workers shall have the allowance but those shall not." 
This attitude serves to throw into relief the dangers attend. 
ing any attempt to ensure satisfactory use of the allow. 
ances for the benefit of the family. There is the possibility 
that personal prejudice will take the place of scientific 
investigation. and ~hat advantage will be taken of some 
slight irregularity to provide an ostensible reason for an 
exclusion from benefit-the real CRUse of which may be 
Trade Union or strike activity. Though to some extent 
it is a matter of expediency. there is clearly a principle 
involved. If the allowance is actually a part of wages. 
the worker has surely a right to it. however bad the use 
to which he puts it; on the other hand, if it is really a 
gift provided by the generosity of the employer, then the 
giver would appear to be morally entitled to ensure that 
the purpose of his gift is attained. At the same time, 

II .~. Borlln M_t ......... • __ 01 ....... _ Rbenbb-
w ... phaU .... I ...... nd s .... Industl'J _t 01 Ju\Y, '90. 
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the employer's concern with and knowledge of the private 
affairs of his employees should be kept within bounds. 
One of the objections put forward by organised Labour 
to the family allowance system as at present in force, is 
that it affords the employer an opportunity of obtaining 
undue influence over his employees. Discrimination, 
however disinterested it may real\y be, is almost bound to 
lead to suspicion and distrust. Probably more permanent 
good would be achieved by the force of public opinion. 
At the present time in poorly paid trades comparative 
neglect of the children of large families may not be uncom· 
mon, but can it not reasonably be presumed that, when 
adeqUate means are provided, the great majority of those 
in receipt of allowances will use them in the right way, 
and the small minority whose children continue unkempt 
are likely to lose caste. This really means the bringing 
to be.ar of pressure tending to make child.neglect in any 
acute form a greater social misdemeanour than it is now. SI 

Another aspect of the subject now calls for investigation, 
namely the question whether the payment of the allow. 
ances should be carried out by the Fund (as a separate 
organisation) or by the individual employer. Both 
methods are in force in the four countries under review. 
The matter is rather intimatelv concerned with the growth 
of class consciousness. This is perhaps most clearly 
illustrated by the attitude of the Bordeaux employers who 
favour payment of the allowances by the Fund direct. 
They desire to emphasize not the benevolence of this or 
that employer but rather the fact that the employing class 
as a whole is sympathetic to the wel\.being of the working 
class as a tIlhole and conscious of the essential community 
of interest between the two elements. They point out 
that it is I)ot this or that employer who is attacked by 
labour propaganda but rather the employer qua employer, 
and that therefore it is as a tIlhole that they should demon. 

SI When joint conlrol 01 Ihe luncb ( ... Chap. VI. 13) _ more 
genera. and more efJecti'fe. perhaps ir may be possible' to evolve mme Idnd 
Df impartial committee control. 
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strate their" at-one·ness .. with the employees. They aim 
at a .. geste patronal." 

On the other hand Monsieur Ley expressed the view 
that payment by the Fund tended to make the workman 
forget the source of the allowance and that before long the 
workers .. se persuaderaient que la Caisse de Compensa. 
tion est un organisme dans Ie genre des bureaux de bien. 
faisance ou des Institutions d'Etat." It will tend to be 
taken for granted as a sort of department with a bottomless 
purse and will lose that spirit of social endeavour, which 
should animate it. He was of opinion that the employee 
ought always to be kept alive to the fact that he owes the 
advantage of the allowances to the fact that his own 
particular employer has joined a fund. Similar is the 
view of the engineering employers of Grenoble, each of 
whom pays out the allowances himself direct to his 
employees in order .. to retain the moral benefits of this 
liberality. "., 

This is quite contrary to the Bordeaux view, which aims 
at the ruthless excision of the personal element and of the 
possible feeling of dependence on the whim and pleasure 
of an individual, which is so often the central source of 
difficulty in individual schemes of social welfare, however 
thorough and farseeing, and to combat which is after all 
one of the principal reasons for the creation of a Com
pensation Fund. At the same time, it is certainly desir
able that the real source of the .allowances should not be 
forgotten, nor the fac,t that wages and allowances alike 
depend on the prosperity of the industry. The question 
of the feeling of dependence is closely related to that of 
the exercise of undue inftuence in the private atlairs of 
the workers, and here the case of the Building Trades 
Fund at Lilla appears to be instructive. Originally the 
emplol'ers I9ch paid their allowances themselves, but 
owing to friction between employer and employee it was 
decided that after January 1st, 1923, the allowances should 
be paid by the fund itself. The inclusiOil of the follo .. ing 
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clause, however, is interesting. "Toutefois aux entre
prises i~rtantes qui desireraient continuer a avoir Ie 
contr61e de leurs ouvriers et creer dans ce but un fichier 
. de leurs ouvriers, peres de famille, les fiches necessaires 
pourront etre mises a leur disposition par la caisse." It 
is true that the word "contr6Ie"· should probably be 
understood in the sense of being responsible for or having 
the care of, but nevertheless the sentence suggests the 
possibility of undue influence being exercised by individual 
employers, who do not reach the normal employing 
standard of justice and fair dealing; and the back-sliding 
of one employer might easily more than counteract the. 
straight dealing of ninety-nine others. 

One or two Funds compromise between the two methods, 
for example at Tours (" Familia ") the allowance is paid 
by the fund either at its office, or at the employers' request 
at certain fixed centres, or by the employers themselves. 
At Amiens" also, the employer may choose whether or 
not he' will pay the allowances himself or allow them to 
be paid by the Fund. 

At a congress of Compensation Funds at Rou
baix21 several Directors of Funds expressed the view that, . 
if-they had the chance of remodelling their Funds, they 
would arrange that the money should be paid direct by the 
Fund itself instead of by the individual employers, and . 
this not on any of the grounds so far considered. Where 
the allowance is paid by the individual employers, the 
firm which employs an exceptional number of youths and 
girls, will, at the end of the quarter or other accounting , 
period, have a sum to payout to the fund, over and above 
allowances to its workers, and this sum will in due course 
be handed over to other firms employing a number of 
fami! y men above the average. If on the other hand the 
. allowances are paid by the fund, then the "under
average " .. employer merely receives a demand for a sum 

sa Reglement. Art. 24. 
,. t..-a Journee Industrielle, 9.12.20. . 
so The expression "under-average" is used as a convenient way of 

indicating those firms or industries in which the number of children' per 
100 employees is below the average. 
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determined in accordance with the number of workmen 
or the total of his wage bill. It was considered that by 
the latter method he was much less likely to rebel against 
the expense of paying out to provide assistance for the 
children of employees in other trades or firms. Further· 
more under the former. system it is conceivable, as the 
Dutch committee" suggested, that, if the. cost to the 
employer were assessed on a wage basis, he might be the 
more inclined to recoup himself for the big apparent 
expense by lowering his wages, if that happened to be 
within his power. The question is of course psychological, 
since the sum paid out is in either case exactly the same. 
It is a form of self-deception in some ways similar to that 
of the Daylight Saving principle and perhaps equally 
effective. One might perhaps even go so far as to suggest 
that the ideal scheme would be that the employer should 
remain ignorant of the value of the allowances paid out 
to his own employees. This is, so far as can be seen, 
not the position in any Fund, but there would appear to be 
no reason why the Fund should not be in as good a p0si
tion as the employer to verify the correctness of the claims 
put forward by the worker, as it is almost always laid down 
that these must be supported by birth and marriage certifi
cates. In Holland the Bakers' Fund and the Tilburg 
Textile Funds go a little way in this direction, by arrang
ing that particulars of the number and age of the children 
should be obtained by the local Trade Union representa
tive, and that these items of information shall merely be 
referred to the employers for confirmation. 

The question of the payment of large sums by .. under
average" firms is naturally of chief importance in the 
case of regional funds, but the same question can arise 
even when membership of the fund is confined to a single 
industry. In the Textile Fund at Roubaix-Tourcoing this 
overpayment of large sums by particular firms was one of 
the reasons for the adoption of a new series of regulations 
which came into force on the 1st July, 19aa. By this 

.. Itl... • c. ~ po .s-
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divisor system, as it is called, if the father, mother 
and two daughters were all employed in different firms (all 
members of the fund), each of these four firms paid out 
one quarter of the allowance instead of the whole allowance 
being paid out by the firm employing the father as was 
previously the case. At Clermand·Ferrand a similar 
system is in force, except that it only applies to husband 
and wife. If the wife works in an establishment not be
longing to the fu~d, the husb;lOd gets only half the normal 
allowance. as Tbe system at Vienne is in all respects 
similar, except that in addition for each child employed 
outside the Fund one quarter of the allowance is 
deducted;" thus, if the father works in an affiliated firm 
while the mother and two children work in a concern not 
belonging to the fund, no allowance whatever is due to the 
father. If one of the parents works and one does not, half 
the allowance is received as of right, while the administra
tive Committee decide whether the other half shall also be 
granted." At Tours, if both parents work jn establish. 
ments belonging to the Fund, then the allowance is due 
only once. At Paris, in the Grocery Fund, if either hus
band or wife works in an establishment not belonging to 
the Fund, then the allowance will-be paid only provided 
a declaration is made that no allowance is being received 
from another Fund or from the employer direct. At 
Amiens, II if both father and mother work in establish
ments belonging to the Fund, then payment of the full 
allowance is made direct to the mother. At Li~ge" on 
the other hand, when both father and mother work in 
different establishments, both of which are members of 
the Fund, then the allowance is paid by the firm employ. 
ing the father. 

In Germany, as a rule, when both husband and wife 

II R~lement Art. i3. 
II R~glemenl An. 5. 
I. Com...,.. eIi_ui ... In ChaP'« XII. 01 the ellecti_ 01 the 

Family allowance as a mllbocl of keeping marriecl women out of the 
factory. , 

.. R~lement Art. 24. 
II aAQlemeot Art. 14. 
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are working in establishments coming under the same 
collective agreement, the wife's allowance is not paid and 
the children's allowances often at a lower rate. In the 
Rhenish silk industry it is laid dow~ that if both man 
and wife are employed in one of the silk factories, then 
only the husband gets the allowances. 

3. THE ADMlNlSTRAnON OP A COMPENSATION PUND 

The question of administration appears at first sight to 
be merely one of operative machinery and one which is 
without significance once the general principle has been 
agreed to. On closer examination this is seen to be a 
superficial view. There are really two questions to be 
answered, who should govern and how should they govern. 
The former is obviously of the first importance, and the 
question of method may be of great interest as symbolical 
of the spirit underlying the establishment of a compensa· 
tion fund. 

A fund may be administered either by the state, or by 
the employers or by the workers or by a combination of 
any two or all three of these. Taking Europe generally, 
by far the greater number of Compensation Funds are 
administered exclusively by the employers. We may 
therefore first consider the methods they adopt. 

As a rule all the employer members meet once a year 
in a general assembly. This assembly elects an adminis
trative council of manageable size which meets once a 
month or quarter and really governs the fund. In addi. 
tion, there is sometimes a small executive oommittee, and, 
as a rule, a permanent paid official is .ppointed as 
Director or Secretary. It has in certain cases been 
urged that the allowances do not form a part of wages, 
because in France they are paid out by an organisation 
independent of the employers who pay wages. There is 
110 justification for attaching any weight to such • plea.1 

r 
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It is perhaps possible by a legal fiction to create a 
theoretical .. personality," but that is all. In actual fact 
the French Funds are governed by the employers con
cerned. 

Details of the methods adopted in a few funds may 
perhaps be given. Take first the important regional fund 
of Mulhouse (Haut.Rhin); the annual general assembly 
elects a committee of from six to eighteen members 
who are responsible for the governance of the fund. 
Every quarter each firm has to furnish a statement 
of salaries and wages paid, such statement being 
based on the declaration made to the °accident insurance 
companies; the returns so made may be checked by the 
Committee, who are responsible for determining the per
centage to be paid by each employer for each accounting 
period. One peculiarity may be noted; the committee are 
permitted to co.opt foro consultative purposes one or two 
competent persons outside the members. 

Again take Le Mans-the fund is governed by the 
general assembly of all members meeting once a year. 
This assembly elect a .. Conseil d'administration" con
sisting of from nine to fifteen members, who remain in 
office for three years. Honorary members (who have given 
donations to the Fund but are not employers) may be 
elected. The Committee, which meets once a quarter, 
deals with the accounts, fixes the amount of the employer's 
contribution, and regulates the Reserve Fund, etc. The 
Compensati9n Fund reserves the right to check the returns 
of any employer by examining his books. Refusal to 
allow such investigations involves exclusion as well as any 
legal penalties enforceable_ With the exception. of the 
Secretary, no member of the Committee is paid for his 
services. 

At Vienne, the system is similar, except that the 
Administrative Council elects an executive bureau of three 
who meet once a month to deal with the smaller matters, 
one of the three is paid as Secretary. 

The sy~tem in force at Thizy preSl'nts one interesting 
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feature; at the general assembly, voting power is graduated 
in accordance with the size of each firm' s wage bill, flU" 

For a wage bill under 'SO,DOO francs (per annum) 1 vote. 
U It U .. of 2s0--7S0,OOO" It " a votes. 
It II U II of ov~r 750,000 It .. n 3 votes. 

While it would be possible to pick out a number of other 
special features or details,' enough has probably been 
said to give an impression of the type and some of the ways 
in which in France it has been found possible to modify 
that type. 

Most of the Belgian funds follow the French model and 
show few distinctive features. The National Building 
Trades Fund, which has its headquarters at Brussels, is 
administered by a council of from three to twenty.four 
members elected by the General Assembly for six years, 
half to resign every three years. This" conseil" meets 
once a quarter and elects a President and a .. comitl! de 
direction" of three members, as well as a Director and a 
Secretary either from among the members or from outside. 

Most of the Dutch funds are of a somewhat different 
type, but the Shoemakers' Fund has some points of re
semblance. It was established in September, 1920, as the 
result of an agreement between the Netherlands Catholic 
Union of Boot and Shoe Manufacturers and the Catholic 
Workers' Union in the same industry. It is administered 
by a Committee of at least three, of whom two must be 
representatives of the Catholic Union of Shoe ManuflU)o 
turers and one of the National Dutch Union of Shoe Manu
facturers. 

In Germany with the exception of the Apothecaries all 
the funds are governed by the employers, and the system 
of administration does not differ materially from that of 
the French Funds already described. 

We are now free to retum to the rather more interesting 
question whether the employers ought to exercise exclusive 

• I. __ two _ ... odmIftIstrII ......... So ......... _ III • 
........ .... .. omple at _"" to ..... a. ...... __ ift .. _ .. ~ 
III a _ 01 .... __ InatInotioL 
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cOntrol over the funds or whether the workers should be 
admitted toa share in their management. A brief survey 
may be taken of those funds in whose constitution it is 
possible to discern elements of the practice of joint manage
ment. The principle has been widely discussed and can. 
vassed in all the four countries under consideration, but 
as regards actual practice it is undoubtedly in Holland that 
the principle has been chiefly honoured. Very few of the 
Dutch Funds are confined as,in France to a single district,' 
they apply to all members of a particular industry within 
a province or even throughout the whole country. The 
structure of the funds is therefore necessarily different. 
The 'Bakers' Fund is a good example. It was brought 
into existence as part of a National Collective agreement 
signed in November, !920.· The Fund is governed by a 
Central Joint Committee of equal numbers of employer 
and employee representatives. The members choose a 
president and a vice-president, one an employer and the 
other an' employee. This Committee is also charged 
generally with seeing to the execution of all the provisions 
of the labour agreement! In each commune, however, 
the regulation of the Fund is left to a local joint committee 
of employers and employed, which appoints a Treasurer, 
who manages all the details. This local body, which is 
constituted on exactly the same principle as the Central 
Committee,' regulates the method of payment, the only 
stipulation being that the allowances must not be paid 
direct by the employer.' Each manufacturer is bound to 
keep the Treasurer informed as to the names and addresses 
of his employees. The workers' members on the joint 
committees are all representatives of the denominational 

• Aput lrom the Communal Fu ...... 
• Er zaI voor 1 December, 19'0, undea opgericb. _ foodo .......ut 

de kia_lagon zullen wordea betuld, un .,.,Ik londa u1 .. luitend de 
werkgevers bijclragen ell waarover .~ hoofdbeRu.ren ._ ~tradeel'eDde 
orgonisati.. de oegg_p bobbeD. Art. 8 01 ArbeidIrqteIinl _ bet 
Bakkenbedrlil • 

•• ArbeIdoregeling. Art. a •• 
• For _ct definition 01 __ Arbeidsr<C<lIng, Art. 'J. 
'f Itt.lement Kind.ertoesJagafonds, Article 5· 
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organisations.' The districts where joint committees are 
in operation include Amsterdam, Delft, the Hague, 
Haarlem and Rotterdam. 

The system adopted in the Textile Workers' Fund at 
Tilburg is also of considerable interest. This Fund was 
inaugurated in November, 1919, as part of a collective 
agreement and is still in existence. It was administered 
by a committee of nine members, four representing the 
Employers' Association (a Catholic one) and four the 
three Trade Unions concerned.' The president was a 
clergyman. The Secretary of the Committee was also 
Secretary of the Employers' Association. This body met 
once a quarter and was R'sponsible for all the general 
directive work, including the calculation of the amount of 
the employer's contribution.' Unfortunately at the end of 
a year the labour agreement was not renewed and the 
joint committee automatically lapsed. During the time 
it was in existence it carried out some useful work, includ. 
ing the modification of the It aftrek" or deduction of 
children over fourteen in order to Ilfrive at the number 
of children eligible for benefit. In (each separate com
mune affected, the Trade Unions appoint a representative 
whose duty it is to ascertain all particulars regarding thf! 
sile, etc., of each worker's family,-particulars which they 
record on a special form (See Appendix 8). This is 
countersigned by the employer concerned and forwarded 
monthly to the Secretary of the Fund. The allowances 
are actually paid out by this R'presentative at a place and 
time fixed by the Trade Unions. The neces: ry announce
ments are made by the employers. The actual number of 
children is checked once a year by the production of birth 
certificates, etc. The working of this part of the machinery 
has not been affected by the disappearance of the Joint 
Committee. Thus much of the administrative work is 
done by others than employers, and it is stated that the 
Fund has worked with gR'8l satisfaction to both parties, 

• See _. o..pcv VII •. p. • .,. 
• The R.C. St. Lam"""'" UIIioD, The ......... _ CbristIu U ...... 
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and it is' hoped that before long it may be possible to re
establish the Joint Committee. 

A fund established early in 1922 for the brickmaking 
industry in Limburg10 vests the administration in a com· 
mittee of five, two representatives of the employers and 
two of the workers, a clergyman acting as chairman." In 
the cigar industry, the system is similar, but the allow. 
ances are actually paid out by the employer. 

In Germany, there is one notable case of joint adminis
tration and that is the Apothecaries' Fund. A joint council 
of six'· has general control. Furthermore in the Textile 
Fund at Berg a joint committee was set up with power to 
influence decisions in regard to the amount of the allow. 
ance. This profession was one of the earliest to intro
duce the compensatory principle. In Austria, as early as 
1902, a compensation fund was formed among chemists' 
assistants, though at first for another purpose. The aim 
was to 'assure progressive increases of salary for assistants 
of long service and at the same time to prevent the older 
men being thrown out of employment because of the 
employer preferring cheaper younger men. At first the 
funds were local, one of them being in Vienna; but in 
rgaS .. a general salary fund of the chemists of Austria" 
was formed. Membership remained voluntary until the 
beginning of r921, when it became compulsory for 
every employing chemist to pay in a given percentage 
of his wage-bill to the fund. Since this date this 
machinery has been used for the provision of family 
allowances, and at about the same time a similar institution 
was started in Germany, being based on a collective agree
ment signed in the' autumn of 1920. All" Apotheker" 
became bound to contribute. ~I It is, however, important 
to note that the chemists' assistants also contribute to the 
fund in the proportion of So-So. The administration is 

'. '~ .• ' " ..... - ........ ··A~ '!i~i4tA..l .. """i~ll 
11 One 01 the predominantly CathoDe prooin ... . 
II .. De geestelijke advlseur treedt op .t. yoorzltter." .s I.L.O. Study, p. 101. 
II A. cia... in the agreement Mid U Every chemi.c (Angetlellre) hu 

the right to espect that hi. employer will .... the- fb:rd tontributionl to the 
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in the hands of two committees, tiie Inspection Committee 
and the Executive Committee. The former cOllsists of 
three employers and three employees. This body fixes the 
level of the subscription or quota payable, deals with 
complaints and special questions of liability, eligibility, 
etc., and audits the accounts. A manager or secretary 
transacts current business, and he together with the chair· 
man and vice·chairman forms a management or executive 
body. The machinery is interesting, but can hardly be 
taken as a precedent, on account of the fact that the 
workers themselves directly contribute towards the pro
vision of the allowances. .More important perhaps is the 
fact that in Austria the Act of December, 1921 (which 
stopped the food subsidies and tran.sferred the responsi. 
bllity for the paymeRt of family allowances to' the 
employers), laid down that the amounts of the allowances 
were to be determined by a joint committee of six 
employers and six workers. 

In France and Belgium there is very little trace of any 
practice of joint control of the funds. The Statu&es of the 
II Caisse Familiale des Contremliitres et des Ouvriers du 
Port de Rouen" do indeed provide for the inclusion of 
worker representatives in the Administrative Council of 
six, although these are in a clear minority. The Havre 
Port Workers' Fund is controlled by a II Commission de 
Surveillance .. consisting df three' employer and three em· 
ployee members aU belonging to the II office du travail." 
The Chairman of the Committee is always an employer." 

Thl're is one fund in Belgium which deserves attention 
in this connection. The Statutes of the Fund started early 
in 1923 at Turnhout by the Belgian cigar manufacturers 

"",Ia ....... Ia nih .. exceptlonlll In _. It' ........ ID 
JI'obru • ." ..... , by the .. 0 .... du Tn .. U." It 10 r..t 1-'11y lIU<ly 
by .... _ of ...... nftk.t ...... lIU<ly by ......... iI.' , III putkulor 
.h.t 01 .... Un"'" of 8mp\oftn of H ...... "'" Labour. In ........... be 
eligible lor ...... 6.. .... .ttn'buluy m_ ba... _ .. 1Do<rIt.. .t tba 
., oftIce " _ • tneI'ftber few not less than liz months. )n order to bec!ome . 
"lftlU'lt" • worianaft must bto ~ted by an emplo,er. AD the membfn 
aft __ actually am~ BB ........... As Ia tho ... of tho Apocbe. 
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lay down certain principles of joint administration. Its 
constitution seems to indicate partial imitation of the Dutch 
rather than of the French model. A certain percentage of 
wages is paid to the workers, which they in turn pay to an 
"agent de la caisse," who is charged with the duty of 
paying over the allowances to the family men every month. 
There is one such "agent" in each district, who is ap
pointed by that labour organisation which has therein the 
largest number of members. The appointment must, how
ever, be approved by the other local organisations. If 
there is a surplus-the contribution of the employers is to 
be diminished. II 

This Fund has not been working sufficiently long to 
afford adequate evidence as to the practicability of the 
plan, but the introduction of even so modified a form of the 
joint principle is a valuable advance. 

There is little further to add regarding the existing prac
tice of the principle of joint control, but it may be of in
terest to note in passing that the Printers' Compensation 
Fund in .Denmark which was in operation from 1917~1921 
provided for the administration of the fund by a committee 
of four-two employers and two workers. II 

There are, however, indications that an appreciable ad
vance in this direction is probable in the not very distant 
future. In France many of the C.G.T." Unions have been 
anxious to remove the control o'f the funds from the hands 
of the employey and have proposed the intervention of the 
State (See Chap. VII.) and administration by joint com
mittees. Monsieur Georges Buissonu suggested at the end 
of 1922" that the joint committees proposed in the Social 
Insurance Bill would be perfectly capable of undertaking 
the direction and management of the funds, the state add
ing a subsidy to the employers' contributions. II C'est 
vers une incQrporation de I'allocation familiale dans 1a loi 

II Roscam-Carels. Los Alloc:atio ... f.mlU .... et leur appIlcatIan. po .. 
11 Family Allowances. I.L.O., p. 133. 
If Conf~uation G~n~r.le du Travail (Socialistic). 
11 Secretary of the FMntioa Nationale det Em,.,.. 
11 Le PeupJe J.,.12.U, 
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sur les assurances Sociales qu'i1 faut tendre." The Social 
Insurance Bill proposes to divide France'into 25 Districts 
and in each to create a regional insurance fund, which will 
carry out all operations relating to the insurance of· persons 
concerned within its district. The fund will exercise neces
sary control and, where necessary, may inaugurate 
measures of social hygiene, etc. The·managing committee 
of each fund and also of each of its branches, is constituted 
as follows, one half of representatives of the insured per
sons, a quarter of employers' representatives, and the re
maining quarter of representatives of the public interest. 
Such a method, while superficially attractive, would in
volve an immense amount of reconstruction of the existing 
compensation funds, before it became practicable. At the 
Annual Congress of the C.G.T. in February, 1923, the 
resolution passed on this subject" included a clause recom
mending that funds should be administered by joint com
mittees. 

The Reformist Unions" in France have for some time 
been strongly in favour of joint administration of the funds, 
and, as early as May, 1921, the Ft!d~ration Francaise des 
Syndicats d'Employ~ Catholiques presented a resolution 
to the permanent committee of the II Conseil Su~rieur du 
Travail .. approving of the family allowance principle and 
urging that the State should control the rates of benefit 
with the co-operation of joint trade committees elected 
100000IIy by the ~mployer and employee organisations con-
cem~. . 

Furthermore, mention may here be made of the scheme 
put forward in January, 11)22, by Monsi~ur Albert Donnoy, 
Presid~nt du Svndicat de la Metanurgie de Bordeaux et du 
Sud-Ouest. This proposal was examined by the Central 
.. C(lmit~ .. and rejected, but it posseSSES features of excep
tional interest. It was pro~ tbat II mutual associations 
of hNds of families" should be created. cha~ with the 
duty of d~tennining the ft'Cipients of the allowances and 

.. Com .... ~6. 
II See CUpoor VII., P. •••• 
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generally with carrying out their distribution. Such an 
Association would be governed by a joint administrative 
committee includ!ng heads .of families and representatives 
of the employers. The existing Funds would be left with 
only the work of collecting the employers' contributions. 
The idea is that, thus organised, the family man would be 
able to resist the pressure of the single man, who, it is con
tended, demands a high basic wage, often at the expense 
of his fellow worker with a family. As Monsieur Des
champs pointed out at a Rouen Congress in 1922, .. Lea 
salaries isoMs ne resistent pas aux fauteurs de desordres. 
. • . lis n'osent pas ~tre seuls de leur avis. Groupes 
cependant . . • i1s seront les eMments ponderateurs." 

Many employers objected to giving up their control of 
the allowances. The proposed associations, it was held, 
would probably increase the allowances until they had ex
ceeded their resources, which would result in the State 
being called in to help. The basic idea was considered to 
be the introduction of the worker element into the control 
of the allowances, and it was feared that, on the plea of 
protecting the interests of the family, labour interference 
in management would be pushed further and further. A 
more practical objection is that such a plan as has been 
outlined, would seem to be very likely to foster an antagon
ism between single and married workers and to create that 
breach of solidarity which the Social-Democratic Unions 
fear may follow from the introduction of the family alloW
ance svstem itself. Monsieur Deschamps in advocatinll' 
the scheme seems almost unconsciously to foreshadow 
some such possibility. 

In Belgium numerous demands have been made for the 
introduction of joint control. At the Con!!,ress of the Social 
Democratic Federation of Belgian Metalworkers helel lit 
Brussels in April, 192:1. the report presented on the subiect 
was (as stated above) favourable. but on the condition that 
joint national rommittees were apoointf'd to Sf'CUre uni
formitv. Since 11)21. the Christian Unions have repeatt'dlv 
ure-eel the elesirabilitv of admittin~ the workers to a share 
in the or!ranisation °and management of the allowanN'S. 
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Both the 5th and 6th Congresses of Christian Unions (1932 
and 1923) concurred in 'declaring that" L'administration 
des Caisses de Compensation revient aussi bien aUll: travail~ 
lE'urs qu' aUll: employeurs," and in recommending that the 
funds should be administered .. par des Commissioni 
Paritaires compo~ de dt!lt!gut!s des organisations patron
alE'S et ouvri~res." In Germany also the Trade Unions 
have made similar demands. 

The old adage that" he who pays the piper has the right 
to call the tune" seems to suggest that. it is only just that 
the employer should wield fun control over the destinies of 
the compensation funds. which he has establi .. hed and 
which he supports. A closer examination, however, does 
not confirm this seeming simplicity. Is it in actual fact 
wholly certain that It is the employer who pays the piper? 
We have already set'n reason to doubt it. In so far as th .. 
E'mpl!'~'er is willing and able to raise his selling price to 
\'I!'('()Up himself, It Is the consuming public that hears the 
burdt'n; In so far as labour's share in the product of indus
try l'f'mains the same and funds are obtained by diminish
inlf young and single workers' wages, it Is obviously th~ 
who bt'Ar the brunt of the e.'Ctra charge. There remains the 
po.~ibilitv that the pmployer may' allow the cost of. the 
al10Wllnces to reduce his profit. In the firm CBst', the public 
as well .5 lAbour as conliumers are concerned: in the $eCOnd 
("lise single as _11 as married workers are clNrly interested 
in the mannt'r of distribution, and labour collectivelv ought 
m ht'lp m d('("ide how the sacrifices are to be distributed. 
It Is Impossible to I!'S("llpe the question of redistribution. 
It sompthing is givt'n to a few, it is alwaV!< possible to 
St\read out thAt something thinly amongst all. This must 
ohviotL'Ily be the case, wht'ther the allowances are provided 
Ollt of the employer's pocket or at the expense.of the c0n

sumer or young _~er. 
A~in, ronsidt'red from the social standpoiot, one of the 

purposes of the family allowance is the improvement, 
physical and moral. of the coming generation and the 
diminution of infant mortality. Such wort can never be 
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carried on successfully from above; it can be done only by 
co-operation. 

In some cases employers have been anxious to speak of 
the allowance as a liberality, a view which there is good 
reason to dispute. The joint committee negatives this 
theory and emphasizes the fact that the welfare of the next 
generation of workers and the means of ensuring it are both 
joint concerns. 

Another reason for urging joint administration is the 
necessity of making certain that a few reactionary em
ployers are not able to frustrate the more generous aims of 
the majority by using the allowance for censorial purposes 
e.g., for obtaining undue control over the worker and 
checking his free movement in order to obtain an enforced 
and unnatural labour stabillty. Employers have been re
sponsible for the initiation of the Compensation Fund. 
The workers in consequence have been and still remain 
highly suspicious of the aims and methods of this institu
tion; it is therefore urgently necessary to take al\ possible 
measures to allay this suspicion. Wherever it is un
founded, knowledge will dispel it; an insight into working 
conditions in this, as in other industrial affairs, cannot fail 
to be of the greatest value. Facilities might be given to the 
Trade Unions to obtain statistics throughout the fund 
of the number of persons entitled to family allowances 
and of the rise or fall in such number. The Union 
representatives would thus be in a position toasoertain 
whether or not any preference was shown to single men 
in the recruitment of labour. It mig-ht also be .desir
able that the Unions should be given insight into the pre
cise mt'!thod of ~alculating the employer's contribution and 
the exact effect on his wage-bill. Action on these lines 
mig-ht have the inestimable benefit of overcoming anY 
distrust felt towards the Compensation Funds. The 
light of publicity can clear many industrial mists 
and this amongst them. The family allowance system 
is one that calls for special methods of publicity becAuse 
of its novelty and because of a certain complication in the 
calculations required, with a consequent uncertainty on 
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the part of the employee as to the precise financial effort 
involved." The system is, as already stated, essentially 
one that caUs for solidarity and realisation of the common 
interest and the sacrifice thereto of personal advantages. 
These qualities are required both from employer and from 
employee, and surely the best way to stimulate and develop 
them is by discussion add the interaction of mutual sacrj., 
fice. In a weU-organised industry in this country, the 
management of the compensation fund would presumably 
be an activity that might be taken over by the Joint Indwr 
trial Council, and might help to enhance the active value of 
that body. 

Joint Committees and other superficially democratic 
machinery can of course be of little or no value, if they are 
not representative of the real spirit and purpose which their 
existence seems to suggest. There have been not a few 
cases in America where ostensihle schemes of .. industrial 
democracy" have proved to be a mask for autocratic ten
dencies. The only result in such instances is to discredit 
sound methods of industrial co-operation between capital 
and labour, just as any attempt by a small section of 
employers to use the allowance for selfish purposes will 
tend to discredit an institution, probably capable of useful 
service. The light of publicity as directed by genuine 
joint control should go some way toward separating truth 
from insincerity. 

4. IWiIS OP ASSESSMENT OP COST 10 DI'LOYDS 

Several distinct methods have been adopted l1y C0m
pensation Funds for assessing the contnoutions of em
ployer membeB. nese may be broadly dassified under 
three headings: (i) a personnel basis; (ii) a wocking day 
basis, and (iii) a wages basis.' 

The personnel basis presents the simplrst and JDOSl 

-1'houab_ ... _I0 ........ __ el .... , J --.• -- ......... 
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. obvious method of compensation. Each memher firm pays 
into a central organisation a fixed sum per employee 
(whether married or single) and this central organisation 
pays out allowances to the family men in a<;cordance with. 
an agreed scale.' 

The amount of the subscription is calculated as 
nearly as possible Nst to cover the scale of allowances de
sired. Any surplus accumulates and forms a reserve, which 
can be utilised for the continuance of allowances to (a) per
sons temporarily unemployed, (b) employees of bankrupt 
member firms, and (c) children whose father has been 
killed or incapacitated as the result of an industrial acci
dent. 

There is an alternative and more precise method of utilis
ing this (personnel) basis. Periodically (generally once a 
month) all the allowances paid out by the fund (or by its 
members) are totalled up and divided by the total number 
of persons employed by the member firms. The resulting 
quotient represents the average charge per worker for 
allowances and this figure mUltiplied by the number of 
workers in a firm will constitute that firm's liability.' In 
France, some eight funds have adopted this method, includ
ing 1.yon and St. Dizier. 

In Belgium and Holland" the personnel basis is but little 
used, whilst in Germany the Fund of the Rhenish-West
phalian Cement Works and one or two others alone have 
adopted it. Two Funds, those of the Berlin Metalworkers 
and the Fine Ceramic industry,' began with the personnel . 
basis and rejected it after a few months; in the former case 

• e.g. Grenoble (Metalwork ... Fund), Cholet (employees) and Ie Ha_ 
(employ ... ). 

. a The same result may be obtained in • slightly different way. The 
...... Gg. Dumber of children per worker is ascertained and multipUed by the 
allowance per child, the resulting figure being the liability per _ ...... 
ployed. One le.-toUS objection to thiJ method g that where cbe Kale 01 
allowances is progressive, Rparate calculations wiD need CO be made 101' 
lit child aIIowanea, for and child alJowanca, 3nl child aIIowaraca and ., 
OIl. The method is bowever uoed by .he Anhal. Metal_king Employ_ 
Fund, their _n" being elooed haU-y .... ly • 

• Adop<ed by the Baken' Fund. 
, Thit fund ceased to function at the end of 1921. 
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specifically on account of the injustice it does to employees 
working short time. . 

It was largely on account of this difficulty that some 
funds in France adopted the working day as a unit of 
measurement. In its simplest form this means the pay
ment of a fixed sum for each day worked I>y each person 
employed I>y the firm in question.' More important is the 
proportional system. The total fund allowances (Plus a 
percentage for expenses) are divided by the total number of 
.. man-working-days.'" Multiplication of the resulting 
figure by the number of man-days worked by anyone firm, 
gives the sum. of that firm's obligation. With the excep
tion of LiUe (Building trades)' and £pernay (Wine Mer
chants), the funds using this method are situated in the 
West of France, the most important being Lorient and 
Nantes. Both of these also payout allowances in propor
tion to the number of days worked by the wage-earner. 
Thus a sort of parallelism is achieved between wage and 
allowance-in the view of Monsieur Fauvet of Nancy, en
dorsed by most employers, an undesirable parallelism. It 
tends to lose sight of the fact that the child must eat even 
though its father cannot get work; that is to say, it appears 
to discourage in theory and in fact the payment of allow
ances to the worker whilst he is unemployed. A too close 
connection between work and allowances is implied, and 
there Is an inadequate recognition of the inftuence which 
should be exertf'd by the factor of needs. 

The third and most important method of aSsessing the 
employer's cost is on the basis of wages.' Probably more 
than three-quaners of the French Funds adopt this system 
as well as almost all the Dutch and Belgian organisations 
and a majority of the funds in Germany. It may be worked 
in two ways. Each firm may pay • fixed percentage of 

• 1ft _ .t It. ~ (BrIttaay). 
t VIa. N ............. Ia, ___ .... yo _ "' __ 

• This ....... dJan&ocI- '- .......... to ito __ .,... at 
tho loot!IMlnc .. 1903-

1110 _nt Ia..- ........ tho u'*'-" ..... _ "'_ 
.,nw ...... , fIa ....... "- TbIa 10 .-..- III tho ...... _ acrIa4-.............. 
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wages agreed on at the inauguration of the fund. This 
arrangement is chiefly confined to Trade Funds," regional 
funds generally using a second and more accurate plan. 
The difficulty is to fix a· percentage which will with cer
tainty supply a given scale of allowances without accumu
lating an unnecessarily large reserve or creating a deficit. 

The second variety of this method may almost be 
described as the normal type and all others as deviations 
from it. The total allowances paid by or on behalf of the 
Fund (including ~xperises) . are divided by the total wages 
paid by all employers in the fund and the contribution due 
by anyone firm is ascertained by multiplying the resulting 
figure by that firm's wage bill." In this as in all other 
methods of assessment, if the allowances are actually paid 
out by the individual firms-then each employer will either 
receive from the Fund, or have to pay into it, the difference 
between the amount which he ought to pay and the amount 
which he actually has paid." 

There are certain special points with regard to the cal
culation of its total wage bill by a firm which perhaps call 
for mention, before proceeding to consider the various ad
.vantages and objections to each method. In most cases 
there is a limit of salary above which no allowances are paid 
and it is generally the rule to leave out of account alto
gether the wages and salaries of those persons who are not 

It .. C.i... professionnelles. U 

11 The three b.... of ........,.nt may be npreaa<d by the following 
fonnu" and in this fonn m.y be euier of digestion. 
I. P .. , ...... , 

A'. Worken 
Firm A's contribution = of Tocal Fund ADo.aneea. 

Total Wocken 

A·. man-working clay. 
FIrm A·. contribution ~ of Total Fund ADo._ 

Total man-..... king clayo 
III. W .... 

A'. wage biD 
Firm A'I contribution= 

Total ..... billll 01 
011 Firmo iD Fund 

'0 Sea __ Ia AppondI& II. 

ofTocaI Es_ 
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eligible 'for benefits, but in some eases as at Elberfield, all 
wages and salaries are included; whilst in others such as 
the Paris Grocery Fund" salaries exceeding the limit, 
-15,000 francs p.a. in this case, are only counted as 15,000 
francs. In Bordeaux (Rt!gion) all temporary personnel are 
excluded from the calculation, that is all persons of whom 
it is impossible to expect that they will fulfil the necessary 
period of qualification, viz., one year with their employer. 
This is an exceptionally long qualification period. Again, 
the Grocery Fund at Paris insists that wages paid in kind, 
shall be included. Lyon (Teinture) on the other hand 
specifically lays down that allowances in- kind shall be ex
cluded from consideration. 

As to the relative merits and demerits of the various . 
systems, perhaps the most important question is the degree 
of discrimination used or required. Naturally the percent
age of family charges among female personnel is a good 
deal smaller than it is amongst men. Consequently it is 
clear that if an employer's contributioo is calculated per 
head of his workers, he will have to pay over to the fund 
very large sums, if his own business, or if in a district fund, 
the industry to which he belongs, is one that employs a 
relatively large proportion of female labour. It is an im
portant advantage claimed for the wages basis that to some 
extent it effects this discrimination automatically, since 
women and girls will tend to have relatively low rates of 
wages. Nevertheless, various deliberate forms of dis
crimination have been adopted and a glance at the account 
given in the next chapter will show that the automatic dis
crimination afforded by the wage basis has in many cases 
not been found adequate. The supporters of this basis, 
however, maintain further that it is particularly convenient 
in case of unemployment or the prevalence of short time. to 

A further advantage claimed is that it tends to adjust the 
hurden to the financial capacity of '!Rch firm as expressed 
in the wage-bill it can afford to pay. It has, bowever, been 

'0 R.A .... N .... to ." ,_ ,. "'" 0, .... Dor Sn-io!!oh • .., ~ 
....... ,.. a 
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suggested in Germany that financial capacity can be better 
gauged in another way which has not so far been at
tempted. The proposal is as follows :-The fund should 
distribute the allowances of all the firms concerned on the 
agreed scale. It should then divide up the cost in propor
tion to the" economic capacity" to pay of each firm, such 
economic capacity being determined by a firm's .. turn
over," thus making the allowance entirely independent of 
wages. The ,amount of a firm's turnover is ascertained 
from the .. turnover " tax returns. 

The wage basis is convenient in cases where there are 
frequent fluctuations in personnel, as the effect of these will 
be automatically registered, and frequent reassessment will 
not be necessary, as is the case where the personnel basis is 
employed. This is one reason why the personnel system 
is peculiarly suited to funds where large numbers of .. em
ployees .. ,. are concerned, since temporary unemployment 
amongst them is rare and the relative proportion of men 
and women is very much the same in most private firms. 

One point in regard to the wages basis should, however, 
be observed. The employer paying low wages will also 
obtain his al10wances cheaply. Thus reduction of wages 
by one section of the employers or by individuals, might 
throw such a heavy burden on some of the others as to 
destroy that spirit of solidarity" which had created the 
Fund. On this ground Monsieur DeJigne" pointed out the 
undesirability of affording additional relief to trades or 
firms already unduly favoured by low wages. 

Clearly we have here an additional and very strong 
re.ason why .. employee or official" funds' should fayour 
the personnel basis. As Dr. Flohr" says, the use of wages 
as a basis for calculating employers' contributions to a 

14 The word is here used as the equivalent of the German Angestellte 
meaning official 01' clerk. i.e. a person drawing a plary as distinct from 
wages. The same meaning il intended wbene'ler in the following pagel It 
is used in inverted commas. 

11 Bu-Relatief-GeziD51oon, pp. 138-9. Presumably the point would 
DOt arUe in the cue of welJ-organiseci trade.. 

11 Report to the General Assembly of Muter Printer .. July. 1923. P. s. 
"Arbeitgeber No. 8-'5+31. Der Kaufmann ill WirUcbo', ua4 

Recht, September, '9"0. 
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fund is undesirable because it lays an extra burden on those 
employers who regard the Collective Agreement rates as 
minima, while it lets oli unduly lightly those who make 
them into maximum rates. At Nancy, two firms com
plained to the Fund organisation of the extraordinarily 
large amount which they had to pay in, and careful en
quiry showed that the exceptional nature of this sum was 
entirely due to the fact that they were the only two firms 
who had not lowered their wages.1I 

The question of publicity also presents a difficulty. It 
has been found in France that ljOme employers dislike hav
ing to reveal the amount of their wage-bills even to the 
Fund organisation; but in reply to this it is pointed o~t 
first that the officials of the wage fund are sworn to secrecy 
and, secondly, that the total wage-bill has in any case to be 
ascertained and notified for purposes of industrial accident 
insurance; many funds specifically state that the returns 
made on this account, are to be used in assessing wages for 
the purposes of allowance compensation. The question 
really is whether or not the extent of the employer's con
tribution or the amount of the cost to him, should be made 
clearly known to the worker. To disarm the suspicions of 
the worker that, by paying family allowances, the em
ployer is making economies in his wage.bill, the utmost 
possible publicity, compatible with commercial security, 
v .. ould appear to be desirable. 

Summarising the principal conclusions so far reached, 
it may be said that the personnel and wages bases of c:a1-
culation are in fact the most important, and that the former 
is the more suitable for funds for officials or other persons 
with progressive salary scales, chiely because it does not 
penalise those who make the collective agreement rates 
minimum and not maximum rates. For industrial workers 
the wages basis is probably the better. partly because of its 
easy adaptation to lIuctuations of personnel. and part1y be
cause, although its automatic discrimination (between men 
and women) is often inadequate, yet further discrimina
tion is very easily effected. 

"1. ~ po,.. 
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NOTE.--An examination of the table in Appendix 3 
shows that, with one exception (Roubaix.Tourcoing)" the 
cost of the allowances to the employer in each of ·the four 

. countries under review in no case exceeds 3 or 4 per cent. 
cif his wage bill. According to a statement by the Comit~ 
des Allocations Familiales20 the employer's contribution to 
the compensation Fund averaged 2.15 per cent. of the 
wages-bill, while Monsieur Deschamps in April, 1921, as
serted that the cost to employers varied from Ii to 4 per 
cent. of wages. "La Genie Civile" has a rather higher 
estimate, putting the amounts paid by the employers in 
premia as 3.7 per cent. of the total wage-bill; but the esti
mate, of the Comit~ has a much better claim to accuracy. 
These figures include the cost of administration which in 

.most cases is extremely small and is often difficult to dis
tinguish clearly from the sums paid in allowances. Natur
ally such costs will tend to be proportionately greater in 
the smaller funds, but nowhere are they at all likely to ex· 
ceed an e.xtra I per .cent. of the wages, and in Paris 
(Region) they are stated to work out as low as 0'01 per 
cent. In most Belgian Funds the costs to employers cor
respond with those of funds of a similar type in France. 
The allowances given in the Belgian coal mines, however, 
represent on the average a cost to the employer of only just 
over I per cent. In Holland the cost is very low on account 
of the practice of beginning the allowances with the 3rd 
or 4th child. One per cent. is almost certainly a maximum 
figure and in some cases the cost does not reach half that 
amount. In Germany the corresponding figure is appar
ently somewhere between 3 and 5 per cent. 

In some cases it is possible to institute a rough check on 
the above costs by collating the figures in columns 9, 10 

1. According to Statistics published February 1926, the .. agee and 
allowances paid by the COnaortium at Roubai:a:-Tourc:oing during the lui 
five yean were u follow8:-

W_poldlDlIWlaao at rn_ AUowa ..... _. 
Jill... ,0' 145.1 10._., ... " 01 wapi ... ... .., '71.1 ""'='.41.... 
Ita ••• .0. _.. U..m = aM .. 
..... '0' ... _. 116.8 .7,71=-...... . 
1'" '0' ... ,.. 176.1 l,oM.IM.... 

It will be observed tha, lhe percentage diminishes, Ihough only .liChd, . 
•• Letter dated September. 19.12, from M. BonvoiJin. 
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and II of Appendix 4 with the percentages given in 
Column C. of Appendix 3 add in Appendix 2 (a) ii. For 
example take the case of Mulhouse. Appendix 4 sho)"s 
that I % of the wage-bill will pay an allowance of 2'3% of 
wages; Appendix 3 states that the actual cost to the em
ployer hils been round about 3%. Therefore the actual 
allowance may be expected to be approximately (3 x 2'3) % 
of wages, i.e., 6"9%. Appendix:l (a) ii gives the actual 
allowance as 4"S to S"o% of the actual wage. 

This can of course be no more than a very rough check, 
for it must be remembered that, when it is stated that one 
per cent. of the wage-bill will produce an allowance of 1'5 
per cent. of wages per child, no account is taken of adminis
trative expenses. Furthermore, where the scale is steeply 
progressive, inaccuracy will arise from any exceptional fre
quency of distribution of the various sizes of family. It is 
impossible to ascertain in each case what proportions of 
skilled and semi-skilled men are employed by each firm in 
the fund, especially when different trades are represented. 

None the less, the figures given in Appendix 4 seem to be 
sufficiently stable to warrant the conclusion that in France 
and Belgium in a general mixed fund there are about So to 
60 children for each 100 workers, while in funds confined 
to the textile industry the number drops to between 30 and 
40 or even less. I. The figures given by the Roman Catho
lic Report Kindertof'slall show how different is the posi. 
tion in Holland. This Committee quotes the calculations 
put forward by the Union of Roman Catholic Textile Em
ployers, whkh are regnrded as well founded if not mathe
matieal. They consider an average allowance of one per 
cent. for each child after the third (one florin a week each) 
will ('(1St the employer 0iS per cent. of his wa~m, that 
is 1% of the wage-bill will not provide an allowance of 
more than II per cent. even when omittinll the first two 
children, as compared with a corresponding figure for 
Pnris of 9'S% and one of 10'S% for Nantes. 

II A«<>nll1IIf hi ... tItott..I _ whldo .ho Ooml.. ... AIIoao _ 
_ I11III ....... ]0 ........ tho ._ .......... 01 cbi_ ......... _ ...... 
_ 41, 'ho m .. imum ,.'" .... tho .. ;.u- Il~' ,.. eancw- """a-. PlbIi.tho<I ~. J9I3' 
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S'. THE REGIONAL PUND AND THE PROBLEM OP D1SCIUMINA

nON 

.. La charge pt!cuniaire que constitue I'allocation 
familiale pour celui que la verse n'est pas compenst!e 
par une augmentation du rendement, elle represente 
au contraire . • . un versement 11 fonds perdu puis 
qu'elle· forme une contribution pour ameliorer dans 
I'inter@t general, I'avenir de la race.''' 

The essential feature of a compensation fund is lack of 
disc~imination, the. first purpose of this institution being 
the equal sharing out of the burden. Strictly speaking, 
then, in connection with the Compensation Fund there 
ought to be no talk of discrimination between this industry 
and that, or between this trade and that within an industry. 
Nevertheless the ideal of the compensation fund demands 
from employers a consciousness of social solidarity which 
in some industries has not yet been reached. Education, 
so far, has not succeeded in producing such a high degree 
of farsightedness. In consequence, concessions have to 
be . allowed and modifications made in the austere prin
ciple; for some measure of compensation is better than 
none and there are many who are willing to share a burden 
with others up to a certain point, beyond which they 
decline to go. 

Industrial labour may be regarded as consisting of three 
different types of material, men, women and young per
sons, and it is obvious that the liability of employers for 
family allowances will vary in accordance with the propor
tions iii which the three are mingled in a particular estab
lishment Qr trade. Moreover, even assuming two trades or 
firms whose labour is divided in the same proportion be
tween the three elements, it would not follow that their 
compensation fund liabilities would be identical; they 
might differ considerably owing to variations in the birth- -

I' Paris, Chamber of Commerce Conference; February, 1932, p. L . 
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rate in particular classes or districls. Discrimination, then, , 
really means mitigation of the effect of compensation. 

The various forms of discrimination can best 'be con
sidered in relation to the several' bases of compensation. 
Two facts must be borne in mind throughout-firstly, that 
the proportion of family charges is naturally much lower 
amongst women; and secondly, that there are certain 
trades (e.g., some fn the textile group) which employ a 
~pecinlly large percentage of young persons a large propor
tion of whom are likely to be unmarried. 

Taking first the personnel basis, it may be said that 
there are three methods in use: (A) the simplest, is to keep 
all the calculations for men entirely separate from those 
for women, that is to say the fund will receive from each of 
its constituent firms a return' showing (a) the number of 
men ,employed Rnd the amount of the allowances paid to 
them, and (b) the number of women employed and the 
amount of the allowances due in I't'spect of them. The 
Fund then adds up all the allowances paid out in respect of 
men and divides them bv the tOIRI numbpr of men, and 
""rEorms the same operations for the women separately. 
Each employer-member is then informed whether he is due 
to pav in to the fund in respect of the men or to receive 
money from it; and similarly with the women. Thus it is 
po.c;sible for one firm to have a debit balance in respect of 
mpn and a credit balance in respect of women. This 
method is in use at Lyons (Rt!gion) and Avignon in 
Fnonce, and in Germany. 

(R). Another method is to have onlv one calculation 
but to ,:;ve varying .. weights It to different types of 
worker. For example, at Anneev. workmen under eighteen 
years of age count itS only a half; at Blois a woman or 
young person under eightppn counts as sixty per cent. of 
an adult man. 

(C). A more complicated scheme is that adopted by tilt
Tours (Familia) Fund. which attains what rna., be • 
scribed as multiple discrimination. The full name of this 

1500 ~ .. 
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Fund is instructive, it is called the .. Union Departmentale 
des Cai~ de Compensation" and it really consisted of a 
combination of a number of previously existing trade
funds. These funds with· other firms are organised into 
five sectional" inter-corporative" funds, graded according 
to the percentage in each firm of children relative to 
workers. 

A. Firms with personnel' having more than 70 children per [00' 
workers~ 

B. 
" " " " 

5[ to' 70 " " C. 
" " " " 36 to 50 " " D. 
" " " " 

2[ to 35 
" " E. 

" " " " 
under 21 

" " 
Each firm in section A pays IS francs per worker em

ployed per month and firms in Classes B. C. D. and E. 
pay respectively 12, 8, 5 and 3 francs per month per worker. 
The same rates of allowance are paid in all Classes. 
The Reg-Iement states that each sectional fund fixes its 
own rate of contribution, which may be altered upwards 

-or downwards according as the financial position of the 
particular fund' improves or deteriorates. The whole 
system is very complicated. Its purpose is clear; to limit 
seyerely the extent to which any employer ran be called on 
to pay for the allowances of other firms, it limits the risks 
taken by the individual firm. It is .sugg-ested that em
ployers might avoid taking on family men for fear of be
coming- qualified to pass sav from Fund D. to Fund C. In 
so far as this could occur it would be antagonistic to the 
spirit of the Compensation Fund which aims specifically at 
preventing the family allowances from acting as a bar to 
family men in the attainment of employment. At the same 
time, it should be noted that the Reglement lays down that 
the classification into Funds A.B.C., etc.," can be re
vised only at intervals of two years. This suggests the 
possibility, probably not very important, of special diffi
culty for the family man whenever the time for re-c1assi- . 
fication approaches. 
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~The system ofsectionaIisa,tion" at Nantes, is, also of inter
est;' the 96 members firms of this fund are divided up into 
6 sections; Food, COmmerce; Coal, Metals, 'Building 
Trades and Various, the charges for each section' being 
worked out separately. 

With wages as the basis of MSeSsment," II somewhat 
similar though simpler form of discrimination is possI~le 
by means of multiple co-efticlents. At Nancy-for example, 
there is a great diversity of industries, a.nd it has ineon~ 
sequence been found necessary to fix the 'contributiOll ,for 
employers in the metal trades at 3 per cent. of wages and 
that for textile employers at Ii. Again, at Amiens, the' 
fund was started in September, 1920, with II system of 
multiple co-efficients which varied as follows:-Textile 
(Teinture), 1"05 per cent; of wage-bill; Metals, '·2; Ready
made c1othing,o'S; and Building Trades, 1"25. In July, 
1922, this plan was abandoned and a uniform co-efticient 
system was adopted in its place. 

In Germany a similar effect is obtained by laying down 
separate co-efticients for men and for women; in the case of 
the Elberfield District Textile Fund-the employer has to 
pay 7 per cent. of his wage-bill for male workers, and 1 i 
per cent. of that for women workers; while the figures for 
the Thiiringen Textile Industry are respectively 51 and li. 
The Berlln Metalworkers' Fund, which has adopted the 
.. proportional" wage basiS, makes separate calculations 
for each' sex. 

Reference may be made in passing to a special form of 
discrimination found necessary in some' parts of the war
devastated areas. It has happened that, owing to elI:ce.9-

slve shortage of houses, employers have in' certain cases 
been {on,1l to employ !In undue proportion of single men 
a~ exceptionally high wages and so have been in the posi. 
tioti of having to pay into the fund excessively and un
r.easonably large amount!;. Consequently'an arrangement 
has been made by which the .. ristourne" or amount due 
back from a firm or due by the Fund to a firm is limited to 
~~ ner rent. above or below the average. 

t..e'Mans; 1i00evet, bllS proceeded in the oppOsite direc~ 
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tion j it began with a uniform co-efficient of 2 per cent., 
bot later decided that the firms should be divided into three 
categories :-{i) those where skilled workers predominated; 
(ii) those which had .. main d'reuvre mixte" j and (iii) 
those where female .and juvenile labour predominated. 
These were to pay respectively 1"8, 2'1 and 3'5 per cent.' 
This case is very remarkable for the apparently advanced 
position taken up, for it will be noted that the discrimina
tion is in an unexpected direction, i.e., in the direction 
of adding to the sums due by the employer of juvenile and 
f('male labour. 

Another exceptional type of discrimination is that for 
the benefit of the largest firms. It is maintained that very 
big firms employ an abnormally large proportion of young 
persons, possibly on account of greater specialisation. To 
meet such cases, one or ·two funds in the Nord have 
adopted degressive scales for very large establishments. 
These were found necessary to prevent such firms from re
sil!ning their membership. 

We come now to the most important aspect of the ques
tion. Should the funds themselves be as far as possible 
or~njsed so AS to obviate the need for discrimination? 
Should they be organised by trades and professions or by 
districts? At the present time rather more than half the 
funds in France are regional j of the rest some are regional 
it! name, but their constitution is modified either by mul
t;ple co-efficients or bv special provisions for some par
ticular industry, ;IS at Rennes (for printers) and at Louviers 
(for Textile workers). 

The most important are generally speaking regional, for 
the trade funds in most cases apply to smaller bodies of 
workers. In Belgium, nearly all are trade funds. though 
there are a few important regional funds, e.g., Li.!/!,e and 
Vervier.;. In Holland, the organisation is rather different, 
the funds for the most part being for a single industry 
throulfhout the whole country or throu/!,hout a single pro
vince. In Germanv. of the dozen funds all except two 

• R~IOID.n' Art. ~I •. 
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small ones' are trade funds (mostly for the textile indus
try).' 

In examinin~ the development of the family allowanCE'. 
Monsieur Rey traced three stllges: (i) when the atlowances 
have been given by individual employers, (2) when the 
whole of a trade has combined to give allowances, (3) whl"n 
they have been gh·en by all the emplovers in a localitv. 
Thus. in his view, the reR'ional fund is the highest form of 
the institution. WitH this analysis in mind, it is not sur
prlsin~ to find that, generatly speaking. the earliest funds 
were trade funds. Naturally. the promoters of a new type 
nf orR'anisation such as the compensation fund. desired to 
stnrt. !IO far as pO!lSible, with a framework ~Iready in work
ing ordl'r, and such a framework obviously presented itself 
in the shape of the trade association whose members were 
not strangers to one another and who therefore constitiited 
II nuell'us of propa~nda. Howevl"r. -in course of time, pro-
1!'1't'!IS should IfOnd to the gradual disappearance of this· 
transitional tvpe and to the substitution of a broader basis 
of compensation-the whole district inclusive of all tradE'S. 
Nnw this hmndE'ning of the basis should go hand in hand 
with R developmE'nt of the consciousness that the interest 
of E'mplovers In this matter of the quantity and quality of 
the cominl!' generation is nation-wide. This real com
munity nf interest is of course being recognised to an in
cft-Asing degree. 

It is nnt a matter fnr this firm or that trade but one for 
thp whole of industry. This is the gist of the ar~mpnt 
Rl!'llinM diM-rimination in anv form. Bus. the Belgian 
~nciolnlri!lt. ronr-uB, btit adds that. whilc;t in small coun
trips like Bellrium and Hnlhtnd a single fund for the whole 
country' would be the idPRI. in bi~r countries it might be 
better to have nne fnr each induMrial arroa." In HoUand the 
s~ial R.C. Committee (before referred to)' also reported 
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in favour of a central fund for all industries, whilst at the 
Congres voor Social Verzekering (Social Insurance) at 
Utrecht in October, 1921, Professor Aengenent asserted 
that .. the employers should not regard themselves as in
dustrialists carrying on an industry, but rather as members' 
of a social rank, forming part of an organic whole.'" 

On the other hand sectionalisation as at Nantes is de
fended on the ground that it is the purpose of the fund 
to compensate for inequalities in the charges between one 
establishment and another in anyone industry, but not to 
equalise differences in charges between one industry and 
another.' . 

The extent to which individual industries are recruited 
from the children of its . workers is probably often 
exaggerated." The true interest of the employers in the 
workers' children is from the standpoint of future. 
labour supply, often more widely diffused. The chance 
of profiting or not profiting from the labour of the 
children to whom allowances are paid is on the 
whole equal for all, hence the argument voiced by M. 
Rey_U pour egalite de risques, egalite de charges." 
Furthermore on the .. direct interest " principle it might 
very reasonably be urged that the industries employing a 
large amount of female labour should bear the full or a 
great part of the cost of the allowances to girls, since 
they presumably will be the first and possibly the only 
ones to benefit when the time comes. But this is surely not 
the right way to look at the matter. Emphasis should 
rather be laid on the solidarity of interest between one 
generation and another taken each as a whole and on the 
interdependence of interest existing bet_l'!' industry and 

• Conjftel, p. 157. 
I L. Joum~ Indu!lfrielle. 1 .... 23. 
It Figures given by Mon.leur Ley In respect 0' Roubaix are l"tPreStin.,. 

A special enquirY was made coven"" 1.500 '.miJi .... who between them had 
or had had 4.878 children. Of theR it W8I found that ?86 ~e .... d. and 
Iq~ married, 40 were so1diers. 19 were permanently ill or cripPled and 15 
rould not be traced. 2.67. were under I~ yean (1-,8 "per family" .... vlng 
1,152 awn.ble for the textile fnduatry. Of thew !\Iq worked in mit .. be
long-ing to the fund and a further J1~ In other mil", making 694 in an. 
Th ....... alnder had taken up other trodeo. I .• R~f""",, Sori .... S.,..emher. 
1911. p. 611. 
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industry. This Plilint regarding" the interdependence of 
industries has been developed by Monsieur Rey in an in. 
teresting manner. He points out that the industries of a 
country or a district may be divided in accor~nce with the 
proportion of children in each; those whose proportion is 
above the average may be described as." prolific," and 
those with a proportion below the average as II sterile" ; 
of the latter type the textile industry is perhaps the most 
obvious and most important example. He maintaina that 
an industry normally regarded as sterile, may become pro. 
lific, where on account of accessibility to power or for other 
reasons it is found in a position relatively isolated from 
other industries. In other words it is sterile only because 
there are as a rule other neighbouring industries such as 
~ngineering or mining, which employ the husbands and 
fathers, so that the textile establishments find their recruits 
chiefly among the younger members of the family both 
male and female. This, if substantiated, clearly consti
tutes one of Professor Marshall's external economies of 
large scale production. In support of this view the follow
ing statistics may be consideml." The following table 
shows for 6 districts of the Haut-Rhin district <a) the pro. 
portion of children under 14 per 100 workers in Textile 
establishments belonging to the Fund'· and (b) the per
centage of wages paid in family allowances by the same 
firms in the '."IiJ. industry. 

DIstrict. 

Mulhouse 
Colmar 
Ma_ull 
GuebwiUer 
Thann 
Ste lIIarie .. lIIines '" 

a8-asB 
3T45 1 
39'571 

a8-35B 
36'S79 
J6'sgB 

rJ6a 
3'43· 
3'&4 
.'68a 
3'521 

3'3" 

Th~ figu~ relate to the last quarter of 1921 ... beD 

•• SpedU ... _ b, M, R." 
•• The ... m ..... of childrett ..... ~ • r. • ..."... ...... of ' • 

..... 6,. ............. _ 
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industry in this area was working at normal pressure. Tpe 
average percentage of wages due in respect of allowances 
during this period was 3'26. In four districts the percen
tage paid was higher than this and a return would be due 
to these from the fund. In each of these the percentage of 
beneficiary children is between 361 and 391; and in each 
of these districts the textile industry is practically the only 
industry. ·On . the other hand, in Mulhouse and Gueb
willer, the percentage of children is only about 28, the 
textile industry having to compete for labour with the 
potash mines and with the engineering industry. In these 
districts, the textile employers had to pay into the fund. 
Thus the same indulOtry receives subsidies from the fund 
in certain districts and makes payments to it in others. 

The inference to be drawn from these figures might be 
invalidated if it were found that the difference in the pro
portion of children were due to the fact that different 
branches of the textile industry were carried on in the vari
ous towns and that the variations in fecundity were due to 
the existence in one or two areas of special branches which 
employed a greater percentage of men. But investigation 
does not show this to be the fact, and even if it were to 
some extent true, it might well be urged that this is part 
effect and not wholly cause; the branches of the textile in
dustry employing relatively large proportion of young 
persons may have been influenced in their choice of posi
tion by the factor of a cheap labour supply.· If, then, it is 
true that the employment of very large numbers of young 
persons by particular firms is made possible only by the 
proximity and involuntary ClH>peration of other industries 
then it is reasonable that they (the sterile industries) should 
bear an equal share of the cost of maintaining family 
allowances. In this connection it is worthy of note (though 
it is difficult to say how many other factors may have in
fluenced the result) that in the Textile Fund at Lille-where 

• Consideration of the factor 01 cheap labour In relation to the ._b
Iishmont 01 the Shipbuilding indus.ry at Belfast ia probeblJ movant in thia 
conneedoa in view 01 Ihe prior Wilence of the linea inclUJl1J' and its em
ployment nf tbe .......... , 
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there are several competing industries-the average number 
of children per 100 workers is only ~ S as compared with 33' 
at Roubaix where the industry is predominant. Further
more it should be noted that at LilIe the number of children 
per .. attributary It is rather above the average; being 2'3, 
so that the size of the family is not abnormally small; it is 
the small number of fathers and mothers' of families, that 
causes the average number of children to work out at such 
a low figure. 

It is possible to discover further supporting evidence in 
the position of the German textile ihdustry. Comparing 
the labour supply conditions in the principal textile areas, 
it will be seen from the following table that of the women 
an exceptionally small number are married" in the two 
districts of Cassel and Barmen, where above all others the 
textile industry is in competition with other more typically 
masculine industries. 

No. 01 __ pIoyed 

1.01-
_pused 

Total num .... .. '" 01 01_ lhal ant 1<ItOI .... .....,... 
Nom. of DIItric:t. om.....,.... morrled. ........... 

Hanover a66?a 31'4 59'3 
Cassel (Hesse Nassau) 19939 .14'5 60'2 
Barmen (Rhineland and '17260 28'1 51"0 

Wes~ha1ia) 
Stuttgart Baden, Wu .... · 57493 33'1 66"9 

temburg and Pala-
tinate) 

AU~bUl (Bavaria less 
the alatinate)· 

35037 54'2 61-6 

Gena (TbQringen) 19176 45'4 57-6 
Dresden lSaXOll5) I!J084S 34"9 67"' 
Liegnita Silesia 48034 43" 68'8 
Berlin (Brandenburg) 38185 58'.1 6f'8 . 

In Saxony. Brandenburg and Bavaria, where the per
centage of married women is high, the textile industry 
stands either alone or predominant. 

Various other arguments (some subsidiary) can be ad-

t. -.... to> ..... 1M .. t bill., of a ... F4u- of ........ -. 
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-acm ia ~ of the ~ fuad; ia the fiJSt pIaa it 
if, obvious Ihal the siz of the an.. aces should depeod to 
_ afaIt _ the mst of Jmag. aad the mst 01 mag 
.aries froat distJiu ID distria GIlber Ihaa fnMg bade to 
trade. akboogh iI is InIe Ihal _ of the minim_ ~ _e- -_ ia the u.s..-\.. GIlle 10 the cndgcj<w thai 
Ihae _ cIis:enIibIe dUfa_ ia the mst of IiriDg 
1rilbia a Ii- area fw diHereIIl trades aad aa:oniiagJy 
fiud nryiDg _; hal such diHCieuces are ia -1 ~ 
pI itely 5IIIaIl aad duriDg the last two 01' aIuee pars 
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a gift8 ana. 

-llIe DaIdt pIaa of a _;. ! f1IDd fw the whole 01 a 
bade ia ... lues one 01' two things" ri'lpr the hiDg of 
dilf_ aUowaDas .. diH_ arms. ia wbidl case IOU 
haye JI""'"'ica"IIt:gioaal fuads; 01'. if one _ is filled for 
aJJ di5lric:Is. thea there is a pos&l»,Uy tbaa aDowaoces wiD 
1IeDd to be sraodanIised aI the figure wUblMwfing to lbe 
city _ben the mst 01 Iiring is higbe:sL 

A_her poiDt is Ihal, rganIed as a popuWioa _. 
ia ... _ the ......... age t of ~ families -1 be 
chidl, di:sin:d, ia otbers the dwting 01 iDfaot =-taIity 
aad SO -. To aaaia Ihese dif[ering aims, Yarioas .till5&
IIICiIIS are possible; one CII' two 01' more chi.Idten -1 be 
c:a:lnded fJOlll gtaDlS; the aIlowaDce -1 be made YfSJ 
sreepil pRJgI -te 01' the acoCiSie. All such aarranp. 
_ should be naWona fOl' a disIrict since Iil.-gboul. 
it pirl"EMyNy mpdirions are Mlentical 

If there are dilf_ alIowaaams fw dilfCieill jpdgcrries· 

wDhia the __ the n::5Iik is 1ib1, to be nnJw.kb, 
comperirjonM aad uadue raising of the be .. e6r fCll' one pII"

ticaIaI' inc' I, daring its PuspCidy. lolJooftd bl naadue . 
dimiflid ;.. wbeu a slaaap aw The R.C. c-unitUe' 
iD HoUaad eqJRSSed a similar 'I'iew. bring of opiniou IbaI, , 
... the aIJowaaczs baTe • social chaaaas. lbry sh«-Id - ' 
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be subject to the lIuctuations of trade but should have a 
character of stability. II 
. One other argument in favour of the regional fund re
maim~·it tends to prevent fraud. If there are a number of 
funds for different industries in any on~ town, it is found 
to be difficult to make certain of preventing the drawing of 
allowances twice over if) respect of the same family charges, 
more especially in the case where a husband and wife, 
working in different factories, belong to different funds • 

•• 1lapf6rt. .... l$'" 



CHAPTER VII 
THE LABOUR STANDPOINT 

THIS chapter is intended to constitute an examination of 
the point of view of the recipients of family allowances and 
of their official representatives, as well as of the arguments 
upon which that point of view is based. For this purpose 
it will be desirable to give a brief account of the growth 
and present position of the chief labour movements in the 
several countries under review. 

In each of them two distinct types can be traced, the one 
Social-Democratic in name and socialist and militant in 
character, the other Christian by name and religious and 
reformist in character; that is to say the former upholds 
the class war and in some cases professes to dislike the 
development of a good understanding between employers 
and their workers,' whilst the latter desires to establish 
good relations between capital and labour and to deepen 
the influence of conscience in determining working con
ditions. On the whole, the Social Democratic Unions 
have for various reasons disliked and opposed the develop
ment of the Family Allowance System, whilst the Christian 
Catholic Unions have urged its continuance and extension. 
These latter include various schools of thought, but they 
mostly agree in endeavouring to follow the teachings of 
Pope Leo. XIII. in his famous Encyclical (see Chapter 
JII., p. 10 et seq.) and they agree in deploring the old 
liberal view which regarded labour only as a commodity 
to be bought and sold. 

FRANCE. By far the most important central organisa-

1 Beeause ncb good understanding ma, make labour IeIII determined 
in h. insistence on the need for the abolition of capitalism and the _tab

- lUlunent of • new economic I)'ltem. 
100 
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tion of Trade Unions is the Conft!deration General du 
Travail, a body dating (rom 1895 and having at the 
beginning of 1925 just under a million members. The 
C.G.T. is organised nationally in trade federations and 
locally in Departmental Unions· (Bourses du Travail) 
formed of local unions of all trades. It has always been 
strongly militant in character, relying on direct action and 
rejecting federation with the socialist political party." It 
approves the class war and is inclined to reject any kind of 
ameliorative or reformist measures. 

By comparison extremely small" the Federation of 
Christian Workers has yet a certain importance. It is 
religious and occupational in character and is based eco
nomically on the doctrines expounded by Leo. XIII. 
Another body with similar aims and principle is the Union 
Generale des Syndicats Reformistes de France, with 20 

to 30,000 members. 
When the first allowances were introduced among the 

metalworkers at Grenoble, it was on the suggestion and 
with the co-operation of the workers' side of the joint com
mittee, which examined and decided on the introduction 
of the first Compensation Fund. It was not until some 
months later that serious opposition began to develop 
among the C.G.T. Unions, principally on the plea that a 
strict adherence to the principal of equal pay for equal 
work was desiruble. On various oct'asions the Socialist 
Trade Unions endeavoured to pfisuade their members to 
refuse the allowances 1 for example, in the Autumn of 
t919 the hosiery workers at Troyes so systematically de
clined the allo\\'ances offered them that at last their em
ployers gave in and paid them instead a cost of Jiving 
bonus of 1'50 francs a day." 

At Limoges, early in I~I. a considerable number of 
workmen refused to apply for the allowances on account of 
Trade Union instructions received.' This bas also 
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occurred more recently in Belgium at the quarries in Spie
mart district, where in the autumn of 1921 the workmen 
showed a disinclination to claim the allowances offered by 
the Belgian Building Trades' Fund. There were other 
similar cases. The Unions feared above all things that the 
introduction of family allowances might lower the level of 

• the basic standard wage and weaken the resisting power 
of labour, partly owing to the additional inlluence which 
the new institution gave the employer and partly owing to 
the possibility of splitting the community of interest as 
between married and single persons. In consequence the 
Social-Democratic Unions during 1920 and a great part of 
1921, did all in their power to oppose the introduction or 
extension of the Family Allowance system; but during the 
latter part of 1921 their attitude began to change and their 
resistance to weaken or at least to alter in character. 

As early' as November, 1921-the workers' side of the 
Conseil Superieur du Travail' passed a resolution approv
ing offamily allowances, but urging that private initiative 
was inadequate for the completion of the work begun and 
that therefore family allowances ought to be made obli
gatory, the State controlling the, rates of benefit with the 

, This body was established by the Law of 22nd January, 11191. It 
is a consultative body attached to the Ministry of Labour. It consiSUi of 
31 representatives of the employers and 3. 01 the workers, together with 3 
member. of the Senate, 5 of the Chamber of Deputies, one member elected 
by the Paris Chamber of Commerce, one representative of the productive 
co-operative societies. one of the Bourses du Travail and 3 choeen by the 
Minister of Labour from Member. of the Insritute of France and ProlulOn 
of Law and Economics at the University of Pari., making 76 manben 
.ltogetber~ The Mini&t:er of Labour presides. Of the 31 worker.' rep!'e
Rnt.lIves '3 are elected by the regularly constituted trade union. In indu .. 
try, commer~ transport and agriculture, which are divided into 23 group' 
for Ibis purpose. The voting power of a trade unioo i. in proportion to .rs 
paying membership, one vote for 2S membeR. The remaining 8 memben 
of the Conseil are elected by the worker memben of the Couei.. de 
Prud 'homme:a for Paris and otber toWIUI. 

The Conseil has a pennanent Committee composed of leVen repre
Rntatives of employers. leVeD of workeR, one member of the Senate and 
one of lhe Chamber of Deputi .. Call .\eeled by the Con .. i1) COgeIM· with 
three ex~cio members, 'viz., • repruentative (a) of the p.n. Chamber 01 
Commen:e. (b) of ,he WOI'icen' co-operative lOcieti~. and (c) of the Sou ... 
du Travail. At the requeet of the Labour Ministry thit Committee under· 
takes investigatiolll into conditio.,. of employment. wagea. etc. Reporu 
on the I'eIUIt. 01 euc:h enquiri .. are JeRt to each member 01 the fuD couoc:'1. 
wh1cll may propoM reforma. Labour OverteU, VoL ., No. I, pp. .,. .... 
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co-operation of local joint electecf trade committees. They 
also mentioned that one large employer organisation had 
declared definitely in favour of compulsion.' 

Early in 1923 Monsieur Romanet _ was able to refer in 
his pamphlet to o.,e or two instances in which the workers 
signified their approval of the principle of family allow- -
ances. In one case the cement manufacturers in a district _ 
of South-west France had given family allowances to their
employees. After a time agitators arrived and urged the 
workers to insist on the suppression of this" favour" and 
on the grant of an equivalent all-round rise in wages. 
Finding that the proposed all-round rise would entail a 
loss of money for them, the family men organised them
selves and rejected the proffered advice. The proposed 
strike did not take place and the Family Allowantes were 
maintained. A somewhat similar case occurred in a paper 
mill. Again at the meeting of the Comitll Centrale des 
Allocations Famialiales in February, 1922, Monsieur 
Fauvet, an employer of Nancy, reported that the Cegetist' 
shoemakers of that town had asked the employers to give 
family allowances. Again at Mauleon (Basses-Pyren~) 
In the spring of 1923 the leather workers' union resisted 
the employers when they desired to abolish Family Allow-
ances.'· . 

Thus objections on grounds of principle became less 
common and opposition tended to d_1I on the manner 
and method of the existing compensation funds. Socialist 
speakers and writers began to feel that their outlook must 
be adjusted in race or the .. fait accompli." The Trade 
Union attitude, said Paul Lenoir" in January, 1923, must 
be different to that of four years earlier. .. Aujourd'bui, 
nous sommes en face d'un tldifice considl!rable. Le de
truire ne serait pas sans inconvtlnient, sans dillicultll." 

A similar view was expressed in December, 1922, by 
George Buisson, Secretary Of the National Federation of 

, ThIs wu ,he Build1nc T ..... • F_riaa. 
• Ml'tnbon of ,he C.G.T. 
II La PNpIit.. to. I_a]. 
It _a'Y of !he mi6,.." F-",Iaa .. o..Yrion ... M_ ... 
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Clerks." He says he would aqmit the principle, as it 
would be absurd to protest against it when it has extended 
so far. A complete reorganisation, he adds, of the sys
tem is necessary. The present plan gives the employer the 
opportunity of exercising too much control over the work
men and" de s'ingerer dans Ie foyer ouvrier par Ie truche-

• ment des dames visiteuses." 
Monsieur Lapierre, an official in the head office of the 

C.G.T. also recommended the acceptance of the principle 
on the ground that it would be quite impossible to 
persuade two million workers that they ought to abstain 
from receiving the allowances. The system should be 
generalised in order to abolish the big variations in the 
amount of the allowances in different establishments within 
a single area or even town. A thorough re-arrangement 
was required he thought in order to prevent any infringe
ment of the worker's independence. The administration 
of the funds ought to be taken out of the hands of the 
employers. Assistance should preferably be given by the. 
State. 

The Federation Nationale du Textile concurs in regard
ing any opposition to the principle as out of the question 
since the workers, .. enclins A voir seulement les conse
quences immediates d'un geste, s'etonneraient d'entendre 
les syndicalistes les inviter A se priver d'une part de leurs 
ressources."" The important thing, in their view, is to 
take the control of the funds out of the hands of the em
ployers and to vest it in the community. Allowances, in 
the opinion of the Secretary, should be given not only dur
ing the worker's illness or unemployment, but also whilst 
he is on strike. 

The Miners also opposed the method of application 
. rather than the principle. They recommended that the 
control should be taken away from the employers, for they 
held that it is the business of the State to provide help for 
large families. Similar views were expressed by the 
Leather and Building Trades Federations. At the annual 

U Le Peuple, 24.I2.n .. 
II Article by Victor \~andepuue. Secretary-Le PeupW, 4.I,J3. 
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Congress of the C.G.T., held February Ist-3rd, 1923, the 
Family Allowance system, although not on the agenda, 
was discussed, and a resolution was passed to the following 
effect :-" 

(I) That assistance to the' family ought to be given by .. la 
col1ectivitt!." 

(2) That the workers are warned against the existing
Family Al10wance system, which tends (a) towards the 
II avilissement des salaires" and (b) towards the 
creation of dissension between the family men and 
their bachelor comrades. 

(3) That the Compensation Funds give the employer too 
good an opportunity of interfering in the workman's 
home life, and so keeping the worker in tutelage. 

(4) That the C.G.T. demands instead.a minimum wage 
and organisation by the State of assistance to large 
families, the cost of. which should be borne partly 
by compulsory contributions from the employers to
gether with a subsidy from the State. 

(5) That the Compensation Funds should be' adminis
tered by joint committees. 

(6) That Family Al10wances should be completely inde
pent of work and that neither illness nor unemploy
ment should deprive the family of its allowance. 

The main position is quite clear. The principle of giv
ing allowances to workers with family responsibilities is 
recognised as desirable. but it is considered that the State 
should introduce a new and uniform system in substitution 
for the present haphazard one, which gives the employer 
too much power over wages, and over the general con
ditions of the worker's life. II 

The Catholic and Reformist movements have received 
an accession of strength during the last two or three years, 
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owing to the alarm roused by the rapidly falling birth
rate. A revival of religious feeling and of Christian 
moral principles was regarded as probably t~e most effi
cacious method of combating this decline. The Christian 
Union thus came into prominence as protector of that 
rare entity" the large family." At the 1920 congress of 
the RHormistes a resolution was passed demanding that 
Family Allowances should be paid by the State. They 
tended to favour the fixing of a minimum wage based on 
a family of 5 persons, with progression and retrogression 
in accordance with family charges. 

The Reformists" maintain that it will militate against 
the development of social peace and harmony if a work
man" finds that after a hard day's work he is still unable to 
provide adequately for his family. 

The Catholic movement also favoured State interven
tion; for example, in May, 1921, the Federation Fran
caise des Syndicats d'Employes Catholiques presented 
to the Permanent Commission of the Conseil Superieur du 
Travail a resolution strongly approving of family allow
ances and stating that a special enquiry made in the 
Engineering industry (where intensive propaganda in 
favour of Compensation Funds had been carried on) 
proved that a great many firms had not joined the Funds 
and showed no readiness to do so. Hence they advocated 
State control with the co-operation of joint trade com
mittees. 

BELGIUM. There has been since the war very consider
able Trade Union activity, and at the beginning of 1925 
the Commission Syndicale, the Socialist federation, had 
some 600,000 members, organised according to industries. 
The Christian Trade Union movement, which had its 
real beginning in 1900, is chiefly Roman Catholic and its 
membership is somewhat short of 200,000. At a congress 
in 1919, it affirmed a desire for friendly relations with the 
employers. The family allowance has been a subject of 
repeated and heated discussion between the two labour 
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novements; the Christian Union of Post and Railway 
lV'orkers being particularly active in· advocating the 
ldoption of the allowance principle throughout industry. 

The Belgian Confederation of Christian. Trade Unions 
It its annual congress in May, 1923, demanded as a 
ninimum wage a sum II sufficient for the needs of a 
amily of average size"" together with allowances for 
hose families above the average." . They go on to de- . 
:Iare that the II introduction of a system of family allow
Lnces should not be allowed to lead to the adoption of the 
;o.called relative family wage," i... remuneration of 
abour based on the individual needs of each worker." 
rheir attitude is as it were one of compromise, for they 
iemand that a wage for the maintenance of a wife and 
.hree children should be paid to every man, whatever 
lis family responsibilities. This really means of course 
:he payment of wage$ in respect of .. mythical 
:hildren " .. (see Chapter 3). A subsequent paragraph in 
:he resolution, however, makes a concession to the Rail
way Union's view that the allowances should begin with 
the first child by admitting that II a system of family 
allowances consisting of the payment of a comparatively 
small allowance for small families and a much larger 
lllowance for children in excess of the average number 
is not necessarily contrary to the principles set forth." 
I n practice, moreover, the allowances given have in most 
cases commenced not with the third or fourth child but 
with the first. 

The intensity of the Socialist opposition has recently 
showed signs of weakening, displaying a tendency to run 
para11e1 with the altered French views. Again here is found 
recognition of a .. fait accompli." In an able and well-

n ~n, t ............ wI.h .hroe dliidreft • 
.. Cam ..... R ....... ...- In J-. .... :-"Er __ .. -.J \I"O'1ld _____ mioimum _ woIloo _kt _ -' 
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reasoned pamphlet by Monsieur Nicholas Dethier'" set
ting forth the militant trade union point of view, it is pos
sible to discern an anxiety on the author's part to 
minimise the previous opposition of the socialist Unions 
and even to suggest that many of them had all along 
favoured the introduction of Family Allowances. There 
is an obvious fear lest the Christian Unions should get 
all the credit (or the allowance system. He describes 
how it was imroduced in the Lorette coalmine early 
in 1916 and how at first there was opposition on 
the usual lines, .. on se faisait difficilement a cette 
idee que son voisin touchait 3().40 (rancs plus Ie 
jou~ du paye." This trouble gradually disappeared and 

. in the course of time the allowances were taken for 
granted. Again in his conclusion he points out that it is 
no use saying to family men, .. Ne faites pas d'enfants---

. i1s repondent; nous en avons et nous voulons les"nourrir." 
One must face facts. At the Congr~s Nationale des 
Mineurs Belges M. Dethier defended his thesis that .. Ie 
principe du salaire familial est un principe socialiste," and 
the President of the Federation reached the conclusion that 
.. Tout Ie monde est d'accord pour dire que Ie principe 
de I'allocation familiale est un principe juste." At the 
same time anxiety was expressed that the employers should 
not be enabled to make use of the allowances as an indus
trial weapon. 

At the Congress of the Federation of Belgian Metal
workers (Social-Democratic) held at Brussels in April, 
1923, a report was submitted, which was favourable to the 
introduction of Family AllowanCes, provided only that 
joint national committees were appointed to secure uni
formity in all undertakings. A resolution passed with 
only one dissentient voice urged that the system should 
be made general by means of legislation regulating the 
conditions for the granting of allowances under the super
vision" of public authorities in collaboration with the 
workers' organisations. The right to the allowances 

Ie Sec: Adjoint de I. Centrale Nation.Je de. Niaeur. Beigel. 
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should be inalienable and the ailministration of the funds 
should be in the hands of the workers." Here, as in 
France, there is no opposition to the new principle in
volved-<mly objection to the existing system of manag
ing the allowances. Similarly the Preside'nt of the Metal
workers' Union in an article entitled .. the employers' 
new trick," while denouncing the action of the employers 
in giving Family Allowances, admits that the principle 
of family allowances is not in itself to be condemned: 
.. It is only a matter of alt~ring the method of administer
ing the funds. "II 

At Easter, 1923, the general council of the Belgian 
Socialist party examined the question and under certain 
conditions unanimously approved it!' 

HOLLAND. There are five national organisations of 
Trade Unions. The National Labour Secretariat (formed 
in 1893) was the original Social-Democratic body, but on 
account of its extremist attitude it gradually lost ground. 
The Netherland Alliance of Trade Unions,'" established 
in 1904. has during the last 9 years become the largest 
trade union force in the country. Early in 1925 it had 
about 200,000 members, as against only 15.000 belonging 
to the Secretariat. Membership in the Alliance is open to 
all unions without reference to political tendencies, but in 
point of fact most members belong to the Social-Demo
cratic Party. 

The Christian Labour movement is in Holland of rela
tively greater importance than elsewhere, the total mem
bership" of Catholic and Protestant Unions combined 
tM-ing nearly as large as that of the Alliance. It was in 
1888 that the rules of the Dutch Roman Catholic People's 
Union were approved by the Bishop of Haarlem. Its aim 
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was to defend the workers and lower middle classes against 
Socialist .. heresy" by means of co-operation between the 
members in the spirit of the Roman Catholic Church. The 
Union grew rapidly, and in 1896 eight Trade Unions were 
established. The Protestant movement originated even 
earlier than the Catholic. In 1876 a society was formed to 
counteract the influence of the advocates of non-sectarian 
education, the first Trade U n"ion being established in 
1894. In the course of 1909 reorganisation on an inter
denominational basis occurred, with a view to the admis
sion of unions that included Roman Catholics as members. 

Finally reference must be made to the so-called 
.. N:eutral" Trade Unions. These originated in 1913, 
"flnd in 1919 there was formed a General Trade Union 
"Federation which stated that it desired the cessation of 
enmity between capital and labour and announced that it 
would support the workers .. against recalcitrant em
ployers who reject just and fair demands."' Its member
ship is round about 25,000. 

Generally speaking, social-democratic, syndicalist and 
neutral unions all object to the family allowance prin
ciple, which is advocated by Christian organisations 
whether of employers or of workers. The chief ground 
of objection is the fear that the allowances will exercise 
a depressing influence on the general level of wages .. ' 
At the same time the General Union of Mineworkers'" 
raise the old objection that the allowances will force the 
employer to give preference to single men and 50 make it 

. harder for a family man to get employment." 

GERMANY. Some five million persons, II the great 
majority of the organised workers of the country, are in
cluded in the" Free .. or Social Democratic Trade Unions. 
These are organised in National Federations affiliated 'to 

I. Labour Overteas, Vol. I, No. 2, pp. 131--2. 
'" See Chapter X . 
.. AIg......... Nederlandoche Mljnwerksbond. 
2t Thue are no Compmsation Funds in the Mining IndultrJ . 
.. Figure given at lhe Congreu of June, '922, wu 7,500.000, I.L.I. 
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the General Federation of German Trade Unions. 
Special Federations exist for Non-manual workers and for 
officials. The first central organisation was established in 
1890. The local branches are very closely supervised by 
the National executives. There is a strong minority 
opposed to any kind of negotiation with the employers, but 
the majority favour. the extension of the joint council 
movement. 

A religious trade union movement developed about 1890 
in opposition to the militant methods of the Social-Demo
cratic Unions, and in 1899 a Federation of Christian Trade 
.Unions was formed, which admitted members of any 
Christian denomination. Its aims were stated to be to pro
mote the common interests of employers and workers. Its 
methods were to be, conciliatory, the strike being admitted 
only as a last resource. They have occasionally c0-

operated with the .. Free" Socialist unions. They are 
especially inlluential in the industrial and mining districts 
9f Rhenish Westphalia and in Bavaria. At the end of 
1924 they had about 1,400,000 members. 

A third body of Trade-Unionism is the Hirsch-Duncker 
Federation. These Unions, dating from about 1870, and 
nllmed after Dr. Max Hirsch," were intended to counteract 
the inlluence of the Social-Democratic Unions. They 
believe that the interests of employers and workers are 
fundamentally the same and consider that concessions 
should be obtained by agreement and not by aggressive 
methods. They repudiate class warfare. They have not 
been and are not very important. Their total membership 
is about 150,000. 

The .. free " Trade Unions have been inimical to the 
introduction of family allowances, and, in so far as they 
have actually tolerated the system, it has been seemingly 
with the idea that the allowance is simply a mea.ns of tem
porary help during a period of exceptional difficulty. 

The view that the allowance principle was a transitory 
phenomenon is frequently met with in periodical literature-

" H • ... iDoPmI b, .... Bn"tWa T_ U_ .. &bat ....... 
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from 1921 onwards ... The family allowance would not, 
however, be the first temporary institution to become 
permanent; a familiar instance is the English Income tax. 

The chief ground of objection to the family allowance is 
fear that it will react to the disadvantage of the married 
man. This is natural in Germany where there are few 
compensation funds. There have been some signs of a 
change of attitude similar to that occurring in France; in 
March, 1922, the Textil-Arbeiter Zeitung (Ch) expressed 
the opinion that quite a wide circle of Social-Democratic 
Trade pnions were striving for family allowances, and 
added that a Social-Democratic Trade Union paper which 
opened a discussion on the subject received a large num
ber of letters from members in favour of the system. 

The advocacy of Family Allowances by the Christian 
Unions dates back as far as 1898, when certain leaders of 
the Christian Miners' Union spoke in defence of the 
family wage; at the Essen' Conference in November, 
1920," it . was laid down that wages were to be regarded 
not only as part of the cost of production but also as con
stituting the income of labour which enabled the workers 
and theit families to live. .. In determining the wage, 
consideration must be given to the family circumstances, 
by means of substantial allowances, which should be pro
vided by means of a Compensation Fund. This should 
not, however, lead to the adoption of the bare minimum of 
subsistence as the basis of remuneration. By the pre
vision of an adequate wage, the establishment by a single 
man of his own household should be made feasible." At 

. the Tenth Congress of the Federation of Christian Metal
workers in August, 1922, a resolution was adopted that 
wages should be based on output and that supplementary 
family allowances should be granted for the relief of large 
families. 

II International Labour Office, Special Sludie., 5eriH A, No.. :11, 
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The Hirsch-Duncker Unions are also mainly favourable. 
At their annual meeting held at Zittau in June, 1922, a 
resolution was adopted stating" that', " in view of the ex
traordinary economic pressure on large families, the family 
wage should be taken into consideration as a means of 
alleviating existing distress. At the same time the prin
ciple of equal pay for equal work should be adhered to so 
far as possible, and therefore family allowances should 
be given only to families where there is more than one 
child. The basic wage should be such as to give to the 
mother and child a reasonable standard of life and to the 
single man an opportunity of saving to set up a house
hold." 

Before examining in greater detail the various typical 
objections raised in common by Trade Unionists in the 
several countries with which we are concerned, it will be 
well to see bow far it is possible to distinguish the attitude 
of the workers as individuals from that of organised labour. 
The impression so far given has probably been one of too 
great rigidity of outline, on the one hand approval, on 
the other disapproval. The matter may be more complex. 
Very considerable evidence exists-from a variety of 
sources-to show the popularity of certain funds with the 
workers of their district. M. Rene, Hubert (in his 
pamphlet) remarks that at Roubaix the workers have re
ceived the allowance "with enthusiasm." From Nevers 
comes the statement that the creation of a compensation 
Fund has been very favourably received by the workers, 
while the Lille Building Trades' Fund considers that it 
would be .. a great mistake to imagine that the allowances 
are not popular with the men receiving them; the opposi
tion is a matter of doctrine and theory only." At Amiens 
the workmen, happy to find " Ie meilleur ac:cueil 1 notre 
caisse," has shown in this district no hostility to the Fund. 
As regards Le Mans "nous savons affinner de Ia mani~ 
la plus fonnelle que notre caisse est tres populaire," and 
the statement goes on to say that n~ open hostility from 

.. Dou_ Tu.iluboi ... lei ...... (H.D. Ora-) ,... ..... 
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the Trade Unions has been met with. (It will be remem
bered that this Fund is remarkable for t./le freedom which 
it gives to the recipient of the allowances. See above 
page 81.)" From Lyons, it is reported that workmen 
always enquire before joining a firm whether it is a member, 
of the Fund. 

While it is of course extremely difficult to say how far 
this evidence should be generalised, it is at least clear that 
there has gradually developed among the workers a body 
of opinion of some size definitely favourable to the con
'tinuance of family allowances. The consequent success of 
a number of funds has probably been a factor in diminish
ing Trade Union opposition and to some extent it would 
appear to be true that the Unions have been drawn in the 
wake of this stream of favourable opinion. 

The grounds for the suspicious attitude of organised 
labour may be summarised as follows:-

(I) That it enables the employer to exercise undue con
. trol and influence over the private affairs of his 

workers. 
(2) That it leads to the exclusion of married men from 
., employment. (See Chapter VIII.) 

(3) That it weakens the resisting power of organised 
labour by creating a division of interest between the 
single and married men. (See Chapter VIII.) 

(4) That the principle of equal pay for equal work must 
be closely adhered to. (See Chapter IX.) 

(5) That the family aIJowance has a definitely depressing 
effect on th~ basic or standard wage, and enables the 
employer to make economies in his wage bill. (See 
Chapter X.) 

(6) That the children of the workers may be a concern of 
the nation, but not of the employers as a class. (See 
Chapter XIV.) 

,. Similar evidence comes from Mulhoue. La Sablonl, Vienna, 
Founnies, Roanne and Thiq and Bo .... u (Printing ... adn). In Ger
many yarioul peen referencet give. mmillU' impreuioa, I.,. Die Gewak
tch.fl J.4.:IIJ ancl Die Deuucbe Werkmei.ter :as. lOon. 
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(7) That there are other and better methods of benefiting 
the large family, e.g. by differential taxation. (See 
Chapter XIV.) 

(8) That the family allowance is given as a charity and 
not as a right and that it is therefore outside the 
worker's controL "(See Chapter V.) 

It is chiefly in France that particular complaint is made 
of tht: attempt of the employer to obtain undue influence 
over his employees. According to a letter from the Federa. 
tion des Ouvriers en Metatlx et similaires, the institution 
of Family Allowances arose out of the .. desire which 
French employers have always shown to interl'ere with the 
independence of the workers." In support of this some
what sweeping assertion, reference is made to a statement 
made by .. Le COmile des Forges de France" to the Parlia
nlentary Committee for Social Insurance, in which they 
say that they .. ne dissimulent pas qu'ils ont voulu' en 
remplissant leur devoir, dans la mesure OU i1s ont pu, 
s'attacher une main d'oeuvre plus stable et d'avantage de 
son sort." In other words they hope to make their workers 
more" docile " •• or more "loyal."" To this the C.G.T. 
objects because its own object is to make the workers 
vigilant and virile and less inclined to accept" the existing 
economic system. It is undesirable, they say, that the 
employer should at the same time gain a reputation for 
generosity and extend his control over the fortunes of their 
workers. "11 devient Ie gardien de la solidarite imposee, 
Ie facteur primordiale de la procreation nationale, Ie con
servateur et Ie dispensateur incontrole de la justice 
economique et de la securite familiale..... The employers it 
is held are not worthy of so much power over the lives of 
the people. As a class they are not sufficiently unselfish. 
They wrap the iron hand of autocracy in the velvet glove 
of "liberality," and on the pretended prompting of a 
"social conscience" construct an industrial feudalism 
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that stifles the freedom of the workers. This is the same 
view as that expressed by Mqns. G. Buisson, Secretary of. 
the .National Federation of .. Employes."" 

Again commenting on the following passage from Mon
sieur Ley's address to the Societe d'Economie, the" Voix 
du Peuple " remarks that it reveals the real object of the 
allowances, which is to .. bind the worker more closely to 
his employer." In the passage in question, Monsieur Ley 
said, " N ous croyons etre dans Ie vrai, lorsque nous disons 
qu'il est necessaire que I'ouvrier sache a tout instant, que 
c'est grAce a son employ'eur particulier faisant partie lui 
meme du patronat qu'il doit Ie benefice du sursalaire 
familial,'''' 

There is on the whole, no doubt, a considerable amount 
of picturesque exaggeration. It would certainly appear to 
be entirely misleading and erroneous to suggest that all 
activities in the direction of social amelioration are 
actuated by entirely selfish motives. Conscience and 
purity of motive are not a monopoly of anyone economic 
class, and a considerable number of the funds have un
doubtedly been founded without any ulterior aims. It is 
probably true that a desire to " purchase satisfaction" (as 
it has been called) has actuated some of the initiators of 
the family wage. Such people may have hoped to use the 
family allowance.as a narcotic, which would soothe the 
worker into an artificial contentment. All this is possible, 
but it is also possible that certain extremist unions have 
founded their opposition to family allowances on a desire 
to .. purchase dissatisfaction," that is, on the view that a 
low standard of living amongst large families will mean a 
.. healthy" discontent amongst a large part of the rising 
generation, h~nce the enrolment of many recruits in the 
.. revolutionary" unions. The prevalence of such an 
attitude has almost certainly been exaggerated, but it is 
difficult entirely to disprove its existence. It is of course 
a very grave accusation, but so is the suggestion that the 
employer is out to purchase contentment. There is, how-

•• See above p. 123. 
~n La VOiK du Peuple, January, 1923. p. 30. 
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ever, clearly discernible a tendency towards the elaboration 
of means of control and supervision. For example quali
fying periods of work are required by most funds varying 
from one month to one year." Again in many cases re
strictions are placed on the movement of workers from one 
firm to another within the fund, thus introducing a sort 
of compulsory stabilisation. For instance, at Bordeaux, 
if a worker who has been 18 months in one factory and 
thus in receipt of family allowances for six months, moves 
to another establishment belonging to the fund, he must 
do another year's qualifying service before being again 
entitled to the allowance." The same thing occurs if the 
workman is discharged and then taken on again later. 
At Amiens, a workman leaving one employer member of 
the fund to join another has to serve again a probationary 
period of 3 months." At Vienne the allowance is paid 
from the first month of beginning work in a new estab
lishment, provided the change from factory to factory is 
.. avec I'assentiment du patron," a phrase which suggests 
possibilities of control. 

At C1ermand-Ferrand no workman is entitled to allow
ances for the month during which he leaves unless he 
gives lip his job on the last day of that month; nor is a 
new workman entitled to them for the month of his entry 
into the firm. Thus, if he leaves one member finn on say 
the 35th of April and joins another on the 4th of May, he 
lOSE'S two months' allowances." A similar system was 
adopted by one of the Paris Funds. In Belgium the regu. 
lations of the Building Trades' Compensation Fund lay 
down that there is to be a qualifying period of service of 
thret! months and that no allowance is to be paid for the 
quarter in which the employee leaves. At Liege the 
worlrer must have been employed in a single works for a 
month, which month dates from the IS!' of the month fol
lowing that of his t'nrolment. Tht'se are typical expres. 

•• At 1IonI9"" ,ho ...... tilring poriooI is _ ,..... 
u Statuts,. ,,11k'" S. , 
•• R~""""" A .. kIo 3 . .. R,,_, Ana. ' ..... 33. 
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sions of the desire to reduce labour turnover more or less 
arbitrarily. 

There are, however, funds which take a different view; 
for instance, at Thizy, though it is true that the monthly 

. allowance is not payable fo, the month during the course 
of which the employee joins or leaves his work, yet if he 
goes from one employer member of the fund to another 
'the allowance' is paid for the whole month provided there is 
not a gap of more than ten days between the two employ
ments.-'" 

Again at Roubaix for a 10llg time no qualification period 
was demanded because: .. II ne faut pas avoir I:air de con
traindre I'ouvrier ..... Certainly the experience of this 
Fund has been remarkable. During 1920 and 1921 the 
labour turnover averaged 1,300 a week; of these about 
1,000 were" attributaries" of the Compensation Fund, 
so that, allowing for apprentices, almost the whole of the 
adults moving must have been married persons. This 
Monsieur Ley accounted for as follows I-Wages within 
the Roubaix district are more or less uniform for any given 
trade (such as weaving, and by moving from one mill to 
another, a young single man cannot get more 1han a few 
centimes extra, while, if he remains for a considerable 
time in anyone mill, he may be granted preference when 
discharges occur on account of dulness of trade. On the 
other hand, the position of the family man in receipt of 
allowances is different. He is accustomed to regard his 
.. allocations" as a sort of .. rente" or interest, coming 
to him regularly whatever mill he happens to be working 
in, and in times of trade depression as a family man, it 
does not matter to him whether he has been long in one 
mill or not, because preference is always given to him on" 
account of his family responsibilities. Thus it might be 
urged that the effect of the compensation fund at Roubaix 
was to stiinulate the movement of the married man and 
not to check it. In July, 1922, it was thought necessary to 
introduce a qualifying period of one month, which is 

., R~glement Art. II • 

.. AcIdr ... by Monsieur Ley 10 SociI<' do .·Economle SodaIe. 
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stated to have reduced the labour turnovert by 70%. 
Similarly, the suppression of the allowance for the current 
month in case of the employee going 6n strike, has proved 
to be .. un moyen vraiment efficace pour t!viter les greves; 
avant d't!couter les perturbateurs Ie personnel allocataire 
rt!flt!chit, rt!agit, entre en conversation avec Ie patron, et ne 
quitte I'usine que tout a fait exceptionellement ..... 

Apart from direct restriction of movement, there is also 
the control indirectly exercised by means of supervision to 
ensure proper use of the allowances. (Chapter VI., §2, 
p. So.) 

Another possible point of objection on the score of un
due· control is that all funds stop the allowances in case of 
strikes, for a period longer than the actual duration of the 
strike. For example, much has been made of a case at 
Roubaix, where, in August, 1922, in sympathy with the 
Havre dockers, a twenty-four hours' protest strike 
occurred. All such strikers were deprived of their allow
ance-not only that part of it due in respect of the twenty
four hours, but the whole monthly allowance." Again 
at Clermand·Ferrnnd a workman returning after a strike is 
In the same position as a new workman and becomes 
eligible for the allowances only during the month follow
ing that in which he rejoins." Even at Le Mans (one of 
the most liberal of the funds), II Le gftve retire dans tous 
lea cas Ie droit aUll: Indemnitt!s." In some cases em
ployers have been accused of using the machinery of the 
Funds, in particular the influence of the II visiteuses II for 
the purpose of II getting at II the wives of the workers. 
Such methods are clearly not admirable, but surely it is 
not the Compensation Fund that is to be blamed, but the 
spirit of such employers; a spirit, whim would have found 
expression, whether or not a fund existed at aU. 

Other points of objection by organised labour to the 
family allowance system are dealt with in subsequent chap-

t I ............ aI a_low of ....- that ..... 10 ......... duriar • 
poriooI •• , • ,.... in ..... 10 _iD ••• ..- _ of • Ii- ......... 

•• "- b, M. lAy. 3n1 C __ 
.. Compare Mia R.thbone .. _IS In ... _ .. n.. 0;.. 
~ Family." p.. .'I~ 

•• Art. lS of R6C-. Arts..6 ..... ' of R" t. 
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ters, but we have gone far enough to reach one or two con
clusions. 

The Socialist opposition to the family Allowance sys
tem has been intensive in all the countries under review, 
but in France and Belgium the character of the opposition 
has undergone a change during the last year or two and is 
now directed chiefly against the method rather than the 
principle." There is recognition of a fait accompli and a 
desire to beat the Christian Unions .. on the post " in the 
race for the credit arising from the advocacy of a success
ful reform. 

At the same time one important underlying cause of 
opposition is alive and that is fear; fear of the increased 
control and influence of the employer as a class and dis
trust of his generosity, a distrust which may well be as iII
founded -as the supposed desire of the Unions to foster 
.. healthy discontent." 

U At the plenary meeling 01 .. Fund II repreRntativCI held in 
December; 1925Y Monsieur Mathon actually rererred to .. Ia .. d ... action 
qu '~prouvail Ie patronst • voir lieS intenlion. Ioyalement reconnue. el In 
muvrea 6quitablemenl apprkiiel par lee: organil8liona ouvriues." 



CHAPTER VIII 
THE BACHELOR STANDPOINT 

Is there such a thing as a distinctively bachelor outlook? 
At first sight the conception may appear unreal, but closer 
examination shows that it is entirely practical. Memory 
or an examination of the contemporary press will recall or 
reveal the fact that in 1915 and 1916 during the working of 
the" Derby Recruiting Act," some such cleavage between 
single and married men began to appear. There was a 
tl'ndency in the papers and outside them to speak and to 

. think of the two categories of people as if they were differ~ 
ent political parties or different social classes. If such a 
state of affairs could be reached in so short a period of 
time, is it not perfectly reasonable thnt permanently con
fticting economic positions may lead to a similar result. 

It has sometimes been suggested that in reality no c1ear
cut line of distinction exists bl'tween single workers and 
family men. An article in "Der Deutsche "I maintains 
that there are really three groups of single men; (a) those 
who ha,-e only themselves to look after; (b) those who have 
to gh-e up a part of thl'ir earnings to help their parents or 
brotht"rs; (c) those who, owing to the death or total incap
llcity of the fathl'r, are sole supporters of their families. 
This is obviously true, lind in nearly every case class (c) is 
rt"COgni!led by the Compensation Fund. and its members 
dealt with as though tht"y were fathers of familif'S. Persons 
in "'RSS (b) are in a position similar to that of married men 
without childrt"n. who (l'lCCt"pt in Germany) do not 

I ... 11.... Artkle by W. F'ri<dobc>Id. 
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receive any benefits from the fund. Again, in Germany 
considerable emphasis is laid on the fact that in some 
respects the single man is in a relatively disadvantageous 
position, for instance rent (owing to the rent restriction 
act) has gone up far less than the price of lodgings, and at 
the same time the single man is far more at the mercy of 
day-to-day fluctuations in market price.' None of these 
considerations would appear to be of sufficient importance 
to affect the broad distinction with which this chapter 
opened. 

How far is it possible to discover definite mani. 
festations of a distinct single men's (or married men's) 
sta":dpoint in regard to the institution of family allowances. 
In the opinion of one of the officials of the Allgemeiner 
DeutscJ:!er Gewerkschaftsbund single men as a whole are 
not interested and as single men have no specific view 
point, their attitude being divided just like that of workmen 
generally" A similar view is expressed by Monsieur 
Gilman of the Reformist movement in France. However, it 
is possible to refer to one or two incidents which do not fit 
in with this colourless attitude. 

One of the most interesting arose out of the adoption by 
the Berlin metal working employers of the family allow
ance system. A feeling of jealousy was aroused among the 
single men and a number of members of the Social Demo
cratic Metal Workers' Union actually threatened to leave 
their organisation unless steps were taken to oppose the 
system.' 

As regards France Monsieur Romanet gives two in
stances in which similar sectional feeling was manifested. 
One of the incidents (in a cement works) has been already 
described in Chapter VII. The other occurred in a paper 

S Werlaneister Zeitung 17.I1.n .net Statement of ZentnJftrbancI der 
GJasarbeiter unci Arbeiterinner Deutschland 4.10.:12 • 

• Statement .o.n .:1:1. 
6- At • conference of the Metalworker's' Unions at Stuttgart in 

December. 191 I, HftT O. Ziska. the leader 01 the Bnlift (the biggest) 
locality group declared that " We demand from the employers the abolition 
of the IOCial allowances." Der 'DeutKbe ..,..1.32. 
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mill at Grenoble, where the single men reproached the 
family men with receiving the employer's charity. The 
latter, acCording to M. Romanet, replied in effect: .. If 
you object, you waste your time; if you envy us, go and 
follow our example." The allowances were maintained.' 
Again, In 1920 at Grenoble, printers affiliated to the C.G.T. 
refused the allowances offered by their employers on the 
ground that they might cause a division among the work
men in the shop, which in turn might even extend to the 
Union. 

Is this divergence of feeling between single and married 
men of sufficient substance to be worked upon by em
ployers with deliberate intent to weaken the power of 
labour as Is asserted in France, Germany' and Holland.' 
The Secretary of the National Federation of Textile 
Workers In France states that the employers intend to use 
and already have used the family allowance for breaking 
strikt.s, and he quotes Mons. Mathon's' remark that 
"I'instrument fo~ ~ Roubaix a rendu au patronat un 
service considl!rable en' apaisant les conllits." In Feb
ruary, 1923, the Council of the National Federation of Civil 
Servants' Societies issued an .. ordre du jour" protesting 
against the reduction in the cost-of-living bonuS for civil 
servants without family charges and declaring that this was 
a method of making the single men pay for the family 
allowances II qui a pour but d'essayer de diviser Ie per
sonnel,,'" 

It is difficult to obtain particulars of any actual instanaos 
where, owing to the existence of family allowances, the 
resistance of the unions has been. appreciably weaL:ened. 
The Centrale Nationale des Mineurs Belges in fact state, 
in reply to a question that they do not know of any specific 
case. From France, comes one definite example. The 
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Textile Union at Vienne maintains that, in the textile strike 
of August, 1922, the workmen in those establishments 
which gave allowances resiste!i with less vigour than the 
others for fear of being discharged and of not being able to 
find work except in one of the small mills not giving family 
allowances. On the other hand M. Ley's experience at 
Roubaix points in the opposite direction. He stated that if 
employers had, as the Unions suggested, introduced family 
allowances in order to weaken labour resistance; then their 
efforts had met with singularly little success, for on every 
occasion at Roubaix, all the "attributaries" had made 
common cause with their fellows on strike. 

Dealing with the matter from a more abstract stand
point, does it not appear probable that such weakening as 
has occurred is accidental rather than deliberate? Is not 
the real cause a basic lack of solidarity within the ranks of 
labour as a whole? There would appear to be already 
sufficient grounds to lead the family men to agitate for 
special benefits and so bring about a divergence of interests 
between themselves and their bachelor colleagues. The 
first essential is under either system the existence of a 
spirit of solidarity and unselfishness and a desire to work 
for the general good, and for the development of such a 
spirit the allowance system may well be educationally 
valuable. 

It is largely a question of becoming accustomed to a new 
idea. Monsieur Dethier recalls the acute jealousies and 
suspicions caused for many years before the war by the 
prevalence in Belgium in certain engineering trades of 
piecework, and of the consequential difference between the 
~arning of the best men and those in receipt of the normal 
:onventional "journee fixe." At the present time these 
jealousies are sa.id to have disappeared, although piece
work still remains in force. Public opinion has in the 
interval become accustomed to the idea of earnings varying 
lccording to skill. There is apparently no valid rea!<On 
",hy in due course public opinion should not become dulv 
lccustomed to the fdea of remuneration in accordance with 
amily responsibilities. 
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I t should be remembered that -it was a famous Prime 
Minister of England who said of differential taxation of 
earned and unp.arned income .. To think of taxing these 
two species of income in a different ratio. would be to 
attempt what the nature of society will not admit. tI. For 
over a century this view was very strongly held ;.and yet 
now, discrimination in favour of earned income is taken 
for granted. So it may be, and in some measure has been, 
with family allowances. 

A further question arises j how far can the opposition of 
Trade Unionism to this system of remuneration be. attri
buted to tile sectional interest of the single men? Colonel 
Lemercier (the Belgian writer) considers the spirit of oppo
sition to be nothing more than a rellection of majority 
interests. Married men with three or more children consti
tute approximately only about one out of every three adult 
working men; the majority, who dominate the Trade 
Union9--take up the position that they do not wish to bear 
even indirectly the cost of other people's children. II 

As for France the view was expressed at Mulhouse that 
such opposition os has occurred has been due partly to the 
novelty of the idea and partly to the fact that the ordinary 
standard wage system favoured the young single men, i.,., 
tt those who represent the most combative element of the 
Trade Union organisations." 

In Germany also, the idea that the Unions are dominated 
by the young single men is met with fairly frequently. 
H~rr Kulemann in Soziale Praxis" acrounts for the opposi
tion to the allowance by saying that, .. it is clear that the· 
leadership of the workers' movement is no longer in the 
hands of the elder and experienced men." Again Fritz 
R~rman in the Zentralblatt der Christlichen Gewerk
scharten," considers that the active section of the Social 

• \\~Iti.m Plu, In&. 
It Tho q ..... "'" of _her .ho ..... of allD_ Ia ...... .., .... 

el..:10 _" ... _ ia diacu_ 1ft CbapIw x., ...... _ aI ..... ...... 
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It No. a6 01 1911. 
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Democratic unions is dependent on the mass of single men . 
.. Ferner uberwiegt das agitatorische Interesse, dass 
besonders Riicksicht nimmt auf die Ledigen in ihren 
Massen." Similar views are expressed by Professor Dr. 
M. Hahn," by the Gesellschaft fur Soziale Reform," and 
by the Association of German Metal Works Employers." 

The suggestion has, however, been hotly repudiated by 
Herr Leipart in an article in Soziale Praxis declaring that 
he and many of his friends who are no longer young all 
object strongly to the principle of family allowances. But 
Herr Leipart and his friends may be persons with excep
tionally wide views; the point is that the mass of members 
in t,he local unions and in the trade federations a~ con
cerned with what they conceive to be their own immediate 
interests and the majority consists of single men. 

A general examination of the evidence seems to confirm 
the view that it is practicable to use the family allowance to 
create a feeling of class jealousy between single and 
married men. Yet such cleavage, being largely due to the 
novelty of the idea of family allowances, will probably only 
be temporary. While it lasts, however, it may be possible 
for the single men so to influence their Trade Union 
organisation that it officially opposes the introduction or 
maintenance of any system of allowances. As public 
opinion becomes accustomed to the new conception, opposi
tion to it will weaken and the cleavage between single and 
married will either disappear or become much less acutl'. 
The problem may then be transformed into one of building 
up suitable joint control. 

The aggression has not, however, been all on the side 
of the employers. It is almost certain that the fear of im
pairing their capacity for attack has been a real underlying 
cause of Trade Union opposition. In the past a powerful 

I' Formerly of Freiburg and now of BerUn Univenity . 
• , Statement dated 31.1:1.22. 

II A letter from Gesamtverband Deubchen MdaUindunriel1en dated 
28.11.22 ,,-tel that fI the real cause of the Trade Union oppomtion to the 
infrodudion of !lOCi.. allowances i. that in the Unions lhe youn, ancl 
lingle men play the priacipal pan and bold the chief officee." 
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weapon of Trade Unionism in demanding wage increases 
has been the cry of the starving familie~the .. large-

. family urge." With incontestable truth it had been pos- . 
sible to say, .. How can you expect a man to support a wife 
and bring up children on such a wage?" This has very 
naturally proved to be a powerful lever in winning wage 
advances, because of its inevitable effect on public opinion. 
As Professor Diepenhorst picturesquely phrases it," the 
large family has been used as a sort of battering ram to 
obtain higher wages for the remainder. It has acted as a 
.. forlorn hope," and, like all .. forlorn hopes," it has only 
prepared the way for the others and has gained little or no 
advantage for itself. In France," Belgium'· and Hol
land," it is recognised that fear of relinquishing the sup
port of this argument has been a really important, if 
partially subconscious factor in determining the attitude of 
the Social Democratic Trade Union. How far are the 
Trade Unions justified in their apprehensions? 

In the first place, it should be observed that if (as in 
Holland and in some cases in France and Belgium), the 
allowance is paid only to the 3rd or 4th and subsequent 
children, then they are not divesti.ng themselves of any 
weapon; for Trade Unionism founds its case for the pay
ment of a fnmily wage to all, not on the exceptionally large 
family, but on the average family. It has never been sug
gested that a wage adequate for the needs of a man with, 
say, six: or seven children should be paid to every wage
earner. However, admitting this exception, what is the 
position in the more normal case where allowances are paid' 
to each cbild? 

In so far as the allowances do actually succeed in pnr 
viding a reasonable standard of life for large families, they 
will have done all that could be expected of the .. battering 
ram .. method. In so far as the allowances are inadequate 
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to provide the required reasonable standard (as has been 
generally the case where they have been introduced), then 
surely all that has been done is to emphasise the real needs 
of the family and to register the justice of the claims made 
in its name. 



CHAPTER IX 
EQUAL PAY FOR MEN AND WOMEN AND THE FEMINIST 

STANDPOINT 

ONI of the results expected from the introduction of the 
family allowance system is the removal of one of the chief 
obstacles to the universalisation of the principle of equal 
pay for men and women. At the present time it is often 
grudgingly admitted that on certain kinds of 1I0rk the 
woman is as efficient as the man and that therefore strictly 
speaking she should receive the same remuneration. In 
defence of the fact that she usually does not, the opponents 
of the" equal pay" principle urge amongst other things, 
that the needs of the average woman are smaller than those 
of the average man. It is admitted that in certain cases, a 
woman's responsibilities may be greater than those of most 
men, though it has to be remembered that many women 
give up their trade or profession on marrying. If, how
ever, the burden of family responsibilities were d~lt with 
by means of famil~ allowances and a Compensation Fund, 
then there would be one important reason the less for main
taining that n\f'n had any claim to a higher level of pay 
than women. This was one of the first arguments adduced 
in support of endowment of motherhood by women writers 
in this country. M iss Rathbone in an article in the 
Economic Journal in March, 1917, put forward this plea.' 
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The present state of this question is a good example of 
the tendency to allow for the needs of classes and to ignore 
those of individuals. It is generally assumed that every 
man has a wife and three children to support, but that no 
woman has more than herself. An absolutely uniform 
wage based on a theoretical average family will, as we 
have seen, leave vast numbers inadequately provided for; 
while a wage big enough to supply to everyone sufficient 
for the needs of a large falllily, would cost more than the 
industry of this or any other nation can at present bear. 
Consequently, the principle of the relative family wage may 
be a possible solution of a most difficult problem. Women 
would have a much stronger claim to equal pay, and men 
wou1d be free from the damaging competition of cheap 
female labour. There remains, however, the question 
whether wages are to be levelled up or down, i.e., whether 
women will obtain pay equal to that now given to men or 
whether a new common lower level will be established. 
The latter appears the more likely of the two. 

In Holland, endowment of motherhood by the state has 
been advoca(ed for some years by feminists" who see in it 
a measure of economic development, without which the 
political advancement of the franchise may prove an 
empty dignity.'" Such a financial recognition of the 
woman's work would, it is thought, greatly strengthen 
her economic position. It would, however, be wrong to 
jump td the conclusion that from this more or less political 
standpoint, family allowances and the establishment of 
Compensation Funds are necessarily approved of by the 
women's movement. In Holland, at any rate, a large sec
tion of the feminist party is active in its opposition to such 
a system, which, it is thought would increase the economic 
dependence of the woman, whereas it is kef' position which 
requires strengthening to the utmost possible extent. The 
feminists are, in fact, inclined to regard the allowances as 

• e.g. See Mejulrouw Naber In It de Amstrrdammer It and .. Sremmen 
des Tijels, U July, 1920. 
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.. an assault on women's newly gained freedom ... • It is 
lin illusion they say, that a man maintains his wife; she 
maintains herself by her work in the house, which would 
otherwise have to be done by a paid worker; therefore she. 
also should be paid for it and paid directly and in her own 
right. But, after all, is it right to regard the wife as 
nothing more than a household help? It is possibly true 
that the industrial system produces a false idea of the rela
tive value of paid and unpaid work to the disadvantage of 
the latter, and that therefore to pay for work is to dignify 
it. At the same time this is surely a very low view of the 
relationship of husband and wife. Surely it is right and 
reasonable to regard the family as a unit. Furthermore to 
say that the man is the head of the family is not to imply 
any slight on the work of the woman. . 

To some extent the difficulty is met by the payment of 
the allowances direct to the mother; but this is not enough, 
for, according to the feminist view, the mother's remunera
tion for her social services, should not be in any way de
pendent on the work or earnings of the father. According 
to Mevrouw Mansholt·Andreae, women do not realise the 
extent of their economic dependence; the more a woman 
has worked beCore her marriage, the more she will resent 
any kind of financial dependence on her husband-as in a 
family allowance system. 

Conditions in France do not seem to be in accordance 
with this advanced view. There most working-class wives 
have work~ in factories before their marriage and continue 
to do so; but so far as is known, they do not in any way 
resent the family allowance system, provided that the 
payment of the allowance direct to the mother supplies the 
necessary saft'guafds. 

Mevrouw Mansholt advocatt'S a system of .. M~er
loon ... or mothers' pensions, that is, a payment by the 
State to mothers as remuneration for the definite social 

I s...ak.Goci..-. 
• Hot \"oIk. •• ·S· ... n 
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work done by them in giving birth to children and bring
ing them up to be healthy and intelligent citizens. It 
woul<\rJ>e wholly independent of the wage of the husband 
an!!.. eve\, of his employment or unemployment. There 
'wo"d thus, it is held, be no question of violating the
canon of equal pay for equal work, since the" Moederloon " 
would be payment for entirely different work from that of 
the husband. It is further asserted that, unlike the family 
allowance, it could not possibly have a depressing effect 
OD the general level of wages, because it has nothing to do 
with the husband or his pay. Nevertheless, it would 
clearly be part of the income of the family and by its 
receipt the family would be able to exist at the same staB
dard as before on a proportionately lower wage, and to 
that extent there woulc;l appear to be no valid reason why a 
.. Moederloon" given by the State should not depress the 
general level ",f wages in the same way as any other sub
liidy. 

In the promoter's eyes, this scheme would have the fur
ther advantage of increasing the economic independence of 
the wife, as the force restraining any woman to remain with 
her husband for economic .reasons would be less strong. 
On the other hand, Professor Aengenent at the Social In
surance Congress at Utrecht in December, 1921' stated his 
belief that most Dutch people regard the tendency to try 
to make the wife economically independent of her husband 
as one" dangerous to the community." 

The Dutch feminists also prophesy a weakening of the 
husband's sense of moral responsibility. Under a family 
allowance system, they say, all the trouble from additions 
to a family will fall on the wife and the husband not having 
to work harder and earn more to provide for them, will be 
unrestrained in his desire for more children." This mayor 

• CoDg"'; Relera .... , pp. '55-'56. 
" The Annual Congr ... 01 .he Du.ch National Union 01 Municipal 

Of6ciaJ1 iD '92' uprased the ole .. that under the child aIJo ___ 
.. with 8Uc:ceeding children the man '. work remain. the -me. .hi.. the 
womaD '. becom.. inereuingly .roublesome, .he IIwe of Jo7 Ia !he 
c:h1ldreo remaining equal for cac~ II 
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may not be so, but the fear of unlimited families seems ex
cessive. After all the husband has still to get work and to 
keep it and in no case do the allowances represent the full 
cost of maintenance. They only serve to temper the harsh
ness of the struggle. 

What then, may be expected to be the effects of the 
general introduction of a family allowance system, on the 
economic position of women? In the first place, such a 
system recognises the importance -of women's work in 
child-bearing and child-rearing by paying for it. It lays 
emphasis on the separate social functions implied. It is 
true that payment is made through the wag~rner or at 
least on the wage-earner's account, but there seems no 
reason to take that as any slur on the woman's economic 
position. Under the present social system such payment 
is the natural method. As a French woman worker said, 
.. L'argent, c'est l'homme qui sait Ie faire rentrer et la 
femme doit seulement em~her que ~ sorte trop vite." 

Secondly, payment of a .. motherhood wage," the pro
posed alternative to the family allowance system could be 
made only by the State, and would therefore be open to 
all the disabilities applying to any subsidy in aid of wages.' 

As to the question of equal pay for men and women, this 
system undoubtedly removes one existing objection to that 
principle, namely that women's needs are generally less 
than men's, but at the same time it emphasises the needs 
rather than the output factor in wage determination, and 
there is no reason to expect that it will have any very 
marked effect in raising ~omen's wages to a five-member
family standard. Levelling down is possible as well as 
levelling up. In point of fact, no very startling changes in 
women's wages seem to have followed the adoption of this 
system.-
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Meanwhile whatever may be precisely the right speed at 
which the economic emancipation of women should pro
ceed, it would appear that the social objects of the fund in 
regard to the reduction of infant mortality make it deserv
ing of support from the women's movement. 



CHAPTER X 
THE UncT OF TilE FAMILY ALLOWANCE SYSTEM ON THE 

GENERAL LEVEL OF WAGES 

IT is one of the most important objections brought against 
the family allowance system that it will have (and has had) 
a depressing effect on the general level of wages. A few 
examples will iIIustrnte the emphasis given to this objection 
by Social-Democratic Trade Unionism. 

I n France this was the view expressed officially by the 
C.G.T.' Again" De Rechte Lijn ... contains a report on 
the French Compensation Funds by a Monsieur R4!ne 
Debruyne, in which the author expresses the opinion that 
it is the policy of French employers to bring the single 
man's .... ge down to an individual subsistence level • 
.. The single man's wage is to be reduced in order to pay 
Family Allowances to those who are married." In the 
report ~ubmitled in April, 1923, 10 the Congress of the 
Federation of Belgian Metal Workers, it was held that no 
family wage system to be adopted, must be allowed to lead 
to a reduction in the wages of workers with no children. 

In Holland as early as the 9Ih October, 19200 the" 'Veek
blad van de Nederlandsche Vereeniging Van .Spoor en 
Tramwt'gspersonneel" (the Rail .... y workers' paper) ex· 
pressed the view that the family allowance system .. drukt 
het loon, '.. whilst in a sta!emt'nt in August, 1922, the 
Nederlandsche Verbond van Vakvereenigingen put for
ward a similar opinion. Again the Roman Catholic 
Master Bakt'rs' Association asserted that the non-Catholic 
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workmen in this industry were not opposed in principle to 
the system, but feared that in practice it would have a bad 
effect on the general level of wages. Furthermore, Stolk, 
(a warm advocate of the family allowance) in denying that 
it will be an influence in raising prices, agrees that If an 
ampler remuneration of married men with large families 
can be balanced by an economy in the too ample payments 
made to single men, so that the total sum paid out in wages 
remains the same ... • 

In Germany, an article" by Hermann Kandeler in 
If Der Kaufmann in Wirtschaft und Recht, .. , includes 
the statement that, .. Je haher die Zulage, um so 
niedriger die Grundgehalter und umgekehrt I ... We 
find" in fact that Herr Eckert advocates a If Vergleich .. 
or compensation between single and married workers 
as necessary in order to prevent an undue rise in 
costs.' In May, 1923, the Central Shoemakers' Union 
(S.D.) stated that experience had shown that the general 
wage level remains low in industries where these social 
allowances are given; whilst the German woodworkers 
estimate that the level of wages is on the whole lower in the 
metal industry where family allowances are prevalent than 
in the timber trades, where they are rare. 

It is an extremely difficult matter to ascertain with any 
degree of precision the effect of the allowance system on 
standard wages, but there is one misconception which must 
first be removed: In a certain obvious sense it is quite 
impossible to deny the truth of this general statement; for 
any sum given to a comparatively small number of persons 
selected out of the total, might presumably equally well be 
spread out over the whole number. If a manufacturer em
ploys a hundred men and gives an allowance of 10': to 
each of the 40 married men (£20 in all), he could equally 
well have divided that £20 among the whole 100 wage 

" Gezinsloon, p. 83-
I September. 1922-, p. 375. 
• .. The higher the allowance, the lower the b .. le wage, and ricf:.. 

vena. " Arbitration Court Decision. 
, W. Eckert. Famili ..... andslolul. pp. 7"3' 
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earners giving 4/- to each. So much is ob~ious. The 
real point, however, is whether, but for family allowances, 
the employer would have offered or could have been forced 
to pay, that extra £20 in wages, further, whether the em
ployer's total wage-bill is greater after the introduction of 
the allowance or less or the same. 

There are three possible source$ of the allowances; the 
profits of the employers, the wage of the single men, and 
the pockets of the consumer. From which then does the 
cost actulllly come? 

In France the employer is generally inclined to claim the 
honour and speaks of It L 'initiative g~n~reuse du patronat .. 
and of his willingness to undertake the extra burden in
volved. Many funds state specifically that they consider 
that the employer bears the cost. Some however 
(e.g., Le Mans and Vienne) agree that the expendi • 

. ture on the allowances is included in general pro
duction costs; Tours (Familia) refers to them as It like 
other expenses, in part recovered by inclusion under 
general costs of production" ; and the Chambre Syndicale 
Metallurgique at Lille points out that It of course family 
allowa~s are a part of working costs just like workmen's 
accident insurance, etc." 

The Building Trades Fund at Lille states definitely that 
employers bear part of the allowance, whilst part is re
garded as an element in general costs (i.e., it is charged to 
the consumer when tendering).' 

On the whole it seems reasonable to assume that in so 
flU' as the cost represents an addition to the wage-bill, that 
sum Is so far as practicable, added to the selling price. 

Now we have to examine the question how far it is true 
thllt the employers 110 bear the cost even in the fir.st in
stance. It is maintained that the allowances have nothing 
whatever to do with wages and that. even if they form an 
item in general costs, they have no more connection with 
wages, thnn any other item such as rent or cost of 
machinery. This view does not appear to be tenable. The 
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connection between wages and the allowances will be seen 
to be very clearly established. 

It is, in the first place, interesting to note the immediate 
causes of the establishment of some of the French 'funds. 
For instance in January, 1922, the Chambre Syndicale des 
Maltres Imprimeurs of the Department of the Orne held a 
special meeting, to consider a demand for increased wages 
put forward by the,Alen<;on printers' union. Part of the in
crease was granted, but at the same time in order to satisfy 
real needs and simultaneously to check the rising cost of 
'abouT,' the introduction of a family allowance system was 
contemplated. The Caisse Alen<;onnaise began to operate 
in July, 1922. In Paris the immediate cause of the estab
lishment of the Building Trades' Fund (or at least one im
portant cause) was the demand of the workmen in April, 
192'0, for an hourly wage of five francs .. ce qui risquait 
d'arreter pour longtemps la construction deja si com· 
promise par la prix ~Ieve de la main d'reuvre et des 
materiaux. ".. The Compensation Fund at Thizy-et.Cours 
was' formed as the result of a demand for an increase of 
wages j the employers proposed family wage allowances 
.. et de ce fait consentirent une augmentation inferieure A 
celJe demandee." At Nevers also the fund arose out of a 
wage dispute. Nor must one forget the important case of 
Roubaix-Tourcoing, where a wage controversy was settled 
by giving approximately half the advance asked for in the 
form of an extra allowance of 2 francs per diem per child 
and the remainder as an addition to the standard wage. 
In May, 1923, M. Morel in .. Le Peuple " pointed out that 
in many disputes during the first half of 1923, the em
ployers, while refusing a wage advance had agreed to con. 
sider the grant of family allowances to meet the increased 
cost of Iiving." 

It is true that in many cases it is specifically stated that 

• L 'Euor et l'lndependence del Caisses de Compensation, Communic .. 
tion de M. MioJlais, 10.7.22. 

JO M. Dulac', report of the Grenoble Congresl to the Paris Buildi"l 
Trades Fund. 

II Le Peuple, .... 5-'3. See also Chap. VI. I', 
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the funds were tounded not owing to a strike or wage dis
cussion but II as a spontaneous effort on the part of the 
employers to establish better relations with their em
ployees ",. or' again out of .. un sentiment natural 
d'humanit6 et justice ",. or again as the result of '.' I'initia
tive g6n6reuse du patronat picard .... or again II b6n6vole
ment"" or again as a matter of II sentiments philan
thropiques ..... 

The essence of these pronouncements, is that the funds 
were founded as the result of a social or philanthropic im
pulse, and there can be n() dou!>t that such an impulse was 
one of the factors in the development of the movement, but 
It is not possible entirely to exclude the other impelling 
cause, the wage question, more especially when it is rein
forced by the following further evidence. 

At the and Congress of Compensation Funds, Monsieur 
Bonvoisin said, .. We could cite examples where family 
allowances have made it possible to carry out without 
damage reductions in wages (which had become essen
tial). flU At the Assembl6e G6nl!rale Statutaire of thi! 
Amiens Fund held in that town on May 22, 1922, Monsieur 
Allegre said that family allowances would serve as a 
moderating factor .. when the inevitable drop in wages 
occurs." Monsieur Romanet argued" that family allow
ances did not add to Production costs but rather tended to 
diminish them and the statistics given certainly tend to 
suggest that the allowances are to be made at the expense 
of the single men. 

In December, 1932, the Paris (Rl!gion) Fund stated that 
Family Allowances had never up till then been the cause 
of a fall of wages, but that they had several times prevented 
wages from rising..... Nor must we forget that Bus the 
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Belgian sociologist boldly says that, '! if to introduce the 
system it becomes necessary to reduce the wages of single. 
men and of married men without children, we should not 
shrink from it ... •• 

All these statements tend to suggest that the allowances 
have bee'n and are regarded as a part of labour's remunera
tion and that the idea of .. more allowance, less wage," was 
familiar to many of the employers and was carried into 
practice by some of them • 
. In Holland also the view that the allowance depresses 

the wage was supported by historical parallels. De 
Walle" objected to the allowances on the ground that they 

. were bound to have an effect on wages similar to that of 
the· poor law allowances given in England at the beginning 
of the 19th Century. Agricultural wages were then at or 
near subsistence level, and it was found that, in actual prac
tice ·after the introduction of the allowances, wages were 
reduced to the full amount of sueli sums as were provided. 

There are several reasons why this argument is largely 
inapplicable to the case of an allowance given by em
ployers through compensation funds. In the first place, 
the old poor law allowances were given by an outside 
authority to supplement wages whereas the family allow
ances come from the same source as wages. Moreover, 
even assuming the grant of family allowances by the State 
paid for out of taxation, its validity is questionable. To 
begin with the assumptions of the wage fund theory (as put 
forward by 1. S. Mill) are no longer accepted. We do not 
to-day admit that the general level of wages is bound to 
remain at or near subsistence level. We deny the existence 
of a prearranged fixed amount of capital alone available for· 
wages. Nor does modern. experience support the conten
tion that higher wages lead necessarily to an increase in the 
population. The contrary supposition has greater prob
ability. The level of wages is to-day regarded as indeter
minate and largely dependent on the relative bargaining 
strength of capital and labour. De \Valle seems to fail to 

tit Het RelarleY Gezinsloon. .po s
., Het Kind ... blj ....... beI. 
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realise that Mill would have objected equally strongly to 
any kind of regulatory device for artificially raising the 
level of wages, even to a legal minimum wage, an institu
tion which he (Mill) regards as an absurdity unless accom
panied by some artificial check on population. As regards 
the Poor Law Allowance system, the fact that it was pro
portional to family responsibilities was to him merely an 
additional objection, quite apart from the main principle, 
namely subsidies in aid of wages. He says" So direct and 
positive an encouragement to population,"" is not, how
ever, inseparable from .the scheme; the allowance in aid of 
wages might be a fixed thing, given to all labourers alike 
and, as this is the least objectionable form which the system 
can assume, we will give it the benefit of the supposition." 
Thus in the sentences which De Walle quotes from Mill's 
next paragraph, the latter is really not referring to, any 
form of family allowance but to a fixed subsidy in aid of 
wages. The passage in question is as follows:-

(Apart from all sorts 0/ objections.) 
A. .. But besides the objections common to all attempts 

to regulate wages without regulating population, A. the 
allowance system has a peculiar absurdity of its own. This 
Is that it inevitably takes from wages with one hand what 
it adds to them with the other. 

(It orcasions thll 10.'11.1'1 /.,,11' o/_glls at .,hie" III/ItI COli 
maittlaifl thems,roIlS.) 

There is a rate of wages either the lowest on which the 
people can or the lowest on which they will consent to 
live." 

Mill then goes on to explain that if the labourer is living 
on 7/- a \\oeek and he is subsidied to the extent of 3, 
his wages will sink to 4/- on account either of the c0nse
quent increase of population or of an Influx from the work
house. 

The sentences in italics represent the version of 
Mill quoted by De Walle and it will be seen that in two 
Instances be bas rather alteM the sense of the original 

.. N-'1. mallinC !be .110_ ........ _ ..... !be .... !be 
...... Iy. . 
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passage. His amendment of the clause marked A-A is 
rather important, since it obviously includes Trade Union 
activities under its ban. Considering how long we have 
outgrown the belief that Trade Union action to raise wages 
is necessarily 'futile, the application of this chapter to a 
twentieth century wage problem does not seem to be very 
happy; One more quotation from Mill may perhaps be. 
given, he says (a few paragraphs further on in the same 
chapter) .. All subsidies in aid of wages enable the labourer 
to do with less remu'neration and therefore ultimately bring 
down the price of labour by the full amount, unless a 
change be wrought in the ideas and requirements of the 
labouring class ..... 

AU' supplementary aids to wages are thus necessarily 
condemned-for example, Old Age Pensions, Unemploy
ment I nsurance and Sickness and Accident Insurance, 
where the premium may easily be larger than for the pro
vision of family allowances." The objection that Old'Age 
Pensions would depress wages was indeed raised at the 
time when the measure was under discussion in England • 
.. Wages which owing to the poor rate are already much 
lower than they need be, would be still further reduced by 
Old Age Pensions ... •• This was the substance of Lecky's 
views on the subject. In his report he said, .. Even if the 
influence of old age pensions in depressing wages was not 
directly felt in England in the earlier years of a working
class life, it would at least be felt indirectly in retarding 
their natural rise and it would be directly and severely felt 
when the prime of life was past and the period of obtaining 
a pension drew near." . In 1899 the Chaplin Committee on 
the Aged Deserving Poor, examined this objection and in 
paragraph 84 of their report they say, .. The injurious 
effect of any pension scheme on the rate of wages !las also 
been suggested as an objection to the system; but the 

I. Principles Book II •• Chapter XII .• 14. 
M According to a Itatement by Professor Aengenent at ehe Social 

Insurance Congress at Utrecht in October, HpJ, the lickne81 insuranC'e 
premium in Holland amounted to 3 % of the wage biD u agairm aboW 1 '% 
for 'ami1, allowances. 

a. Old Age Pensions, Rogers and Millar, p . • S9. 
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amount of labour which would De affected 'by a pension 
scheme after the age of 65 is so comparatively small, that 
we do not attach very serious importance to this objec-
tion. ltll • 

Assuming the introduction in some country of a scheme 
for the provision of child allowances by state subsidy, would 
not. the position be very much the same as above? After 
all the number of persons in receipt of allowances al any 
on. tim' would not be so very great, and any automatic 
effect on wages would probably be small. This at any 
rate is the opinion of the unofficial committee which in 
1918 put forward a modified scheme of National Endow
ment of motherhood applying to children up to five years 
of age. lri a pamphlet describing the scheme they say,"' 
.. the number of families with one or more children under 
five is estimated at 2,655,000, the number of occupied males 
In '911 was about ,",500,000; thus the two and a half 
million workers whose homes are benefiting by endow
ment will be scattered through all industries, and Trade 
Union solidarity will prevent them from acting as black. 
leg labour, while the remaining three-quarters of the men 
in each industry will be getting no benefit from the scheme 
of endowment, and their attitude on wages questions will 
only be strengtht'ned by the general raising of the standard 
of living which t'ndowment will produce ..... 

The position ft'Bched is then that arguments against sub
sidies in aid of wages do not apply to any existing scheme 
of family allowances, since they are in every case given 
from the same source as the wages;" in so far as they 

I. In ..... __ of .... onqulry Sir H. Loncley. It.C.B .• Chlol Charity 
Commission ........ _ by Mr. A. K. Lo,d. .... aI .... _bero aI •• 
Commit.... .. Dunne .n ..... "me (.a,....a.,81 .... It ...... polo .......... 
,.,.. .h ••• h •• 11.." of ~ ..... 10 __ 1 H ... ,.,.. had any _ 
plalnta of lhat tort l' .nd his aas .... -. '" No.. .1 do ftQl nmemw to 
haw heard. tbat compIalnt." 

., p. 14· 
II In his book U The Ilumatl 8MdI of "hour. II Mr. B. s.ew. .. Row. ..... _ ..... limi'" _ ...... __ ... Tho oaIy -... __ 
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might apply to any scheme proposed, the influence on 
wages would probably be but slight. 

Returning now to consider what has been the actual 
. effect of the introduction of allowances on wages, we find 
De WaIle quoting cases to show that whenever central and 
municipal authorities have introduced family allowances 
it has been with a view to making economies in their wage
bills. At Nijmegen the Mayor and Aldermen made an 
announcement regarding the wages of municipal em
ployees, to the effect that they had thought it wise to base 
wages on the cost of living of an average family, and they 
therefore proposed a child allowance beginning with the 
third child. They proceed, .. If, contrary to expectation, 
your COuncil should not accept this idea and should be of 
the opinion that the additional allowance for children 
should commence with the first child, we shall be compelled 
to withdraw our proposals, bec.~use the principle upon 
which they are based would have been put aside. • • ." 
This seems fairly conclusive as to the close connection be
tween wages and allowances, but it need not necessarily 
imply anything more than that the total amount paid to 
labour as a whole is to remain the same whether there are 
allowances or no. It does not necessarily involve wage
bill economy. 

De Walle refers also to the case of the Dutch railways. 
In March, 1917, a cost.()f.living bonus was introduced with 
allowances for children. In 1920 the government ap
pointed a Wages Board to give advice as to a new and 
permanent wage system for the railways. At tbe end of· 
September, 1920, this Board reported to the Director of 
Railways and to the Government that they considered 
family allowances undesirable. On November 2nd, 1920, 
however, the Minister concerned announced to the Railway 
Directorate that a family allowance was to be established 
on the same basis as that given to municipal officials. As 
a result, the Directorate wrote to the Wages Board saying 
that, owing to two circumstances which the Board could 
not have known of, they proposed to fix the standard wage 
lower than proposed by the Wages Board. One of these 
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two circumstances was the decisi6n of the Government to 
introduce a family allowance. 

Another example of the intimate connection of wage and 
allowance was given in the columns of the II Weekblad van 
de Nederlandsche Vereeniging Van Spoor en Tramwegs
personneel .... • A Catholic Union presented to a paper." 
making firm a wages proposal which included the introduc· 
tion of. family allowances. The firm rejected the family 
allowance system, whereupon the Union asked for a con
ference, saying that, if the employers persisted in rejecting 
it, they would reconsider their demands and ask for a 
further wage Increase. The II Weekblad" comments, 
II Thu9, without the family allowance, the Catholic 
organisation would have asked for a higher standard 
'Wage." 

In Germany also there is evidence of a similar kind. 
The II Bergwerkszeitung" of 30.12.20 includes an article by 
Josef Windschut, which contains the following significant 
passage." II It Is because the young workers live too well 
that employers are disposed to refuse the demands for a 
general increase of wages. Even when a rise in the cost of 
living (which sorely affects the family man) is proved, they 
are disposed to reply that increases may be given to those 
most severely affected, but only at the cost of the single 
worker and young persons who are obviously too highly 
paid. The total sum available for distribution must re
main constant." That is an employer's opinion, and it 
may be compared with the view of the Dutch master-bakers. 
who considered that one of the chief advantages of the Com. 
pensation Fund and allowance system was that it to some 
extent made possible the readjustment of the wages of 
adolescent workers, "hich in their opinion were too high 
relatively to those of adult and fully qualified workmen. 
Similarly the Central Overleg speaks of the .. adjustmCllt 
of the relation of the wages of young and of adult workers 
in favour of the latter ..... 

" 101-$.-
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Similar again is the :view expressed by Dr. AUt~ Middel 
Qf Essen, who said in the ,. Bergwerkszeitung .. of May 
ISth,1920 :--J\ Labour should realise •• ; that the family 

. wage is not· to be regarded just as a' conyenient extra 
to be pocketed when offered; whilst, independent thereof, 
the wage demands are calculated as though there existed no 
such thing as family allowances." 

Thr German Woodworkers' Union (S.D.) point out" 
the immense difficulty of proying that allowances haye 
affected wages, because in· recent years, wages were 
continually altering owing to the catastrophic fall of 
the mark. It is, howe:ver, held that under the existing 
economic system no employer can afford to make extra 
payments to family mert and at the same time pay the same 
as before to single men." 

The next piece of eyidence seems to bear rather more 
closely oD the question of eCOfWmy in the wage-bill. So 
far, we haye shown that the employers in many cases haye 
not intended that the total share coming to labour should 
be· increased, but there has been little or nothing to pro:ve 
that the total share has been decreased or that it is intended 
tliat it should be decreased. In the course of 1921 ,the 
Employers' Federation of Wholesale Merchant Houses in 
Cologne made an Agreement providing for family allow· 
ances to clerks and workmen, tile cost of which were to be 
spread over the whole of the employers concerned. There 
were differences of opinion as to whether the individual 
employers were each bound to bear a share in this general 
cost. An Arbitration Committee decided on February 7th, 
1922, that each was so bound, and in the course of the 
judgment said:" II If the allowances were to be abolished, 
then simultaneously the basic salaries would experience a 
very ap'preciable increase and indeed an increase of suck a 
magnitude that the total sum of 'WIlges and salaries payable 
by the 'Whole oj the members of the Assocu.tion 'Would be 

.a.s See above. p. 156. _ . 
u. William Eckert in Faml1lenlohn; Freiburg, J92~. p. 3', agrees that 

it .is chlefly • question of redistribut.ion of the Gesamt1o~n.umme. 
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considerably higher than is the caSe to.day." and the judg. 
ment goes on to say that there is no doubt that those who 
normally employ only single men are better off under the 
family allowance regime than they would be under 
the ordinary system, and that therefore those who employ 
few or no married persons -can reasonably be expected to 
bear a share of the cost. The impression given by this 
judgment certainly is that by the aid of family allowances 
the total wage-bill has been definitely decreased, and that 
capital as a whole has benefited at the expense of labour as 
a whole. 

Enquiries carried through by the German Textile 
Workers' Union, afford a certain amount of additional 
evidence. In this industry in 1912 out of 852,000 persons 
in Germany occupied in the textile industry, about 202,000 

were employed in milis where the family wage was in force. 
These were divided up between the various districts in the 
manner shown in Table A. which also shows the wages 
and allowances given in May, 1923. 

TABLE A •. 

Industrial Agreement for Textile Are... where the family 
wage il in fon.-e (1923) and the rates of wages and allowances 
paid in May of that year. 

Po ........ HourIJW-. Scale of 
Nam.oIAma. ....pIoyod. Men. Women. Family AIIo __ 

Marko. 

M.-Gladbach- 34.664 1995 ISla 1 So Mks. for the wife. 
Rheydt 160 Mks. for IStchiid • 

170 .. ., .nd .. 
ISo .. 'n 3rd .. 
19o .. .. 4th .. 
aoo· .. .. 5th .. 

Aachen 10,053 21 49 1602 160 Mks. a day for 
the wife and for each 
child under 14-

D 
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Hames of Area. 

KOln . 

Bedburg 
Duren 
Euskirchen 

Gummersbacb 

R~htsrhein 

Beuel 

Viersen 

Munsterland 

Crefeld 

Neumunster 

Bielefeld 

FAMILY ALLOWANCES 

Persona Hourly Wag ••• Scale 01 
employed. Men. Women. Family Allowances. 

Marks • 

3.'67 2250 '350 '00 Mks. per hour for 
the wife and for each 
child under '4. 

630 '790 ""9 3900 Mk.. per week 
4,010 1772 "064 for the wife and for 
'.000 , 803 1232 each child under '4, 

6.900 ,800 '320 1500 Mks. per week 
for the wife and for 
each child under '4. 

60.000 1820 '430 1750 Mks. per week 
for the wife and for 
each child under '4. 

1,150 2250 1350 100 Mks. per hour for 
the wife and for each 
child under 14. 

2,842 2155 1725 3000 Mks. per week 
for the wife and for 
each child under 14. 

30,331 1608'50 1214'50 250 Mks. per day for 
the wife and for each 
child under 14. 

10,343 21 55 '725 3000 Mks. 'per week 
for the wife and for 

--Uch child under '4-

3,326 '9'9 1366 For the wife 10% and 
for each child 5 % of 
the hourly wage. 

6.948 '53' '168 27 Mks. per day for 
the wife and for each 
child under 14-

Hatburg • Elbe 1,400 1625 1010 15 Mks. per hour for 
the wife and for eacb 
child under 14-
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Hamuof Arca. 

Hessen 

Berlin 

N ordhannover 

PerlOns 
employed. 

7,377 

Hourly Wages. 
Men. Women. 

Marks. 
1400 1008 

2168 1753 

1344 

Scale of 
Family Allowances. 

1 Mk. per day for the 
wife and for each 
child under 14-

60 Mks. per hour for 
the wife and for each 
child under 14. 

20 Mks. per hour for 
the wife and for each 
child under 14-

The wages in one of the most important of these areas, 
Miinchen-Gladbach (Rechtsrhein) have been analysed and 
the following Table (B) has been prepared. 

ExplafUl'ory Not,: 
There are approximately 34.<)00 Textile workers in this 

district I of these 48'5 per cent. are men and 51'S per cent. 
women. 

The figures in column (I) show the number of textile 
workers per thousand at each year of age, dividing up the 
'Ills men and SIS woml'n in exactly the same proportions as 
those shown by the German census of October, 1919. 

It is necl'ssnry to utilise the census proportions because 
the actual number of textile workers at each age is un
known. Any variation in the scale, unless ,-ery large, 
would not IIffect the table to any important extent. 

Column 3 shows the amount of the average wage for 
'Norkers of each age expressed as a percentage of the wage 
payable to an adult si.gll man. 

Column 4 is obtained by multiplying Column 3 by 
Column I, and represents the percentage of the total wage
bill (per 1,000 workers) payable to boys (or girls) of each 
age. 

Columns S, 6, 7, 8, repeat columns 3 and 4 for later dates. 
In- November, 1919, there were no family allowances; in 

December, 1920. they had just been introduced, and i" 
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July, 1923, they had been in force over two and a half 
years. 

The calculation of the number of allowances payable is 
.based on the fact known to the Union that the allowance 
is actually paid .to 5,000 persons in respect of 16,000 
beneficiaries. ' 

Number of 
persons employed. 

I. 
17 maleworkers 
'7 ' .. 
16 " 16 .. 
16 .. 
16 .. 
14 .. 
'3 .. 

TABLB B. 
November, 1919> December, 19ao. 31 July, 1923. 

Indi. Total Indi.. Total Indi.. Tot:al 
vidual Wages vidual Wages vidual Wages 
Wag •• payable Wages payable Wag .. payable 

per per 1000 pet per 1000 per per 1000 
Aged. diem. worker.. diem. worker.. diem. worken. 

2. 3" 4" 5" 6" 7" 8" 
'S 38"9 661 30"0 510 26"3 447 
16 3&9 66, 40"0 680 35"7 607 
17 60"0 960 50"0 800 44"3 709 
18 60"0 960 63"0 1008 57"' 914 
19 So"O I2So 74"0 1184 65"1 104" 
20 So"O I2So 88"0 1408 79"7 1275 
21 100"0 1400 100'0 1400 95"6 1338 
22 100.0 1300 100'0 1300 97"3 1265 

360 .. 23 J and over '00"0 36000 100"0 36000 100"0 36000 

IS female workers 15 3"4 471 27"0 405 25"1 377 
16 " 

·16 45"7 731 36"0 576 33"9 542 
IS ' .. 17 57"1 857 45"6 684 42"0 630 
16 .. 18 68'6 1Q98 53"6 858 50"3 Sos 
IS " 19 77"' 1157 60-0 900 56'8 852 

IS " 
20 77"1 1157 64"0 960 6r9 944 

IS .. 21 77"1 1157 70"0 'oso 747 1121 

15 .. 22 77"1 1157 70"0 1050 74"7 1121 

393 '" 23 ) 77"1 30300 70"0 275'° 75'6 29711 
and over 

147 allowances for wives - 3"8 S59 1"1 16. 
324 ditto for children 3"8 1231, 1"5 486 

Total - - 82587 80073 So348 
=100% = 97% =97"3% 

Several conclusions may "be drawn from this table •. In 
the first place the relation of the juvenile rates to adult rates 
alters to the former's disadvantage aftel' the introduction 
of family allowances, the inference being that allowances 
have been given at the expense of these younger workers. 
It will be observed that in July, 1923, the single man does 
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not reach the full wage until the age of 83 instead of 21 •. 
Even taking the 21-year-old wage as 100 at the two later 
dates, the wages of the various juveniles would still show a 
rt"lative decline. 

Furthermore it will be seen that the additions to the 
wage-bill in the shape of allowances do not fully compen
sate for the falling off in the juvenile rates. Hence it may 
be suggested that tbe introdllction of family allowances 
has apparently enabled the employers to carry out an 
economy in the total amount of wages paid out by ~hem 
per 1,000 workers. 

There is also another standpoint from which the matter 
may be regarded, that of the individual worker. What is 
the net difference to the family man, assuming that we are 
concerned only with the question of the redistribution of 
labour's share of the product of industry, quite apart from 
any question of an increase in that share? Appendix 4 
shows in Column 9 that I per cent. of the average wage
bill would produce varying amounts of allowance per child 
according to the district and industry; where there are a 
large variety of trades included (as at Paris and Mulhouse), 
the figure should apparently be about 21%, that is to say, 
it would be possible with the same sum of money either 
(a) to increase the wages of every worker single or married 
on the average by 1%. or (b) to pay to each married man 
an allowance per child of approximately 21% of wages. 
Now compare the position of. a family man with two 
children under the two systems supposing that one or 
other of them were in force throughout the whole of his 
life. Assuming a working life of 40 years and assuming 
for the sake of simplicity an average wage of £100 a year, 
then. if there is no family allowance system, this man 
would get £40 in extra wages, in the course of his life, 
whilst, if there were such a system, he would get an allow
ance of £2 lOS. a year for 14 years in respect of each child, 
i.e.. £70 in all; thus his net gain from the a1lowanee 
system would be £30. Above all he would receive the 
money at the time when he most needed it. Appendix S 
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-shows the net gain or loss f6r different sized families and 
for various industries and areas and for differing lengths of 
working life. 

The evidence thus surveyed seems to tend to show that 
the introduction of family allowances has not been accom
panied by any marked increase in the share of the product 
of industry coming to labour as wages. Furthermore there 
are some facts and figures which support the suggestion 
that economies in the wage-bill have in point of fact taken 
place after the adoption of the allowance system. Never
theless even if in some cases cause and effect is to be 
assumed, there is clearly nothing automatic about the pro
cess, in the sense that the effect of the poor law allowances 
on -wages was automatic. Labour's total share in the pro
duct of industry depends largely on two factors, labour's 
productivity, and labour's power of organisation. In the 
light of modern industrial research, there seems to be good 
reason to believe that the increased sense of security given 
to fathers of families should result in a capacity for greater 
output without undue strain. - Again, the fact that great 
numbers of children will be brought up on a higher and 
more reasonable standard, must-{)ther things being equal 
-in the long run, mean the development of a higher level 
of skill and capacity in workmanship. Moreover, a higher 
standard of living should surely lead to better and stronger 
organisation!' It is the poorest.paid workers who are the 
most difficult to organise. 

We are dealing with two distinct problems; the increase 
of labour's share in the product of industry, and the re
distribution of that share more nearly in accordance with 
the needs of the recipients; it is surely all to the good that 
the two questions should be clearly distinguished, for the 
more the various- elements in the many problems are 
analysed and defined, the easier it becomes to concentrate 
attention on the settlement of /lny one. Similarly, the 
prominence given owing to war prices to the cost-of-Iiving 
bonus as a factor in wages and the consequent use of index 

•• Compare II The Disinherited Famil,." P. :161. 
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-

numbers mark a real advance, because with them began the 
disentanglement of waglH:hanges necessary (because of 
altered prices) to maintain a standard, and those desirable 
in order to f'aiSIl the .standard of living or increase the 
real wage. 

That there exists a possibility that the introduction of 
a system of family al10wances may be accompanied either' 
deliberately or inadvertently by a lessening in labour's 
share of the wealth produced, need not be doubted; but 
surely such a possibility exists at all times in the numerous 
rearrangements of the relations between the wages of 
skllled and of unskilled, between those of men and of 
women, of adults and of young persons, or again in all 
the adjustments of scales and tonnage rates, rendered neces
sary by changes in equipment or the introduction of more 
efficient plant or the adoption of altered processes. The 
remedy in every case is surely the same, a more adequate 
supply of industrial statistics so that light may be thrown 
where there is now darkness. Lack of information inevit
ably leads to maladjustments and In many cases to an un
justified suspicion of the ability of the employer to pay a 
given rate of wages. The amount of detailed information 
required in order to be properly informed regarding the 
volume of wages when a family allowance is introdqced, 
is no greater, and often would be less, than that needed 
in many of the cases above enumerated. 

This helps to make it clear how valuable and desirable it is 
that the cost of any family allowance given should be a fixed 
and known percentage of wages. Dr. J. van Bruggen con. 
siders that, if that essential condition is fulfilled, the adop
tion of family allowances need have no effect on the united 
action of the workers for higher basic wages. or Thus in 
suggesting that family allowances must depress wages, we 
are really mixing up a temporary with a permanent effect. 

or Sorialo V_ April,· '''''. p. 0611. It 10 aIoo .........., .... .... 
.... t tho Indlriduol oWe 01 ""-fi •• should ... u..- _ a .......... 01 
__ Sudt aD ,,",,_t wiD ... <Iou aDd ....... _. It wiD aIoo 
haw the I0O'I .Ied that a .... or .... ry MI'ftft"~ piaiRl P tlh-, eat 
_., -W _I •• IlIah .... or ......, ..... bl&her ..... _ ....... 
_IIJ· 
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At the time of the change-over, a certain .amount of con
>fusion is possible, deliberate or otherwise, but when the 
amount to be paid has been fixed and carefully related to 
the )Standard wage, then any evil influence will probably 
have disappeared. 



CHAPTER XI 
THB FAMILY ALLOWANCB AND THB POPULATION QUESTION 

.. BUT do they not in some places pay the married men 
higher than the unmarried? 

.. That's a. worse trick still, Sir, for it tempts the poor 
thoughtless boys to get married to the first girl they 
meet." . 

CHARLES KINGSLEY-YEAST, Chapter XIII. 

We !lave seen how the fear of a falling birth-rate has 
(especially in France) been one of the causal factors of the 
rapid development of the family allowance system; we 
have now to consider how far deliberate provision for the 
family is likely to have a stimulating effect on the popula
tion of a country as a whole. The seeming clarity of an 
arithmetic average has been at times in part responsible 
for some over simplification of this problem; but it is now 
being realised that a tendency as expressed in the changes 
in the birth-rate from year to year merely covers up .... 
multitude of different movements, perhaps tending in the 
same '\.11rection at differing speeds, perhaps even in dif
ferent directions. Furthermore the movement of each of 
these sectional birth-rates is conditioned by a great num
ber of different causes, some economic, some political, 
some religious. 

There is probably a danger of attributing to a wages 
system of this kind too great an inlluence over such a 
manifold and fundamental matter. As is now well known, 
the awrage birth-rale differs considerably not only as 
between rich and less rich and poor, but as between dif-

17S 
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ferent occupations.' In each of these sub-divisions 
custom, morality and the economic motive play varying 
-parts and the influence of the family alJowance will vary 
in accordance with the importance of the last of these. 
Opponents have sometimes objected that the advocates of 
the family allowance system appear to regard the popula
tion question as, wholly economic, whereas custom, 
religion and m~rality are the deciding factors. As re
gards the continent of Europe this view is not altogether 
fair. Most of the supporters of the system do not in any 
way forget the fundamental importance of the religious 
motive: they do however realise that it is not practicable 
to divorce the economic from the religious sphere, but that 
it 'is at least possible to remove economic obstacles lying 
in the path of conscience. The matter will thus if any
thing be the more closely identified with religious prin
ciple since economic complications will tend to be 
smoothed out. 

Many heresies have been attributed unjustly to Malihus, 
but it is, I lhink, by general consent admissible to trace 
to his influence the view that a rise in the general level of 
wages necessarily leads to an increased population. As 
,is well known, during the latter half of the 19th Century 
a considerable amount of statistical evidence accumulated 
showing that the tendency was in the opposite direction, 
viz., that a general, rise in wages coincided with a fall in 
the average birth-rate. Probably the truth lies somewhere 
in between. The all important fact is the relation between 

,the customary standard of life and the means available 
for the provision of such standard." The effect of any 
given wage change would seem to depend on how far the 
nature of that change is such as to raise the latter on a 
level with the former or to raise the former in a greater 
degree than the latter, with the result that the gap be
tween the' two is widened. It may well be that in cases 
where wages were (or are) at or below the bare subsistence 

I It h recognised, of COlirle, tbat the differences may oo! arwal.' uhf. 
" Emphuioed by Miss Rathbone, .. The Dillioherit«l Family, • ella\>, 

let VI. 
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level, a rise had little or no effect' on the standard of life. 
On the other hand, in so far as the introduction of a 
family wage system may be expected to influence the 
standard of living in an upward direction, then.to that 
extent the family allowance may be expected to exercise 
a restrictive influence on the birth.rate. -

In discussing the effect of the allowance on efficiency 
reference has been made to the cycle of poverty and to the 
fact that the habits, traditions and inclinations which de
termine the standard are formed in the case of the average 
worker just at' the time when his family is most closely 
pinched by poverty and that the sudden accession of ~B/a
tiv. wealth on first reaching man's estate tends to be too 
strong a draught. By economic assistance at the critical 
period, it seems reasonable to suppose that the customary 
standard will .be improved. 

The whole subject of population is a vast and compli
cated .>ne, and in this and other countries there is a com
plete lack of unanimity as to the goal to be striven for, a 
rising birth-rate or a stationary population. In Great 
Britain, on the one hand, it is maintained that an increas
ing population has always meant and must mean an in
tensification of general activity, and on the other it is 
pointed out that the influx in the labour market is already 
so large that it is doubtful when, if ever, we shall be able 
to absorb it, and that it is suicidal to encourage any in
crease. The question is too vast and far-reaching in its 
incidence for it to be possible even to attempt to arrive at 
a decision, but attention may be called to two points. In 

J 
the first place it is relevant to lay stress on the obvious 
truth, which however is sometimes forgotten, that an in
creased supply of labour means also an increased volume 
of n~ which In turn must mean an increased demand 

. for labour. In the second place much of the divergence 
of opinion in regard to the right ideal to pursue may be 
due to that same error which was referred to at the begin
ning of this chapter, namely that of treating the whole 
problem on the basis of a single arithmetical average i 
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when it is real1y a whole series of questions. One set of 
persons having their minds concentrated on one section 
of the whole, advocate encouragement, another with their 
eyes on another aspect take the reverse view. 

This brings US to the question of quality as distinct from 
quantity. Here we enter a less controversial sphere. 
Here, too, the answer seems to be clearer. Improvement 
in average physique and intelligence should of a surety 
fol1ow the provision of financial assistance at the period 
when petter housing, more nourishing food, etc., etc., are 
especially neeaed. By such indirect means the family 
allowance system should not only diminish infant mor
tality' but should also improve the quality (in every sense) 
of those who' do survive. 

It may be asked, however, why this use of the word 
.. should," what evidence is afforded us by the various 
continental experiments. ,Unfortunately-very little-the 
period of time which has elapsed since the introduction 
of family allowances on _an extensive scale has been too 
short. It is true that just recently (September, 1925) there 
has been published the, results of an enquiry into the 
birth-rate in a considerable number of the Compensation 
Funds of France, but the figures given need to be used 
with caution. They suggest that, in the 20 or 30 funds, to 
which the figures fPp'Y, the proportion of families of dif
ferent sizes seeJlllS to have very slightly altered, as the fol
lowing tablellhows:-

1924" 1923" 1922• 
Families with one child 29"4% 32"70 % 36 % 

",./.:. .. two children 30 '9" 30"97 .. 30
" .. .. three .. 19"6 .. 18"74 .. 18" .. .. four .. 10'9" 10"33 .. 9 .. 

" .. five II or more 9'2 " 7"26 .. 7 .. 

100"00% 100"00% 100"00% 

Unfortunately, however, the value of these figures is 
vitiated by the fact that a few of the funds have since 1922 
dtered 'their regulations to omit the payment of allbw-

• See Cb ...... XII. 
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ances to .families with only one child. The number of 
children per a!tributary was 1"66 in 1922, r81 iri 1923, and 
1"93 in 1924, whilst the number of children per worker 
also showed a slight advance" The enquiry applied to 
funds whose members employed over half-a-million per
sons, and of this number 22"9% were attributaries in 1923 
and 23"43% in 1924, thus there has been a slight 
increase in spite of the fact that as stated above several 
of the funds have abolished allowances in respect of 
II only" children. One other qualifying circumstance 

. has to be borne in mind and that is the possibility that the 
funds will have tended to draw to themselves an excep
tional proportion of the workers with large families.' 

On the whole, so far as any conclusion can be reached 
there seems to be but little reason to anticipate that the 
family allowance will have any very considerable direct 
effect on the birth-mte. It is only one of many factors. 
Qualitatively, however, the possibilities are very much 
greater. A real lifting of standards of living, not physic
ally only but In every way, is a possibility which em
ployer, trade unionist, militarist and philanthropist can 
join in endeavouring to transform into an actuality. 



CHAPTER XII 
THE SOCIAL WORK OF THE COMPENSATION FUND 

.. Les Allocations familiales sans restaurer un pater
nalisme demod~, constituent une heureuse tentative 
de rapprochement des Glasses." 

M. BONVOISIN. 

REFERENCE has already been made to the steps which 
some funds take to ensure that the allowances are used 
for the purpose for which they are intended. This is a 
negative and perhaps undesirable function; but more con
structive efforts have been made by some of the French 
Funds. Of chief importance is the child welfare work 
undertaken, work which in England is often carried 
out by municipal and private initiative, subsidised by indi
vidual employers. The nature of this work is fairly well 
known, but it may be worth while to give a few details 
of the experiments undertaken at Lyons, one of the most 
advanced centres. The system began in 1920 as the result 
of observation of the striking results of child weUare work 
in diminishing the infant mortality rate· amongst mem
bers of a firm which had already gone some way in this 

. direction. It is worthy of note that participation in the 
benefits of the scheme is entirely at the worker's option. 
The Dumber of persons availing themselves of the advan
tages offered has, however, steadily increased. The pro
cedure is as follows. After an employee has applied to be 
enrolled, a detailed medical history sheet is provided and 
maintained bya doctor and periodical consultations are 

180 
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arranged in convenient centres. Special care is taken to· 
watch the general development of the child and to advise 
the parents accordingly. Efforts are made to impress the 
importance of personal and household cleanliness. Special 
II vlsiteuses n are appointed whose duty it is to min\:;ter 
to the needs of the families, not by giving money or assist
ance in kind but rather by putting necessitous families in 
touch with the various previously existing organisations 
which deal with special needs. It was observed in Paris 
as well as in Lyons and other centres, that existing 
organisations were not utilised to the extent to which they 
might be, owing partly to ignorance of their existence and 
partly to inherent hostility to strange charitable associa
tions. The work of the II visiteuses" is said to have been 
most successful, earning the confidence of the workers. 
Various anecdotes are current showing the respect in which 
they are held by the latter. 

In addition to the work already mentioned efforts are 
made to arrange that the children shall have the benefit 
of consultations with specialists. Where necessary 
arrangements are made to send the children to the sea, 
or to the hills for a change of air, etc. ,Furthermore 
whilst the children are away the visiteuses often take the 
opportunity of imparting a knowledge of modern hygiene 
and household management, so that the effect of the 
change may not be wholly lost.' (See note on p. 1119.) 

Some French funds have arranged to continue the allow
ance to a child over the stipulated age', provided he is 
apprenticed or going to a technical school. At Le Havre 
the allowance is continued in such circumstances up to the 
age of 16; at Marseilles for three years extra to unre
munerated apprentices, while Mulhouse, Orleans, Rodez 
and others give it for two years to children doing II des 

• Similar .,....... ....... t-n ...... I1.d In Puis. RooobaIz. Tro,.., lIuI
........ &.11 ..... a-1evU1o. Dijon, Wile. 'I'hia)o. o.to.ns, ~ Tbe N....., 
F\Iftd. kHpe • number of bfcIs at its dlspMal al: • anatorium __ by. 10 
wbit..il dliWnn are _I: a. the eqatIUIe 01 the lund. EmpIoJera _ btl ~ $0 
..... 1_ por .... _ 0( ...... ""lei. As at L~ .... oystaD Is 0II1ireIJ 
........ tory. 



etudes post-scolaires"; at Lorient the boys' allowances 
stop at the age of 14, the girls' at the age of 16. 

Early in 1921 an enquiry was set on foot by the Comite 
des Allocations Familiales to ascertain what would be the 
cost of maintaining the allowance to all boys during the 
period of their _apprenticeship. From this it appeared that 
on the average only about ten per cent. of the boys be
came apprenticed and the maintenance of the allowance to 
these during the whole period of apprenticeship would 
cost, it was estimated, rather less than 1 per cent. of the 
wage-bill. 

In Germany allowances are nearly always continued 
until after the period of training is over, even in some 
cases when such training includes a university course. 
In Holland a ~imilar though less generous recognition of 
the importance of technical training is made by the Textile 
Workers' Fund at Tilburg. In the ordinary way children 
over 14 are deducted from the totid in arriving at the num
ber in respect of whom allowance is payable. If a child 
is apprenticed to a trade school no such deduction is made. 

One fund (Tours-Familia) endeavours to encourage 
saving by undertaking to double sums deposited by the 
parents in the name of the children. Except for absolute 
necessities, of which the administrative committee of the 
fund is judge,_ th~ deposits must not be withdrawn until 
the child is of age." 

We come now to a consideration of that fundamental 
pre-requisite for all effective work for the improvement of 
the quality of the new generation-the presence of the 
mother in the home. It is a matter of common knowledge 
that in France and Germany, and still more in Belgium, 
it is fairly usual for the mother to work in the factory. 
This is an economic fact that has been frequently deplored 
and it is maintained that the family allowance will prove 
a remedy for it. Indeed, the effect of the allowance sys
tem in decreasing the proportion of working-class mothers 
employed in factories is put forward in some quarters as 

• :Ie. Congrh. p. 2. 
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one of the chief arguments in favour of the adoption of 
the system. The Belgian "- Bond der Talryke Huisgezin
n«:n,"" for instance, give special weight to this considera
tion, and the Christian Union of Railway Workers in the 
same country are of opinion that the allowance if universal 
would be really effective in combating this evil. In Hol
land the same argument was put forward in 1921 by Dr. 
van Bruggen.' . 

In France, in June, 1923, at the 3rd Congress 
of Compensation Funds in France, resolutions were 
passed dealing with this point-" que par toutes mesures 
favorisant en particulier Ie maintien de la mere au foyer, 
elles permettent ~ celle-ci l'exercice de ses droits et de
voirs." 

How far is it to be expected that the Compensation 
Fund will be effective in carrying out what is in effect a 
social movement of considerable magnitude? Its effec
tiveness is less certain than might at first sight appear. 
To begin with it is by no means certain that any such re
sult as the disappearance of married women's labour from 
the factories is universally desired. The Director of the 
Haut Rhin (Mulhouse) Fund, while agreeing that in iso
lated cases it has indeed been found that the mother when 
in receipt of family allowances has given up working in 
the factory, yet does not think that this is any adequate 
basis for generalisation, and he adds :-" Moreover, ex· 
cept in the case of young mothers, it is not at the present 
time desirable that married women should give up the fac
tory, since France as a nation is lacking in labour power." 
This cannot be regarded as an isolated expression of 
opinion. There can be no doubt of the existence of a 
shortage of skilled labour in France, but how far this bas 
any relation to the large proportion of married women in 
factories, it is hard to say. There seems very little evid
ence to warrant the conclusion that (apart from war-time) 
the women have come in because of the lack of other kinds 

11 
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of labour. The question is far more intimately related to 
the matter of the general level of wages. Mr. Seebohm 
Rowntree says:· .. The low wages in Belgium make it 
necessary for a considerable number of working men's 
wives to add to the family income by working them
selves." .He ascertained that in East Flanders, where the 
level of wages was low, the proportion of married women 
employed in factories was extremely high, being for 
example in Ghent six times as high as in Liege, while the 
rate of infant mortality was almost twice as high. Again 
in Germany, married women's labour in the factories is 
more common in districts where the level of wages is and 
for many years has been low, than in the Rhine districts 
and Westphalia, where better wages are paid. (See Tables 
Y and Z.) 

Opinion in France varies as to the efficacy present or 
future of the family allowance in retaining the mother at 
the family hearth. As regards the Textile industry in the 

. North, Monsieur Ley in an address to the Societe 
d':£conomie Sociale expressed the view that in Roubaix at 
any rate the family allowances have been successful in 
reducing the number of mothers of young children working 
in factories. A report on the work of this Fund, published 
early in 1924, asserted that the number of women who did 
"at return to work after the arrival of their first baby was 
continually on the increase. Even those who returned, 
did so after a far longer interval than formerly. 

It is interesting to note that it is the experience of this 
Fund that in very few cases do mothers with more than 
one young child work in the mills. This is in agreement 
with the figures arrived at by Mr. Seebohm Rowntree in 
his special Belgian study.' The number of families in. 
vestigated ,.,as 413,771, and it was found that in 15,000 of 
these (i .. e. 3'6% of the whole), the wife or mother 
went out to work; the incidence was however very 
uneven; of the married women without children ten per 

• Land and Labour in Belgium, p. 77. 
o Land and Labour in Belgium. 
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cent. were factory workers,' of those with one or two 
children 4 per cent.; of those with three or four r per 
cent.; o( those with five or more children one-half per 
cent.' This evidence, combined with M. Ley's statement, 
seems to suggest that the prevalent tendency in France, 
towards omitting the first and even the second child from 
allowance benefit, will militate against the capacity of the 
compensation fund to deal effectually with this side of the 
problem. Clearly an allowance beginning with say the 
fourth child, as often in Holland, can have little or no 
inftuence. ' 

Returning to a consideration of the present position in 
France, we find that at Bordeaux, the Fund agrees that 
the allowances will have a favourable effect In diminishing 
the number of mothers in factories, for it is thought that 
the allowance may in fact be regarded as the wage of the 
mother and the equivalent of what she would have got 
by working in a factory. At Angoul~me in the paper 
mills and at Nevers in the iron and steel industry, the 
allowance is not considered to have exercised any appre
ciable inftuence in this matter, whilst from Les Sablons' 
it is reported that since the advent of the allowance system, 
the number of mothers employed in the factories has 
tended to increase. 

On the whole, therefore, it would appear that very little 
inOuence has been or is likely to be exercised by the allow
ances except when (as at Roubaix) they are of considerable 
size. This appears to be the opinion of the Comit6 des 
Allocations Familiales, whose director says. .. In c:enain 
centres where the allowances are exceptionally high a 
diminution of the amount of female labour in factories has 
been observed." 

Generally speaking, in Germany, when the wife is also 

, Land and LaItour I .. BoJci ...... 
a A otallotlcal "",\,,1., carried _ by tho -.. T""tIIe w ....... • 

Union, In ._. co ....... 6,- mani<d __ ..... 01 tho. -, 
prod.-.i tbt'loIlowl .. .-t.... Of tbt ..... 4"'." ... DO dlildna, ..,.,,, 
.... _ child. .6.,,, ... two, 7-." ... '-. •. a" - _ ..... 1,,1 
I.. ...... TIM _uirJ MIt wllb chi_ .... ID tho "II" ... ... 

• TIM poo\Uoa at I.e 11_ 10 _. 
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working in a factory, the allowance normally payable to 
the husband in respect of the wife is not given and the 
child allowances are paid at less than the normal rates," 

The Christian Unions hold strongly that the allowances 
do diminish the proportion of married women employed 
in the factories, The" Zentralblatt der Christlichen 
Gewerkschaften" asserted" that .. the family allowance 
system will at the very least have the effect of preventing 
an- increase in the· volume -of married women's and 
children's labour. Unless the married men get help, the 
huge rise of prices will impose on many wives the neces
sity· of earning a wage." More definite was the evidence 
put forward by the .. Textilarbeiterzeitung" (Christian)" 
which pointed out that, as regards the' Textile industry, the 
percentage of married women employed is smaller in the 
districts where family allowances are paid, The figures 
given (for members of the Christian Unions only) are as 
follows:-

TABLE X, 

District 
where 
family 

Percentage 
of members 

of Christian 
allowances 
&repaid. 

Unions that are 
JlUlI'Iied women. ., 

Crefeldt District .. , 
Aachen 
Miinchen-Gladbach 
Rhine-Rt, bank ... 
Barmen, Elberfeld 

and Westpbalia 

. , 

11'94 
11"3 
'0'09 
"'43 

Districtl 
where fomlty 
allowances are 

110' paid • 
3, 

Hanover 
Silesia ... 
Saxony 
Bavaria 
Baden ... 
Wiirtemberg 

Percentage 
of members 
olChrl .. ian 

UniOfUl that are 
married women.. 

4· 
'O"gIj 
24'29 
34'8~ 
3,'80 
20"25 
'7'9' 

The following figures for textile workers generally, col
lected by the Social-Democratic Textile Workers' Union, 
differ considerably, but there are important points of re
semblance. 

10 Reicb-ArbeilsblaH No •• of '923. p. s. The wife Ia _ 10 
be employed If she does more .han lour hours paid homework. 

II 6.3.112, P. 34-
11 :15.3 .• 3. 
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TABLE Y. 

No. of No. of 
perlOns th_ 

employed who are 
In married 

Dum.t. tudlea. women. 
Hannover 

(N.W. Germany) 
Cassell 

45000 838a 

(Hesse-Nassau) 
Barmen (Rhineland. 

33100 4893 

Westphalia) 151000 ... a17" 
Stuttgart (Baden 

Wnrtemberg Bavaria) 86000 'gooo 
Augsberg (Bavaria 

without Palatinate) 57000 18cJ94 
Gera (Thilringen) 33298 8698 
Dresden (Saxony) .84·a7 ... 66613 
Liegnitll 

(Silesia province) s9B08 ... ao68. 
Berlin 

(Brandenburg) Sgooo ... a"'3 
Ai .. 1.& Chapelle 8000 'l!cJs 
Barmen '5685 416• 
M nnchen-Gladbach 33178 ... 3378 

TABLE Z, 

Rer,::nt-
Represent- ng a 

ing. po_ntage 
percentage of total 

of total female 
employees employMl 

of of 

,8'6 

'4'8 

14'3 

aa'2 

33'4 
a6" 
23'4 

29-6 

37'7 
'5" 
16'a 
10' • 

'It..hu_ 

3r 4 

24'5 

28', 

33" 

54'· 
45'4 
34"9 

43"' 

s8'a 
41'5 
37'5 
19'8 

laln .. lld 
'It. _ 'It. who aria 'It.-

'It. who husband', work 10 'I(, _ whooo 'It. haolntl lo_ 
a .. IDle eomings provide hu_ family reta_ oeg ..... 
bread- .... ta- lurnl_ Ioun-....... 10 hIo 

Dlotrict. win...... adequa.... ..c. empIoJed. U ....... _tala. famllJ. 
Hannover 40"9 39-6 10'7 .·a 4'8 ,., 0.., 
Cassel 36"2 46'4 ra 3'5 5'8 0'4 0"3 
Barmen .0'3 61-6 9"9 0"9 6-0 0'8 0'5 
Stuttgart a 1'5 6g'S 3'7 0"9 3"9 0'4 0" 
Augsburg ,6'8 79'5 0'5 0"5 .'4 0"2 0"' 

Gera 33"9 55'4 4'3 ". 3'8 "2 0'2 
Dresden 31'2 59.., • .., I-I 3-6 0-6 0-6 
Liegnita :lT4 672 I'. 0"9 a.., 0-6 0"07 
Berlin 40'8 sa'4 "8' "5 2"9 0-6 
Average 29'5 6.-6. 3'4 '" 3.., 0-6 0'" 

It will be seen both tables show an exceptionally large 
proportion of married women in Bavaria, Saxony and 
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Silesia and a particularly low proportion in the Rhine dis
tricts and Westphalia. Undoubtedly the figures do pro,:
duce a very striking cleavage between the .. allowance .. 
districts and the' .. others," though it would be unwise to 
assume cause and effect. In the first place, it is necessary 
to allow for the existence ill the Rhineland of certain textile 
industries which are unsuited for women, II though this 
objection can be met by pointing out that the proportion 
even of married women to total women employed is low in 
these districts relatively to others. 

There are complicating factors. We are confronted with 
the reverse side of the phenomenon of' low wages and 
plentiful married women's labour to which reference was 
made above. In Saxony and Bavaria this level has always 
been low. Then again the faci that in Saxony, Silesia and 
Bavaria, the textUe industry stands either alone or pre
dominant, is of some im~t!lnce. 'Finally, it has to be re
membered that a large palt. 'Of the Rhinel~.d population 
is engaged in mining, i.e., in most cases on shift work
alternate day and night work, which makes it very difficult 
if not impossible for the wife to work 'i1i a factory. The ex
ceptionally low figure shown by both tables for Miinchen
Gladbach is accounted for by a peculiarity in the local 
customs. There it is the usual thing for all the children 
even when over age to hand over practically the whole of, 
their earnings to their mother instead of only a bare 
sufficiency for cost of board as is elsewhere generally the 
custom. Consequently the wife is less disposed to under. 
take outside factory work. 

This analysis has shown at least one thing-the extra
ordinary difficulty of isolating any single cause. Never
theless, neither in Germany, nor in France or Belgium does 
there seem to be strong ground for assuming that the in
stitution ot family allowances will have a powerful direct 
influence in restricting the work of the mother to the home, 
unless the rate of benefit is considerablv increased. I n
directly' the position is perhaps more h~peful, it is quite 

II e.g. Towelling at Aachen and carpets at Crefeldr, Duren. 
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conceivable that the social work of the funds may so educate 
the wife or mother as to the evils of factory work that she 
may be disinclined to undertake such work, preferring 
where possible to devote herself to the care of her own 
household. 

NOTK.-Attentlon ma, be called to the most recent manifestation of thl. 
locl.1 endeavour, namely, the U allocation mal.die. U This was Inaugurated 
In Iq:l4 at Roubala, where an aUowance of S':I5 IrenCi .. day is given to all 
worken, from the qth day of iIIne .. for a period of go day.: various other 
.peelal lum. an allowed In ('aBe 01 lurglcal operations, etc. There are •• 
aUowancel to the wivea of worker. In respect of operation.. The acope of 
the work II undoubtedly fnere.ling, but in 1915 the amount ftpended at 
Roubal •• a. 187,988 franca a. compared with 19,666,01):1 for family allow
ances. Similar .Yltem. have already ~n estabUshed In Pari., Lyon, 
ToulouM, Beauval" Cholet. Founnlet. Lille, and Thiay, and the matter .. 
now (February 1926) under cliarualon In .. large Dumber of othen. The 
... perlmant eeemI everywhere to be meeting with IUC'CeII. 



CHAPTER XIII 
THE FAMILY ALLOWANCE IN AGRICULTURE 

. IN agriculture the family allowance has received a rather 
less extended application than in industry and commerce 
ge!\erally. Perhaps this may be accounted for by the dif
ference in the conditions. As a rule in agricultural dis
tricts workmen are not employed in such numbers together. 
Often the social organisation is entirely different, owing to 
the existence (in France for example) of large numbers 
of peasant proprietors, to whom the extra child may be 
an additional resource rather than an economic burden. 
On the other hand, there are reasons which would have led 
one to expect that, in France, at any rate, the allowance 
would have been introduced at an early date and developed 
very extensively • 
. The desire to increase the population which has been SO 

powerful a motive in stimulating interest in the allowances, 
is of essential importance as regards agricultural workers. 
A plentiful and vigorous supply of such workers is of the 
greatest value, both for the wealth and for the security of 
a country, and apart from the general fall in the French 
birthrate, the proportion of the total population employed 
in agriculture has notably declined during the last. 70 
years. Of the total occupied population in France:-
. In ,85~24'6 per cent. was urban and 75'4 per cenL rural. 

" 1866--31" I ." " " II It 68'9" " " 
" 18g6--J9' I" ., " " "60-9,, " II 

" 1911-42'2" " " tI f' 55'S" ,. .. 
.. '921-about 50 per cent. was urban.1 

It is true that this tendency, like that towards an increase 
I AU persons inhabiting eommunes of over 3.000 Inhabitantl are 

classed in the French Censul as urban. k has even been atated that the 
total number of pupils in rural Khool. cfeenoa5ed betweeft '911 and '92:1 by 
~. much .. $0", .,.. 
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in the proportionate number of persons employed in com
mercial occupations has revealed itself in many countries. 
It is no doubt in part due to the fact that years ago many 
persons residing in the country and so included in the 
agricultural population were really engaged in various 
separllte occupations, such as the making of certain agri
cultural implements or other subsidiary work, which is 
now done in factories in industrial areas. This, however, 
is not enough to account for the big change in the ratio, 
'(ti •• , from 75'4 to less than So. . 

Up to 1923 there existed only three agricultural funds. 
but during the years 1924 and 1925, there have been signs 
of much wider development and in June, 1925, there were 
as many as 16 agricultural funds in existence." Seemingly 
this incl'f'ased application of the principle to rural districts 
is largely the l'P.Sult of the competitive pressure of the 
allowances given in the industrial districts, that Is to say it 
was found impossible to permit the family allowance to 
be added to the numerous other circumstances drawing the 
popUlation Into the towns. It has been stated authorita
tively that the French peasant has for some time tended 
to purchase a lfJ'eater and greater proportion of the food he 
consumes, so thnt his economic position approximates more 
lind more ~Insely to that of the fa~tory worker in a town. 
As a I'f'sult it hal; become more and more difficult for the 
a~iculturnl worker to support • family on the wage he 
~ivt'S. It i", tn,e that in • few isolated cases efForts 
were mllde before the war to IIssi...r the father of la~ 
families. but nothincr on a IArcre sralf! was done until the 
fOtlndation in 1()20 a~d 11)21 of the three funds of BordeAUX, 
Ton~ and the Tle-d ... Fl'1IInce. 

The f'IIrlif'St fnnd. that in the TOtlraine. was founded 
In ?fa,', 11)20., .~ mil!ht be e~f'd. in • district of large 
"!OIII!fos wh ..... th.. o~ni!Olltion could be nrnmcallv on 
th .. lines of .n indtl!Olrilll fund. It is In districts where 
f)f'IIMnt rro"rl .. tors lind mffiium lind !mUlII holdint!S .re 
th.. nIle th~t diffin,hit'S haW' .ri ..... n. The Touraine "_z.,....... _" ......... 0.-. _. II .... 0...-_ 
~-I.oh-1. Bu O::_I.oIr1. -. lI ... tpPIIIor ........ ('_ 
rw.. ,.1.\ lIaIre!r ~_l. '- lI_a. UoiNa CC-l. 11-. 
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Fund includ~ one rather interesting provision. Allow. 
ances are payable to all labourers, who have at least three 
children alive, those who have died whilst in military or 
naval service are count~d for this purpose as living. But 
in order to check the exodus from the country, children 
who abandon agricultural work are not counted, exception 
being made, however, in favour of the trades of harness 
maker, wheelwright, blacksmith and cooper, provided they 
are exercised in a rural district. 

One of the great (perhaps the greatest) decision, which 
the agricuitur:d funds have to take is as regards the treat
ment of foreigners, who are forming an ever-growing pro
portion of France's rural population." Some funds confine 
their benefits to Frenchmen, but the best opinion seems 
to be that this is unsound, since it is vital that every 
effort should be made to assimilate the immigrants, rather 
than to label them permanently as outsiders and perhaps 
drive them into independent organisations. 

Considerable discussion has centred round the question 
of tbe basis of contribution; the obvious, and in fact the 
most general one, is the hectare. It has, however, bren 
found that in certain cases such a system tended to bear 
too hardly on farms where cultivation was extensive rather 
than intensive in character. In the Bordeaux district for 
example the area covered by the Fund included both vine
yards and a part of the" Landes," and as a result the per. 
sonnel basis was adopted. Apart from this and one or two 
other cases, the hectare basis is universal. 

The amount of the benefits granted has varied consider
ably. In the majority of funds a scale of allowances is 
fixed and the contributions of the members are set at 
a level sufficient to provide such scale, but in one or two 
cases, the ·benefits given have been in the nature of a 
.. share out,'" i.e., the employers' contributions have first 

• In thtl! Solnon. area it was found that .. ,,% 01 the atrrinlhural 
lehouren affiliated to the fund were fOftigner.. It hu bef!n rft'entl,. _aff'd 
that the number of foreigners In France has inrrealWd during the tast th .... 
er feur yean '1"Gfn about II millions to 21 million.. D.O.T. Rt"pOrt 01'1 
Fran", by J. R. Cohill. po .68 . 

.. t.g. Toun and Bauigny. 
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been fixed and then whatever money was available at the 
end of the year has been divided amongst the family men 
concerned. The benefits given vary considerably. Some· 
funds grant 110 benefit to the first two children. A 
moderate scale of benefits is for the first child monthly 10 

francs, for the second IS, for the third 20, for the fourth 
20, for the fifth 25 francs and so on.' 

As regards the cost of these allowances to the employers 
it is of interest to note the results of a special examination 
made by the Soci.!t.! des Agrkulteurs de I'Oise j the enquiry 
rovered 23 farms representing an area of u ,401 hectares of 
arable land and 1,044 of meadowland, i.e., 12,445 in all. 
The total number of workmen in this area was 794, that is, 
approximately one man per fifteen hectares. It was calcu
lated that a SUbscription of four to live francs per hectare is 
equivalent to 1 to :a per cent. of the annual labour cost per 
hectare.' 

As already pointed out. these funds exist in distrirts 
where the large estate is the prevailinjt type. More diffi
cult is the prohlem where tht're is a large proportion of 
peasant proprietors and where. as Monsieur Pinat said,' 
of the Grenoble rural area. "Ies terft's sont mol'Ot'lt!es, les 
JlrDS domaines sont rares, It'S ouvrit'rs a!!Tiroles font excep
tinn." How is the fund to be supported? It is clear that 
the institution will have to take somt' form of mutual insur
lince, and the difficulty is so to arrange the attractions of 
the schf'mt' that the pl'noortinn of Ii ri~k~ .. !!hall be a fair 
ont'o In 'M. Pinat's vif'w the peRMnt is of a somewhat 
('nutiollS and ('aklliatincr rhararter, lind ronseoupntJv " ~'il 
est !!Dns t'nrant. iI ne marchera pas; s'il a limit!! sa fam!l1t', 

I The ...... 1I1y1 ... .,..nod of _ Is ...,...uy .bou, sIz --. Ihaugh 
IonJ!N' In ('fttaln r ...... for foil t~ 

, The ..... Iri .... _ Is ... nile ....... ~-6 _ ...................... In 
... C'aIIN It II as lb ••• I.as anet as high _ to. 0. ... two tw.b in-dud<- ... _, _, _ having __ ........ bor of 
<hl_ ..., ... nM«I • portion of .-_. la .... ~_ 
the ............... ~ It" 01 lbe ...... biD. 

I Iftd Congriot, Po 5" 
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ou compte la limiter, iI ne marchera non plus. Seuls con
sentiront a s'associer IIiS jeunes m~nages soli des, vigoureux 
et d~cides a avoir des enfantssans compter." 

It is evident that such a state of aft'airs would quickly 
bankrupt any fund, since nearly all the members would 
ere long draw out more than they paid in. Monsieur Pinat 
therefore proposed the following plan as the only one prac
ticable; any form of compulsion being regarded as entirely 
out of the question. Any head of a family may become a 
member, whether he is a landowner or a shopkeeper. Each 
head of a family pays an annual subscription in proportion 
to the size of his" domaine." In addition, if he employs 
labour other than that of his own family, he pays an extra 
sum in respect of each of such outside persons. Further
more, each agricultural commune is invited to subscribe in 
proportion to the number of its hearths; in addition, honor
ary members are to be accepted. The rate of subscription 
proposed were as follows: from 3 francs per hectare for the 
smallest properties, up to 5 francs per hectare for properties 
of more than 25 hectares; in addition, for each" stranger" 
'5-20 francs a year. Each shopkeeper pavs the rate for 15 
hectares of land (60 frs.), and in addition in accordance 
with the number. of his emplovees. A commune pays 10 

francs per inhabited house. The benefits are to vary from 
5 francs a month for the first child to 30 francs for the 6th. 
It is proposed that heads of families who do not join the 
Fund within the first six months but who do so subse
quently, should only be entitled to allowances in respect of 
those children .who are born subsequently to the date of 
their joining the Fund. Such was in outline the proposal' 
made by Monsieur Pinat for the provision offamily allow
ances in tho!!e districts where the large farm or property is 
rare, and where the wage-eaming agricultural labourer is 
the exception rath!"r than the rule. It is obvious that sUch 
an in!ltitution has very little in common with the ordinarv 
tvpe of Compens.1tion Fund. Allowances of this kind MIn 
have little or no reaction on the wages question, and thpv 
cannot be called an expression of the principfe of di!ltrihll-

• A fund on thf'!te Iin~1I was brouJt:h. Into P1:iBfer1t"P in U)24 at Ba •• i,,",. 
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• tion in accordance with needs. Such an institution is really 
in part a question for the philanthropist and in part one for 
the actuary. 

In Holland the family allowance system is fairly general 
among agricultural workers; allowances are provided 
sometimes in kind and sometimes in money. No com· 
pensation fund exists. The conditions under which the 
allowances are given vary considerably; generally every 
child is eligible, up to 13 years, but in some cases the limit 
is as high as 15 or 16. At Mill every agricultural labourer 
is entitled to 350 Kilogrammes of winter potatoes in 
respect of each child 0'U81' six years of age. Workers in the 
Rower-bulb industry also get child allowances in kind.' 

In Germany there are really two types of agricultural 
labourer, regular workers who live on ~he estate (chieRy 
found on the big properties of No~hern Germany), and 
secondly day labourers employed more or less 'perman
ently. The former class receive a large part of their wages 
in kind and, in fixing these, allowance is made for a family 
of an agreed size, as a rule for two to four children; for 
each child in excess of the agreed number the amounts of 
milk, grain and potatoes are increased. 

It has for many years been the custom to give these 
extra supplies to the family man, but it must be realised 
that this by no means constituted a family wage in the 
modern sense, for the labour contract was not between 
landowner and worker, but between landowner and I_ily, 
that is to say, the other members were expected to work 
as well as the father, so that the large family meant a larger 
yield of work for the employer. Thus a true family wage 
can be said to exist only where there is a clause ill the 
agreement laying down that the wife and other members 
of the household are not bound to work whenever callecl 
upon by the employer. The case of the free labourer is 
different; and the labour agreement in his case approxi
mates to that normal in industry. AUowaoces are fairly 

• Tho tint BoIcI ... Acri<WturaI ~ _ Ia _ 01 __ .. 
Il1o Au'''''''' 01 '915-
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common, and are paid sometimes wholly in money, some
times partly in cash and partly in kind. In most agree
ments it is laid down that the allowances are given subject 
to the worker coming regularly to work; in certain cases a 
minimum number of hours in expressly stipulated for." 
As in Holland, then' are no agricultural compensation 
funds. 

11 Deutscher Landarbelter Verbanc1. Statement 4.10,1:1, allo Emil 
Timm. FamlUeutandslohn, pp. 3S " ",., and Relc"'Arbeh.blau No. I 0' 

19>3· 



CHAPTER XIV 
STATE COMPULSION 

.. Une fois de plus les moeurs auront prered6 les lois." 
MONSIEUR MATHON. 

lr it be considered deSirable that allowances should be paid 
to wage-earners in proportion to the number of children 
dependent on them, then is it not the duty of the State to
ensure that such allowances are paid to .".,.,. wage or 
salary-earning worker? If such allowances are essential 
elemenlS of a satisfactory minimum standard, then it .may 
be contended that the state should insist on their provision 
just as it enforces other e1emenlS in essential minimum 
industrial standards, e.g., in this country by Trade Board 
Acts, Factory Acts, etc. 

An obvious distinction must first be emphasised. The 
State may either itself pay for the allowances, i.e., force all 
the taxpayers to pay for them, or it may simply compel the 
employers to pay allowances without itself contributing 
anything towards the cost. 

What then is the true function of the State? On the 
one hand we may take Monsieur Romanet's view that 
mlponsibility is split into three, it is the duty he says of 
the parenlS to provide food, lodging, nursing and .. Ie hon 
e:'Cempie "; of the State, to provide for the child's genera1 
education and also to assist by giving to large families 
partial enmption from taxation, while it remains for the 
employer to provide wage allowances and so make it p0s
sible for the parenlS to do their work adequately.' 

, 1M AIIocatIono Faau1laM, po. 7. 
I9f 
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On the other, we may accept a broader view of the State's 
responsibilities, a view that is well exemplified in' a con
sidered statement made by Professor Aengenent at the 
Social Insurance Congress in 1921." The State, he con
siders, has a two-fold function. Negatively, it should see 
to the maintenance of all just rights, for failure to obtain 
just rights is a primary cause of discontent. If the child 
allowance could be shown to be a strict right, then, in Pro
fessor Aengenent's view, it w~uld be the duty of the State 
to enforce the payment of such allowance, but in point of 

, fact he does not come to that conclusion. He holds closely 
to the principle of equal pay for equal work. However, 
he attributes to the State ,a further function; social ques
tions, he says, must be settled not by strict justice alone 
but in accordance with the general community interest, 
and it is the duty of the State to give expression to this 
general community interest. After setting forth his de
mand for an absolute family wage for' every wage
earner, i.e., a wage adequate for the maintenance of an 
average family, Professor Aengenent goes on to maintain 
that in Holland the general sense of the community is in 
favour of allowances in respect of children above the aver
age number. Private initiative, he says, cannot satisfac
torily provide these allowances because of the danger that 
some employers will discharge their family men in order 
to obtain a competitive advantage. This, therefore, he 
considers, is ground for State intervention, but not for 
State subsidies. It is the State's business to see that in
dividuals do their duty but not to do it for them. 

One cannot but feel, however, that the State should be 
slow to move, for experience has frequently shown that 

'legislation which precedes rather than follows public 
opinion is ineffective. In this as in other matters, there 
appears to be considt'rable truth in the old view that a new 
idea Of new principle is best developed by private initiative, 
and that the State should intervene only when a condition 
of stability has been reached, and then only to generalise a 

• Verzameldo Refera,ell-Rijkskind_..,.,onds. 
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minimum standard, beyond which the best firms will al
ready have passed. 

Perhaps the most obvious argument in favour of State 
compulsion and the institution of State compensation 
funds is that indicated above by Professor Aengenent; that 
it is und~rable that the conscientious and humane em
ployer should be placed at a disadvantage relatively to his 
less scrupulous competitor, or to any competitor who 
chooses to limit the number of family men he employs. 
Private Compensation Funds can do something to meet 
this danger, but their capacity for good is dependent on an 
employer's willingness to join· such a fund. A big firm 
may be in a sufficiently powerful position to' refuse to have 
anything to do with family allowances, and in consequence 
it may be impelled to obtain a competitive advantage by 
poying only the same standard wages without any allow
ance as the other firms that are members of the local fund. 
I n France this is stated to have occurred on various occa
sions.· Surely this is rather a matter of defective organisa
tion or the lack of a collective agreement, since there 
seems otherwise no reason whv labour should tolerate less 
favourable working conditions 'in one firm in this particular 
matter and not in others. Possibly, as in the case of 
Trade Boards, compulsion would stimulate improved 
organisation. 

Another argument in favour of compulsion is that it 
obviates any possible weakening of labour's power of resis
tance, since, if every emplover pays family allowances, 
then no worker need be afraid that, if he loses his job, he 
will be unable to get back to a firm paying such allow. 
ances. 

At the present time in France organised labour, as re
presented by the C.G.T" favours the introduction of State 
compUlsion, It has been urged that, even with the estab
lishment of a Compensation Fund, it would still be advan. 
tngeous to e~ry employer belonging to such a fund to 

• In -nc _lsIon 't wiD .. _ .............. at"'" ~ 
a'" with tho .,ua.lon ( .... and _t) ... F __ dtio ....... _ 
baa ..... _ ...... 1iMDt .......... _ 
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keep down as low as possible the number cf family men he 
employs, so as to reduce the amount of his subscription to 
that institution. In practice, however, this has not proved 
to be the case.' For one thing the effect of the introduction 
of the allowance system has been to call attention to the 
disadvantageous position of the family man and to stimu
late a sentiment in favour of giving him preference, e.g., 
by discharging him last. Again attention should be given 
in this connection to the Werister coal mine iii Belgium 
where, although substantial family allowances are given, 
the' number of employees with large families is exception-
ally high. . . 

More compelling than any of the arguments SO far ad
duced, has been the fear in France of progressive depopula
tion. There is a reaction against the individualist tendency 
of !Dost French legislation since the Revolution' in favour 
of laying greater stress on the importance of fostering the 
.. cellule familiale .. the basis of modern society.' 

The universalisation of the family allowance is regarded 
as one of the more important of a series of measures aimed 
at the encouragement of the large family. It is not for
gotten that the problem of popUlation is moral and religi
ous and not merely material; but it is thought that the 
family allowance will at least remove all material and 
economic obstacles to the functioning of moral and religi
ous principles. The population question in France being 
so urgent, it is felt that if the family allowance is to prov~ 
an efficacious remedy, it must be generalised quickly.' 

.. The figures given by Colonel Guillennin in his addteIe at Rouen ill 
Iuly, 1925, are significant; they relate to 30 funds whose members employ 
nearly 600,000 persona; the number of If aUributaria " wu n.g% in 1933 
and ~3.43 in 1924, See also page ~13 . 

• If L 'flat a concent'" tea efforts pour ~leYeI' .. IIecteu..N et lIOII dee 
~ et m#:tes de lamille." M. Natban. 1921 • 

• II Vne 'amille nombreuse est Ia prernj~re koIe de Ia lOIidari~, elle 
Hveloppe Ie dMuement qui fait Ie fond de I'esprit civique et miUtaire. It 
"tRoe Dumont, NataJitl et Democralie. 

f The opening paasage of the preamble to M. BokanoWiId'. Bill make8 
this clear: .. Le ProbU:me du re~vement de .. Natali" Fra~1e e:aI 
ie'VeJlu d tune telle urgence, que penonne, en dehon d 'un petit nombre 
l'AV4IUgles YOIootai.res qui M d~nWeuent en principe de .. grandeur et de 
• Rall'it, de ce .-Y.. De oonteste pi.. la nkeNiuS de Ia raouclre rapide
nent et par let: moyen. les plUil energiqu~ quelqUIII IM'rificell qu"l1 eo 
... coOter au putic:uUen ec • Ia :Natioa ... 
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'ersuasion and propaganda are inadequate; therefore. -re
ourse must be had to legislative compulsion. 

Before describing in detail the provisions of the 
lokanowski Bill, it may be well to enumerate shortly the 
arious laws in operation in France for assisting the 
imily and especially large families. 

I) The laws of 7th and 14th June and 3rd July, 1913, give 
to every woman deprived of all resources other than 
her own work 28 francs before confinement and as 
much afterwards, the money being paid out of com
munal funds. These laws also give a nursing allow
ance of 14 francs for the first child and since October, 
1918, a monthly allowance of IS francs for u months, 
if the mother nurses her baby herself. 

z) They also give to every father of at least four children, 
who has no resources other than his own work,s francs 
a month from communal funds and 10 francs from the 

• State Funds, a total of IS francs for 4 children. 
3) By Article 92 of the Finance Act of 30th April, 1921, 

departments and communes may institute a confine
ment allowance, one-third of the cost of which will be 
borne by the State. In 1922 thirty Departments had 
taken advantage of this. (Communes have in a few 
cases refused to pay these allowances, when persons 
are in receipt of family allowances from Compensation 
Funds. 

4) On July und, 1923, a law of .. encouragement to large 
families .. was passed which provides :-

(I) That an allowance of T50 francs a month should 
be paid by the State in respect of every child 
"'yoall three, whether legitimate or not. 

(a) That the allowance is to be paid up to the age of 
14, and continued for a further two years if the 
child is apprenticed. 

(3) That Communes may, if they wish, form their 
own funds to increase the national allowances. 

This Act came into fon:e at the end of 1923. 
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A scheme for throwing on the State a part of the burden 
of family allowances was put forward as early as 1919 by 
M.onsieur Brenier, a deputy. Each working class child 
under 13 was to receive an annual allowance of 220 francs. 
The number of children that would benefit he estimated at 
2,630,000 and the cost in colJsequence at about 580 million 
francs; this was to be borne as to half by all employers, 
their contributions being arranged on a steeply progres
sive scale. The employer of an individual worker would 
pay .20 francs, the employer of 100 workers would pay 50 

francs a worker, of a 1,000 workers 80 francs, of 2,000 90 
fra~cs and so on up to· 110 francs per worker for a firm 
employing 2,000 to 10,000 persons. The other half of the 
cost was to be borne by the State, the departments and the 
communes, in certain fixed proportions. . The great objec
tion to such a scheme would seem to be that all are entitled 
to the benefits whether they make any attempt to obtain 
work or not, the only qualification being the absence of in
come exceeding a certain minimum, e.g., 3.000 francs p.a. 
in a commune of less than 10,000 inhabitants. 

Much more important is the Bokanowski Bill intro
duced by a deputy of that name in February, 1920. It 
was. proposed that it should be compulsory for every em
ployer to belong to a compensation fund giving a certain 
minimum level of family allowances. In so far as in any 
locality there was no fund which a firm could join, then 
the State would establish a district or regional fund. The 
minimum subscription payable by the employer was fixed 
at 5 per cent. of the wage-bill. The benefits provided by 
the bill consisted of (I) Confinement Allowances amount
ing to two-thirds of the monthly wage or salary for the 
first child and one-third for each subsequent child; (2) A 
nursing grant to each mother nursing her child herself, the 
grant to be one-tenth of the monthly salary per month for 
ten months; and (3) Monthly allowances for each child up 
to the age of 14. the allowance for the first child to be not 
less than 5% of the monthly wage or salary, and for each 
subsequent child not less than 7l%. The funds were to be 
administered by the employers. The costs of administra-
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tlon were to be borne by the State. (The text of the bill 
will be found in Appendix 7.) This proposal met with the 
most violent opposition from practically all employers' 
associations and other bodies concerned including· such 
Compensation Funds as then existed. In June, 1920, the 
Congres des Socit!tes Industrielles de France pronounced 
against the bill; three months later the Congr~ de la 
Natalit6 assembled at Rouen expressed. the view thnt 
.. Considt'rant qu'i1 est nt!cessaire, surtout au moment ou iI 
faut trouver les solutions les plus efficaces, de laisser A 
I'initiative privt!e toute Iibertt! pour rechercher dans quelles 
conditions les employellrs doivent verser les allocations 
familiales et que d~s IA I'ingtlrence legislative ou adminis
trative est de nature a dt!courager bien des bonnes volontes. 
Que, notamment, la proposition, de M. Ie Oeplltt! Bokan
owski • • • inspirt! par un soucl gt!nt!reux du progres 
social irait dans la pratique, A I'encontre du but envisa~t!." 

In November, 1920, the Assembly of Chambers of C.om
merce (134 chambers represented) expressed its agreement 
with these views. In March, 1921. the Assemblt!e 
Ph!ni~re du Congres des Agriculteurs de France, resolved 
that .. Ie parlement rejette Ia proposition de loi Bokanow
ski." At the end of the same month, I'Union des Intt!~ts 
£conomiqlles passed a similar resolution. which ,,'as 
adopted by over a hundred and fifty employers' associa
tions. . -:. 

In the course of 1921 the matter was referred to the con
!lideration of the Con .... il Su~rieur du Travail, which on 
S/optemhfor 17th. 1921, having considered a favourable re
port by M. Pralon, adopted a resolution declining to tak .. 
up any definite attitude on the qtJelltion of compulsion until 
after the Socoial Insurance Rill had been examined. As a 
result the proposal was indefinitely shelved. 

On Mal't'h 7th, 192a, a meeting of presidents of 
Chambers of Commerce (liS Chambersrep_nted) was 
held at Paris and after discu!lSion recommended:-

(I) Th.t Pnrliament reif'ct this Rill or any other similar 
bill. , • . ' . 
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(2) That in any case the discussion should be postponed 
in order to enable the system to spread without com
pUlsion and in order that the general method of appli
cation should be determined in the light or longer ex
perience. 

(3) That all available means of propaganda should be 
utilised in order to enlighten employers, who have not 
yet become members of compensation funds, as to their 

. objects and method of operation and to induce such 
employers to take their share in this social duty by 
becoming members of these funds.' 

Other similar manifestations of opinion followed. For 
example, in August, 1922, the Chamber of Commerce at 
Le Mans' resolved that in view of the remarkable develop
ment of this institution during the lIist two years .. les 
caisses d'allocations familiales puissent continuer 1 se 
developper librement A l'abri de toute contrainte adminis
trative et que les employeurs de toute categorie adherent en 
masse au principe de la compensation, devenue une 
modalite normale du regime du travail." Two months 
Ijlter the district Committee of Chambers of Commerce of 
th~ XIth Economic" Area passed a similar resolution, 
whilst in November the 15th Congress of the Confedera
tion des Groupes Commerciaux takin!!' into consideration 
the continued satisfactory progress in the number of com
pensation funds and the adequate evidence of their vitality, 
decided that." Toute loi rendant Ie sursalaire obligatoire 
soit rejetee."11 

What then are the reasons for this determined opposition 
to and fear of compulsion? In the first place, it is urged 
that any form of State action must necessarily mean 
rigidity and lack of ability to adapt the institution to vary-

• Industrial and Labour Inlonnadon, 2+3.32 . 
• La Joumk Industrielle, .6.8.:1:1 . 
.. La Joum~ Industrietle. 26.IO.U. 
11 Entirely in accord g the view nprelRd early in .933 by the receati, 

constituted Belgian Comit~ d'~tude des Allocation. FamiUalel. who aiel, 
U Ce ne .erait pJu. I'accompliaement spontane d'une idft IOdaIe g'nheuse, 
mail au contraire .'accomplinement d"une obligation qui eonstiluerail un 
writable Impot. II 
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ing local needs and conditions. The innumerable differ
ences between one fund and another, differences in plan of 
administration, basis of contribution, method of payment, 
amount of allowances, etc., offer evidence of this diversity, 
and it is claimed that, if the compensation fund fails to 
adapt itself to local conditions, it will be disastrously 
checked in its development and probably will meet with 
the fate of some French social laws. This was the stand
point of Monsieur Bernard, who at the 1921 Congress of 
Compensation Funds pointed out that the institution had 
not had time to stabilise, but was still developing and 
changing, and that consequently it would be a mistake to 
fit over it the iron framework of a uniform law, which would 
stop all initiative and improvement; .. plus d'effort 
nouveau nl d'un elItc!, nl de I'autre, mais la douce paralysie 
qu'apportent partout les regles stables de' l'administra
tion!' 

Again it is objected that the cost will be much greater, 
since the bill proposes the payment of larger allowances 
than are at present customary. (See Appendix 2.) One of 
the few funds in favour of compulsion is that of Roubaix, 
where the average contribution is 61 per cent. of the wage
bill. 

It is also held that the cost of administration of State 
funds would be greater than that of local funds, on account 
of the numerous checks and counter-checks necessary, and 
thpse, added to the co.~t of control and supervision, would, 
it is claimed, mean the imposition of an additional and un
necessary burden on industry. 

Tht're is also the difficulty of fi.'ting a suitable minimum 
benefit; any uniform benefit selected would probably be 
l'quivalent or nearly equivalent to that given by the richer 
or more generous firms and would be unfair to those in a 
less strong poSition. Some industries, it is urged, are not 
yt't in R position to give allowances at all. Furthermore, 
If too high a benefit were fixed, export tTade would be 
hllndkapped by the diffirulties of foreign competition, 
which would be intensified by higher French costs of pro-
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duction.lO Two points arise. In the first place, in so far 
as the allowance can be regarded rather as an improved 
method of distribution than as an additional remuneration 
for labour, (and we have seen that it should be largely so 
regarded), to that extent the question of foreign competi
tion and of inability to pay the necessary allowances does 
not arise. Secondly, it is difficult to reconcile professions 
of generosity with fear of foreign competition owing pre
sumably to increased costs and increased prices. Earlier 
in this very speech M. Deschamps had spoken of "Ie 
merite qu'a eu Ie patronat francais de se taxer spontane" 
me!!t en faveur des families ouvrieres." 

In the course of the debate in the Conseil Sup~rieur du 
Travail on M. Pralon's report, M. Patois enquired 
whether the allowances were charged against general costs 
of production· or against profits. With apparently super
fluous scorn, the rapporteur replied that the two things were 
really exactly the same. It is true that M. Patois framed 
his question badly, but his meaning was clear. It is true, 
of course, that it makes no difference whether the cost of 
the allowance is shown as part of producing costs or as a 
separate item diminishing (or increasing) the profit or loss 
balance, always assuming that the selling price is 
arbitrarily fixed by independent factors, but in the home 
market there seems no adequate reason to assume any such 
thing. The important point is the intention of the em
ployer. If aU employers in, say, the textile industry pay 
family allowances, is it the intention of the manufacturers, 

'where possible, to increase selling prices to cover any ex
pense involved in the grant of the allowances, and so to 
leave the level of profit untouched, or is it their intention so 
far as they have control to leave prices alone and allow the 
extra expenditure on family allowances to come out of 
profits? In discussing the merits of the Bokanowski Bill 
in July, r922, M. Miollais, a Master Printer, questioned 
the desirability of adding 5 per cent. of the wage-bill to 
the retail price of everything when the result aimed at could 

II 1.& JOUT.60 InduotrieJIe .8.8.... M. Dac:hampo, Semalne Sod.Ie. 
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be obtained by an expenditure am~unting to no more than 
a per cent.-DO question here of .. bienfaisance." 

More important is the argument that the introduction of 
compulsion will deprive the employers of the moral and 
psychological benefits of their .. geste de solidarit~ 
sociale."" The workman, says Mons. Bernard, would 
lose sight of the real source of these allowances," viz., the 
employers. The allowances would cease to be of value as 
a means of improving the relations of capital and labour. 
They would come to be looked upon, like health or accident 
insurance, as a kind of tax. Compulsion would mean the 
substitution of obligation for a social duty, and obligation 
is generally unfruitful. This objection has,' however, 
probAhly carried very great weight not only with the f'm
ployers in causing them to oppose State intervention but 
inversely with the Trade Unions in causing them to advo-
cate it. . 

Great emphasis has bef'n laid on the desirability of giving 
opportunity for the further free development of individual 
initiative, which has achieved so much success. It is, pe .... 
haps, true on the other hand, that" individual initiative" 
sometimes covers not very worthy motives. M. Ley men
tioned a case at Tourcoing, where some of the members of 
the Chamber of Commerce who gave this reason for voting 
a~inllt compulsion were thf'mselves actuallv not members 
of the local Compensation Fund." . 

('are must also be takf'n to avoid an erroneoUs impres
sion that the Funds are unanimous in their opposition to 
any form of compulsion. There is a minority which 
approves of some form of compulsion, in certain cases even 
of the Bobnowski Fund. As M. Ley said in May, 1922 • 

.. Nous nous trouvons done en p~sence de pmfondf'S diver. 
I!"'na'S de VUf'S entre lea patrons e\IX-m~mes." M. Deli~e 
of the Mastf'r PrinteTS' Association. for example. points out 
tJ.at the action of the ('f'ntral {"omit#: in utterly I'f'jtoctin~ 
the &klloowski Bill was not approwd by all members. H~ 

.. r- I ................ FUM. 'Ln .... 
a. 1st C"MtfI'MS. po. '1~ 
It La R..ronn. ~It. Non .... , .... pr-. , ... 
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himself expressed the view that persuasion would not be 
sufficient to make all employers join funds. He suggested 
an alternative plan. The State should fix the amount of 
the allowances, which should not be related to wages, but 
should be a fixed sum and the same for all. Having donE' 
this, the State should leave each fund entirely free to settle 
all details of administration and the method of distributing 
the cost. In his opinion the employer's contribution 
should be based not on wages, but on days worked and 
number of workmen. This, he considers, would be a 
reasonable combination of State activity and private initia
tive ~ntirely in accordance with the French mentality. It 
would develop the .. esprit syndical." 

Some modified form of compulsion has met with a cer
tain amount of approval. For example, at the Strasbourg 
Semaine Sociale, Monsieur Deschamps interpreted th .. 
Sense of the meeting as follows :-Legal obligation will 
~ltimately be made necessary by the lack of understanding 
)r the selfishness of some employers. It is not desirable to 
wait for that day, it is better to seek the help of the State 
at once; but the intervention of the State should be con
~ned to insisting on the paynient of allowances through 
lOme kind of private compensation fund, and not by State 
Funds. M. Rey of the Haut Rhin was of the opinion that 
lome form of compulsion~w8s necessary, if the compensa
:ion fund were to be a permanent institution, but thp 
Bokanowski Bill was not that form; the Angoulame funcl 
~"pressed itself as favourable to the principle of compul
lion, provided only that the State did not take any part in 
he government and administration of the funds. Even 
Monsieur Romanet of Grenoble said that compUlsion 
would be desirable in a year or two, if by that time a II 
:mployers were not enrolled in Compensation Funds. Thl' 
\dministrator of the Bordeaux Agricultural Fund statetl 
lot only that he was personally in favour of compulsion. 
lut also that a considerable number of members were it' 
'~reement with him. At Lille, the Buildinl!' Trades' F"n,' 
~ated that they were not opposed to the Bokanowski Rill. 
lrovided that the Funds continued to be governed by pri
'ate initiative. 
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Both at Li!le and at Paris, the Building Trades' Funcl .... 
were for special reasons strongly in favour of compulsion. 
In tendering for !,uilding contracts in the North of France, 
prices being cut rather finely, it was found that those who 
did not give family allowances were able to outbid those 
who did. Monsieur Ley also pointed out at the discussion 
following his address to the Soci~t~ d'£conomie Sociale in 
May, 1933, that in certain cases contractors at Paris and in 
the Nord had charged the a per cent. extra" in their 
.. cahier It for family allowances and then had omitted to 
pay them. The Building Trades' Federation therefore 
urged that a clause should be inserted in all public works 
contracts, insisting on the payment of family allowances. 
This suggp.stion was embodied in a resolution adopted by 
the Conseil Su'p~rieur du Travail in November,I921, and 
just over a year later the Chamber of Deputies passed a 
Bill carrying out this suggestion which was voted by the 
Senate on December 12th, 1922. This Act was permissive 
in character, but on July 13th, 1923, a decree was issued, 
providing that in the case of State contracts the payment 
of allowances to workers shall be compulsory in all but ex
ceptional cases, when the Minister must state his reasons 
for the e.''Cception. The contractor, if employing 2.000 
workers or less. must be affiliated to a compensation fund 
approved by the Minister of Labour. For larger firms 
affiliation is optional." 

In ~Igium a similar form of pressure has been brou~ht 
to bear on Building trades contractors bv the Lil!~ 
municipality, who insist that preference shall be acrorded 
to thnse contractors who are affiliated to a Compensation 
Fund giving an allowance of not less than 10 francs per 
child. For pUrpG-<;H of comparison the tenders of .those 
not affiliated to a Fund are inclftSed by a per cent. If the 

" In the 1.111 .. Bullclll\l! TI'1IdM Fund tho total COlt of ..... 110 __ 
I. 3 pot' -' '" .... -110 bin .nd A ........ of the __ put '" .... R~'" 
........... do .... that ._hl .. '" .ho COlt '" ..... _ Is 10 be Indadod 
In .ho ·_tnct pri"" .nd .ho OIber thlrcl 10 10 be .. .... ..... '" .... 
...,~. 

to La J"""'" Ind .... rIoIlo, 9-4-13-
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contractor pays allowances direct to his workers and does 
not belong to a fund, he must render to the authorities a 
statement showing the family position of all his workers; 
and in this case the allowances must not be less than 50 
centimes a day. Furthermore he must notify the muni. 
cipal authorities regarding any modification of his labour 
force from the point of view of family distribution. If tho> 
allowances are not paid, the commune will pay them nnd 
will stop the cost out of the sum due to the contractor. II 

Compulsion was advocated in Belgium by the Christian 
Unions asearlv as 1921. }\t their Congrf'ss in that vear thev 
adopted a resolution to the effect that 'allowances should b .. 
paid in respect of each child above the average (threl') Anr! 
paid by national trade Compensation Funds administ .. rpr! 
bv joint Committees and subsidised bv the State. ThO! 
6th Christian Trade Union Cong-ress held in Mav, 192.1, 
repeated the demand for an .. ab~lute family wagoe and for 
the payment of allowances to all children beyond the aver
age numl:ier." While desiring that the funds should he 
national and that the State should have a certain measure 
of tontrol. thev did not wekome its intervention with 
unbounded enthl.J~ia~m. .. NOlls n'avnns jam"is ~" des 
venerateurs de In tOlltl' puissance de I'jltat. Nous avons 
toujours estime O,u'i1 ne faut df'mander I'aide de 1'P.tat 
que si I'objet que nOtl!; nOlls ~mmes as~il!'nes. ne peut 
pas ~tre atteint d'une autre fa(,on"· Thev would have 
nreferred .. I'institlltion et I'admini~tr"tion des allorations 
fnTT'jJiales par Ie Iil:ire collaboration." Such voluntarv co
operation is. however. (it is admitted) very diffie-lilt to nh
'"in. owing to the attempt of some employers to use th~ 
f"milv allowances for unsocial selfish purposes. Con ... -
quently it becomes necessary to call unon the State: but 
its rale should be M restricted as pos.~ible. Orl!'anis:>tion 
of tbe system and applic.ation of the law should be left to 
the separnte induSfri .. s. A State SIIbsidv to the Compensa 
tion Fun,:ls would probably be the bE'St way of giving the 

II Joumol Ol1ldel. .6.7,'3. I.L.L. 3.8,'3. p. .... 
.. Julel ROICam, p. .]. 
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State a certain measure of control." . Employers are not 
the only class that should be concerned witb tbe workers, 
the public also has its duties. This view of the function 
and desirable scope of State intervention seems quite akin 
to that underlying most social legislatiol' in this country, 
where it is regarded rather as a possibly necessary evil than 
lIS a remedy for universal application. 

It is also worthy of note that the Christian Federation of 
the Middle Classes of Belgium has closely studied the 
whole question and has reached conclusions which are at 
many points in agreement with those just given. They 
propose an absolute family wage and desire that allow
ances should begin with the third child and should be 
given to all families whether wage or salary earners. 
Whatever tbe amount of their incomes, the allowance 
should be 25 francs a month for the tl1ird child, 30 francs 
for the fourth, etc. Allowances should be paid up to the 
age of 14. The Fund should be national and should cover 
all trades, but should be confined to Flemish districts on 
account of the huge difference in the birth-rate between 
Flemish and Walloon districts." 

In Holland also the question of legislative enforcement of 
family allowances has received considerable attention. Dr. 
Aalbersee, Minister of Labour in 1923-4. was the first to 
suggest in 1915 the establishment of a national Compensa
tion Fund,u and he repeatedly advocated it in the States 
General. The question was discussed in the second 
chamber in 1921 in connection with a motion introduced 
by two Catbolic members, who proposed the establishment 
by law of a national fund based on the principles of com
pulsory insurance. The Social-Democratic party sup
ported the payment of children's allowances, but desired 
that they should be paid out of p'ublic funds to all families 
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not possessing sufficient income, and opposed inclusion of 
wage-earners only. With their support the first part of 
the motion expressing the general desirability of establish
ing a children's fund was passed, but the concrete proposal 
was rejected. In May, 1923, the Minister of Labour stated 
that a bill for the establishment of a children's allowance 
fund had been prepared, but would not be introduced until 
an improvement in the industrial situation occurred. 
Apparently it was proposed that I per cent. of the wage
bill should be contributed by the employers.·' The Joint 
Catholic Central Works Council in the Rapport previously 
mentioned" held that a central fund was desirable and, 
(on the ground that other members of the nation besides 
employers and workers have an interest in the maintenance 
of large families) consider that the State should contribute 
towards the cost. 

What, then, is to be the conclusion regarding State 
Compulsion and State.subsidies? Compulsion has been 
demanded in France, Belgium and Holland, in each case 
-with a greater or less measure of State subsidy. Every
thing actually achieved so far, has been by individual initia. 
tiv~ or in some cases by the initiative of public bodies. It is 
true that any form of voluntary effort tends to press hardly 
on the loyal and the conscientious, while compulsion would 
ensure an even division of the burden. At the same time, 
we have to remember that to be effective, a law must 
largely follow public opinion, only to a very small extent 
can it safely afford to lead it. In the case of an entirely 
new institution like the family allowance Compensation 
Fund, it seems desirable that the idea should grow by'its 
own momentum and the enthusiasm of its advocates, and 
should not become dependent on statutory enforcement. 
When it has created, as it is creating, a favourable public 
opinion, then will be the time for the State to set the seal of 
its authority on the maintenance and universalisation of the 
institution. 

-" I.L.I., 3.8.a], p. 19-
•• KiDder ..... 1ag Rapport, p_ 190 



CHAPTER XV 
CONCLUSION 

For human good depends cn human will. 
DRYDEN, ABSALOM AND ACHITOPHEL. 

THB foregoing examination of the family allowance system 
seems to show that its rapid and sustained development 
during the last five or six years has been due to a f9rtui. 
tous combination of three independent impulses, a desire 
to compensate for the rapidly mounting cost of living, the 
fear of depopulation and the philanthropic world impulse 
towards the attainment of better conditions of life for large 
families. 

It may be urged that the rapid and sustained war and 
post.war advances of retail prices are now matters of past 
history; this may be so, but we are face to face with 
an analogous problem-how to provide what present-day 
public opinion regards as a satisfactory minimum standard 
of living for all the workers in an industry and yet leave 
such industry strong enough to meet the fieroe blast of 
world competition. Thus more and more clearly comes 
the realisation that industry or some parts of it may not 
be able to afford the support of mythical children, while 
at the same time leaving unprovided for a large propor-
tion of those that do exist. . 

The second factor. the falling birth-rate, has been and 
is now of considerable importance. There would appear 
to be much reason in the view that any redistribution 01 
labour's share of the product' such as a family allowance 
system effects, should combine with the ... -elfare work 
which the funds are in every' case doing to produce a 

1 Aput "- 1M ..-- of..... sine It. 
O'l 
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higher survival rate; whether such a system can be 
expected to have a substantial influence on the birth-rate 
is a much more doubtful question. The problem is com
plex and there is as yet a lack of adequate evidence. 

There is little doubt that the relative family wage would 
have made but little progress had it not been for the 
extended use of the Compensation Fund. Without 
that institution the family allowance is always liable to 
damage those whom it is intended to protect. This 
method of pooling resources seems capable of laying stress 
on the essential community of interest throughout a 
district or industry. The Compensation Fund has 
already shown considerable power of adaptation to 
different conditions, but in some form· or other has 
generally' been found· necessary except. of course in the 
Civil Service and amongst other classes of workers where 
employment is permanent·or quasi-permanent.t 

Although the Compensation Fund minimises one of the 
chief dangers of the allowances, it has not, as we have 
seen, by any means dissolved the strong opposition mani
fested by large sections of Trade Unionism. It has been 
held that the allowances will tend to lower standard wages, 
that they will sap the independence of the workers, that 
they will give the employer too good an opportunity of 
interfering in the private affairs of the workers, that they 
will weaken the worker's power of resistance. The char
acter of the opposition has however changed and is chang
ing_ The family allowance is recognised as something 
good and desirable in itself, whose dangers can be avoided 
by taking suitable precautions. There is reluctance to 
allow to the Christian Unions the whole credit of having 
been the first to realise the value of the new plan. 

Hand in hand with this dislike of existing methods, 
we find an increasing demand for methods of joint control 
of the Funds. In this way difficulties might be overcome 
and suspicions cleared away. 

Alternatively State compulsion and control is proposed 
. . 

• E.coptlntr In Germany. 
t Ir mUlt not be forg<IClen that of late the aUowance hu (parricularl, in 

France) made con.iderable pro£rea amoogllt commercial _larled employeN. 
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but does not seem anywhere likely to be adopted in the 
near future. 

Undoubtedly the two most important questions raised 
in criticism of the allowance sYstem are first the conten
tion that allowances tend to d~press standard wages and 
secondly that tliey will bring about a fall in the level of 
productive efficiency. As regards the former, sufficient 
evidence has been adduced to demonstrate that there has 
in practice been a very close interaction between wages 
and allowances and furthermore that sometimes the one 
has diminished when the other has increased. The ques
tion of efficiency is qualitative and not numerical. The' 
reply to the criticism falls into three heads, in the first 
place that under all existing systems a man has still to 
keep his job in order to get his allowances, secondly that 
under an allowance system there remains an incentive 
not only to keep his job but to achieve something better 
since the allowance in no case covers the whole cost of a 
child's maintenance. Finally by assisting the family at 
the time of stress and so enabling its members to be 
brought up during the most vital years at a 'better 
standard, it must surelv be admitted that in the course of 
time, outlook, mentality and intelligence may be consider
ably altered. 

One principle at least emerges. There are really two 
separate questions to be dealt with, first what proportion 
of the total product of industry should be given to labour 
and secondly, how is the amount w\len once determined, 
to be divided amongst the individuals concerned? What 
is to be the relation of the wages of skilled and unskilled, 
of young and adult, of single and married. It is important 
that the two matters should not be confused. 

The former problem involves a consideration of the 
productive capacity of the industry; the strength of foreign 
competition and the rights of capital. The latter is • 
matter rather of expediency, social purpose and productive 
efficiency. 

The result of laying emphasis on this distinction will be 
10 draw attention to the need of' precision' in establishing 

11 
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the exact standard of living to be aimed at. Family men, 
it is said, are to have sufficient to enable them to live at a 
certain standard and, in the minds of some, the wherewithal 
should be provided out of the surplus of the single men; 
but the single man may maintain that he has no surplus. 
Thus it will become needful to give a more precise signifi
cance to that loose expression .. a reasonable minimum 
standard. " 

Such greater precision may in turn lead to greater pub
licity which should prove a valuable solvent of economic 
friction. The policy of secrecy has before now been 
responsible for the creation of an entirely false idea of the 
magnitude of profits. Publicity has obvious dangers to the 
single firm or industry but the more generally such a policy 
is adopted, the sooner its difficulties will evaporate. 

'l'he family allowance system does not in truth introduce 
a new principle. It simply extends the influence of needs 
as a factor in the determination of wages and particularises 
it so that i,t deals with the needs of individuals and no 
longer merely with those of classes. 

\ 
The system does not offer a remedy for all evils, or a 

means of settling the whole wages problem. It does, how-
ever, seem to suggest a means whereby it may be possible 
without unduly straining the resources of industry to en
able that section of the wage-earners, in whose hands lie 
the upbringing of the coming generation to live at a higher 

'and from a national standpoint, a more desirable standard. 
That would appear to be the true mission of the family 

allowance and it is in accordance with its capacity for at
taining that end that it should be judged. 

" L'~h!ment fondamental de la richesse d'une nation est 
son capital humain; les autres biens ne valent que par lui 
et ne subsistent que par lui.'" 

• Lemercim', Famille Nombuuse. 



APPENDICES 

Owing to considerations of expense it bas been found 
necessary to omit a Dumber of the tables, but a typewritten 
ropy of them has been deposited in the Library of the London 
School of Eronomics, where it may be consulted. These tables 
are marked with .. a. 
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APPENDIX 1-

Tables showing for a large number of Funds in:
(a) France 
(b) Belgium 
(c) Holland 
(d) Germany 

lll9 

the date of foundation, the number bf members, the number 
of workers concerned, the basis of oompensation, the qualify
ing period of service and certain other particulars. 

APPENDIX a 
(a) I. Table showing particulars of the allowances given 

by a large number of Funds in France.-
(a) ii. Table showing the relation in France of allowances 

and wages. 
(b) i. Table showing particulars of the allowances given 

by some of the Belgian Funds.-
(b) ii. Table showing the relation in Belgium of allowances 

and wages.-
(c) Table giving details of some of the allowances given 

in Holland and showing their relation to wages. 
(tI) Table givinjr "etails of allowances paid at various 

periods In Germany .nd their relation to wages.-
(e) T.ble giving details of some of the allowances g;ven 

in' the Belg;an Coal Mines.-

APPENDIX 3-
T.bl" sho ... ·ing for certain Funds the cost to the employers 

of the family .1I0 ... ·ances paid. 

APPENDIX 4 
Table showing Number of Families of nrious sias in 

Different Trades .nd Areas in Westem Europe and average 
number of mildren per worker and per family as well as the 
Allowan", provided by 1'X. of the wagd>iII. 



• APPENDIX za (ii).-FRANCE • 

Percentage of wage represented 
Average wages In by the Allowance. 

Name of FuncL area or trade. For one For each child of 
child. a family of four. 

Amiens - - - - 2 to 3 francs an hour - - - - - - 4.0 to 6.0 
Angoul~me - - - 1921-10.40 a day Unskilled, 19.80 a day Skilled 

u 
B 

(Metals) - - - - - - - z.o to 3.7 3·5 to 6·4 
Bourges - - - Printing 1922, 24 francs a day - - - - 1.6 3. 6 
Elbeuf-Louviers - Textiles 1923, 2.50 francs an hour - - - - 7. 6 8.0 
Grenoble (Engineering) 12.50 to 21.00 francs a day - - - - - 3.6 to 6,3 4.7 to 8.z 
Lille (Text.) - - Feb. 1923. 2D-25 francs a day - - - - - 4.0 to 4.8 
Lille (Metals) - Spring 1923. Boilermakers 3. So to 4 Fitters 2.75 

francs an hour - - - - - - - - 3.0 to 4.3 
Lille (Bldg. Trades) Spring 1923. 2.50 to 4.00 francs an hour - - z.8 to 4.8 z.8 to 4.8 
Lyon (Rc!gion) - 17 to 25 francs a day according to skill and trade - z·3 to 3.5 3.8 to 5.8 
Mulhouset (Haut-Rbin) 1922-23. 1.50 to 2.50 francs an hour - - - 4.8 to 8.0 4.8 to 8.0 
Mulhouset (Haut-Rhin) Iron Mines-Underground 29.50 frs. a day, Sur-

face 24 frs. 1925- - - - 3·ot0 4· 0 3.0 to 4.0 
Nevers . - - _ 24 to 26 francs a day for skilled metal workers - 2.Z to 2.9 3·8t0 5·0 
Paris (R~gion) . 3-4 frs. an hour, 1924-5 - - - - - - 1.5 to 2.5 3·4 t0 5·6 
Paris (Bldg.) - Marcb 1923. 26-28 francs a day - - - - 2.7 to z.9 4.4 to 4. 8 
Paris (Agric.) - . Average for 1922. IS francs a day - - - - 1.25 
Roanne - - . March 1923. Textiles lI.go a day - - - - 6·S 
Roubaix-Tourcoing- - 1922-23. 2. So to 3 francs an hour - - - - 8.3 to 10.0 1'1.;' to 15.0 
Thizy - - - Marcil 1923. 12 francs a day. for Textiles - - - ·5 



APPENDIX ze.-HOLLAND. 
-

b Pen:en_ of Wages 
Periodical AU-- p&id _n.od by 

N_ 01 Fuacl A_age Wag .. in area Allowance. 
lis or ....... For 

loa lit tnd JnI 4·b S·h 1St For each child of chileS duIcI duIcI chiIcI chiIcI child family of four. 

Balce ... Fund (National) - T - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1922-30-40 ftorins a week - 1.%5 to 1.66 
Borin per week for children under 1+ for adults. 

I -
Ci,ar-Makerl - - T - - - I.DO 1.00 1923-33 Borins a week. - 0·7 

florin pet week for children under 1+ 

Shoemakent (Catholic) • T - - - 0·75 0·75 1.1.23-1.7. 23- - 0.75 to I.q 
Wag. Clan .... ,.., ftoriruo .. .. :a :1 •• 70 .. .. .. 3 18.80 .. 

Llmburr Brick and Tile T - - 1.00 1.00 1.00 1923-25-30 Borins a week. - 1.6to%.0 
MakinI' . . - florin pet week for children under' 1+ 

Tilburr Textilea . T - - - 1.00 1.00 1923-25-30 ftorins a week. - O.Stol.O 
Coal Mine. (No Fund) • T +00 4.00 4.00 

Borin. a month. 
+00 +00 1925-5.00-5.50 florins per 

shift-u sbifts a month 
3·2-3·5 3·% to 3.S 

assumed. 

t Cblell1 N Brabant. 



APPENDIX 4 
The following table collates a number of different sets of statistics, some of which are the results of special 

quiries. The percentages in Columns 3, 4 and 5 all relate to the total number of workers ooncerned. Column 7 is an 
dication of the average number of children under 14 years of age per family. The number of .. attributaries " will not 
course necessarily correspond with the number of married persons, because of the cases where both husband and wife work 
factories belonging to the same fund or even in the same factory. The number of unmarried persons with dependent childien 
however a compensating factor. Column 8 shows what percentage of the total number of children are .. only children." 

Column 9 shows what allowances· can be provided with I per cent. of the wage bill, assuming an equal allowance for 
ch child whether 1St, 3rd or 5th, etc. Clearly to a worker with wages below the average the allowance-will represent an 
crease of wages above that indicated in the Table. Column 9 is the reciprocal of Column 6. Columns 10 and II show 
,at greatly increased allowances can be paid without additional expense if the first child is omitted and still more so, if 
e first two are omitted. • Es:preued BI a percentage of wagi!I 
--~--.----. .~-.-. 

I .. • • • • • 8 • I • 11 ------_. ---~ - . - -.-
~~~~ .. -.. 2o:y 

Percentage of FamiliCli ~!i= 
Percentqe Average a,so E ~ • .'!I 

Number at Percent- of total having reapectivelJ' Average number 1: 41 .,;- = t111-5,s 5 01 worken ... worken number ot Percent ~~; -c ... ·"5 
AI-. and N.t .... of Bnqllh7. covered by ot total married. ~ 

I i 
ot childreo. aRe of 8~ 'S 8"i'S Ii a-5 

--'h. worken and chfldreD per uonly " c~ ]41 :2 :,f3'S =~lli Statiltlcs. that are without ~ ~ 
, , per attribu- children. e.. ! 0!1~ married. children. worker. ta",. ucoi"O 

~ =;'~5 EI~·E:= !~ .. - .. .. ~ ~ <.Q'" ~ <l! ... '!l ", .. 5 

iris, 19'9"20 - - . 9¢So· 63. 1 24. 2 21.2 11.04 4.03 1.6 1.0 0.67 1·97 37·5 1·5 loS 9.8 
aut-Rhin, 1\1 ulhouse, 1921 - 531~' - 7+·93(') 14.06 6.67 2.61 1.08 0.65 0·43 1.72 32•6 2·3 5·+ 1+.0-
ulhouse, '922 - - . 56735 - - - - - - - 0.+2" 1.70 - - - -
iris Region-Sept. , 1921 156626- - 7+. 1 (') - - - - - 0.+1 1·57 - 2.+ - -
renoble Metal W'rk'rs, '922 ~886 - 73·7 (') - - - - - 0.+6 1.78 - 2.08 - -
yon. Special Enquiry - Joof'amUies - - 27 27 10 3 3 - I. 71 57.0 - - -
oubaix-Tourcoing, 1921 - 22 68,000> - 77.9+(') 12.8 5-33 2.21 1.01 0.60 0·33 1.70 37·5 3.0 8.0 22.0 

Do. (Textiles) 1925 - 58% of attributaries - - - - - - 1.71 34. 12 - - -
had I child. 

ille-Building Trades - - 8,000 Total No. attribu· - - - - - 0.5+ 1.80 - 1.85 - -tari~, 2.400 

iIIe-(Textile) - - 35000' Total No. 8ttribu .. - - - - - 0.15 2·3 - 6.6 I1a12D -taries. 3 •• 88 
ierzon - - - 3472 33 % of worken were - - - - - 0.47 1.42 - - - -



twerp, July, '922 ~ 112:ZOO 
J ....... VI -.u .«ken 

"and, Am.terdam, 
"unidpality, 1920 - 8+38" 
rmany, Cologne (Ange... ""';:'.l.'!' 

""ten) - - - f --)o~ do. .. .. -:::::: 
rmany Textile Worker. 92,012 
Chri.tian) - - - members 
"ium, Taminel Coalmine 1180 

= .. 

,t.de-Loup Coalmine - 1160 
lel"ian Mines'" 6760 
"lell, Suildinll' Trades 10,000 
~maj (Quarriea) • S-¢I 

-
-

22% 
26% 

36.5 
69·5 ---
580 

. Perret'. IIlCures- oI .... 'J I 
00_ ... 

'5 ... . 
<Ie-France Enquiry by th . .,'-_~ 

parent&. 

. . d '.' .. rzllJ"'J~ loclete de. Agrlculteuro e._ - - ... 
'Oiae.. .. .. .. ~--=
r~eaux Winegrowero' Dis-! 88;;'ag 
rlct, 19"-2 .. .. i earners 

e . 
~'- -- -----.-.--- --

65·7 

-
Mal, motll, of the m"'.1 and ~g1nl"1fin" Irada. 
Wor"'" .... ployod by mombon of .hle Fund. 
Per nnl or .uributa,I ... 

-
--
-

%3.05 ---
20.4-

-

18·7 

-

1+·9 6,9 

- -
- -- -
- -

22·3 13.~ 
17·5 II. 
16.1' 11.4-
11.6 7·% 
19·9 9.6 

If..6 6.25 

12.8 U.I 
0 • 

158.% 24-.8 

If b •• le ""u, .. ar. totted. 
TtM rrdu('fion .... _ ... ted &0 be due 10 the d~eHion in ehe Engineering and 

Shlpbulldln. T,odr •• 
Male an4 'nnat. P'",.."n. who were made the lubject of •• pecla. enquiry. 
WorkJwoopl. dlvldld Into 5 ",.,e clalUJft. 
ThJ. ft"ure how ... ", Indudet II .uributlriN an married men without 

children. Probtlbly nOl an. than onMhlrd of total married perIOD •• 
It allow.nr. t. made for Ihi. lh. _Yerage ftfi(ure becomet: 1'64-

Tamln", Pon.-dto-[AU9, 0."(;111,, Pleuru., Wert.ler. 
F.ptIl' rOld ., 3,d Coni'''. 01 Compon .. ,1on l'undo. 

5.8 1·5 1.16 0·59 1·93 25.8 1·69 3·S 8.0 

11·5 6·9 7. 11 - 1.68 - - - -
- - - 0.~6 - - I 3.8 - -- - - 0.28 - - loS - -
- - - O'fc 1·09& - 2·5 - -

5.6 5·3 - o. 5 1.83 25.8 1.17 %.2 4-. 8 
5·3 3·9 - 0·79 2.03 22.4- 1.26 2.1 5. 2 

5.6 5. 8 - 0.88 2.a 18.8 1.13 2.2 3.8 
loS - 2·7 0.51 2.05 - 1·9 3.8 7·7 
4-.4- 3.2 - 0.70 - - .- ~ -
2.6 1.0 0·55 0.4-10 1.66 3·4- 2.# 6.0 16.0 

8.06 5'7 - 0.87 2.1 - 1.1 1·7 ;.4-
• • 11.4- 5.8 - 0·37 1.86 - 2·7 - -.. • The following figura for indiVIdual trades in the Haut-Rhin 

area are of mterst:- ~~ ~ 
Engineering (Guebwiller) - '5" 

tt the district '58 
Mineo (Potaoh) .~ 
Chemical. '15 
Brewing '88 
Textile. '34 

o Dr. Perret', figurel for Individual trades were a. followa:-
TeKtites 36'S per 100 Worken. 
Engineering 53'3 "If .. 
Food Tradet 67'0 "" II 

.. 
Chemic." 78'0 .,.. If 

_P~~~ 41'~ __ " U If 
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APPENDIX 5 
Table comparing purchasing power received in wages under 

farnilyallowance system and where S\Ich sum is distributed 
equally without regard to family charges. 

APPENDIX 6-
.Text of Resolution carried by the Confo!<:Jeration Gen~rale 

du Travail at their Annual Congress in February 1923. 

APPENDIX .,. 
Text of tbe Bokanowski Bill. 

APPENDIX 8-
Specimens of forms in use in Compensation Funds. 

APPENDIX 9. 
List of Auth!'rities. 



This table attempta to compare the purchasing power received during the wbole working life under the 
family allowance .,.stem with that which """"'d bave been received if a precisely simi1ar sum bad been equally 
divided amongst all workers without regard to family charges. The average wage is assumed througbout 
to be one hundred units per year; thus if the average working life is taken as 40 years, one per cent. of 
the wage biU would give the .i~1e man under equal division a tDtaI of 40 units, and under a family allow
ance .y.tem 0 units, therefore hi. position under that .ystem is - 40: similarly if one per cent. of wages 
produces an allowance of 2% for each child for 14 years, then a man with one child receives during the wbole 
course of hi. working life (2 " 14) - 28 units, but under the normal wage system be would have received 
40, therefore he is 12 unit. worse off under the family allowance system (i.e., - 12). At the same time 
it mUlt not be forgotten that the 28 unit. come to a man during the period when he is specially in need of. 
a .. iJtance. 

LONG PERIOD EFFECT OF ALLOWANCE SYSTEM ON INDIVIDUALS. ---_. 
At .. or Indulll")'. 

Pari. and MuJhouse in each cue 
covering the fund .. a wbole. 
All industries • · 

renoble-Engineering G 
L iIIe-Building Trades 

· · · · · · Roubaix-Tntile Predominant. 
iIIe-Textile . · · · 
'ant_Mixed wbole Fund · ari_Engineering · · · yon_Dyeing · · · 

L 
N 
P 
L 
Co logn ... Anlre.tellten .. in Com. 

B 
B 

merce and Banking. · ruuel_Building Trades • 
elfrian Coal Mines • · 

· · • 

AI ...... ...,.pr~ 
.,., 01 W ... bllI for 
child up 10 the age 01 

14 yean. 

I Paria 2'4} 
MuIhoule 2.3 

2.08 
1.85 
3.0 
6.6 
1.9 
105 
4·34 

3·5 
1·9 
I.I~ 

Taldng Average Working Life .. 4D ,..... 
Net galA or _ for • family ...... with 

I child • children 3 children 4 children 

, 

-7.8 + 24·4 + 56.6 + 88.8 

-10.6 + 18.8 + +8.2 + 7.6.5 
-14. 1 + 11.8 + 37·7 + 63.6 
+ 2.0 + 44.0 + 86.0 +1Z8.0 
+52 '4 +144·0 +237.0 +329.0 
-13'4 + 13·2 + 39.8 + 66,4 
-19.0 + 2.0 + 23.0 + 44.0 
+20.8 + 81·5 +142•0 +202.0 

+ 9.0 + 58.0 + 107.0 +156.0 
-13'4 + 13·2 + 39.8 + 66,4 
~.2 - 8·4 + 7·of. + 23·2 

Single 
Men. 

-40 

--+0 
--+0 
-40 
-40 
-40 
--+0 
--+0 

--+0 
-40 
--+0 
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